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NLA D EMP RE 
us1ness ourna 
VOLUME 2, NUMBER 9 
By Andrew Moore 
In land Empire Economic Council 
In the ftrst expanded wage and salary sur-
vey of the Inland Emptre, data shows that 
employers here are able to pay their em· 
ployees constdcrably less than neighbonng 
Los Angeles County. 
Based on 10 JOb categories, wages m the 
Inland Emptre were lower than Los An-
geles County's m every field. When com-
pared wtth Orange County, the Inland Em-
ptre was lower in seven of th e I 0 
categories. 
The Merchants and Manufacturers Asso-
ciation (M&M) conducted the survey, as it 
has been doi ng for the past 44 years. Until 
this year, the survey was distributed exclu-
sively to M&M members. However, this 
year the association increased the survey 
base to more accurately reflect the region's 
wages and salaries. 
The M&M surveyed members of the In-
land Empire Economic Council, the San 
Bernardino County Department of Eco-
nomic and Community Development, the 
Riverside County Economic Development 
Agency and the Economic Development 
Please See "M&M SurYey Page 6 
Howard Ruff, Ousted Presi· 
dent of Fund America, 
Starts Similar Company 
But vows he 
won't make 
the same mis-
takes 
Howard Ruff, who 
was president of Fund 
America for a short 
Howard Rll/f Lime, is starling a similar 
company called the Main 
street Alliance. 
'The Alliance is Ruffs revised and rapid-
ly developing version of Fund America, 
which filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on 
Aug. 21, 1990. 
Ruff accepted the presidency of Fund 
America on July 23, 1990, following the 
resignation of founder Robert T. Edwards. 
Ruff declared a "rebirth and resurrection" ol 
Fund America on July 31 only to be re.-
- Pl••, s.. "R•Jr' ,..,. ' -
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Art~t's conception ot the propos~d t oll r oad on the 9l Freew•y, lootlnr East 
fr om Gypsum C•nyon Road. 
Riverside County Supervisors Seething 
Over Toll Road Proposal 
They say Riverside County citizens will be 
hit with a double whammy 
Putting a $500-per-head toll on 
Orange County Prisoners? 
"I feel there must not be a toll road. I'll lay down in front or the bull-
dozers to stop it." 
•• Supervisor Melba Dunlap 
Riverside County officials are seething about a toll road proposed for the Orange 
County section of the 91 freeway. 
They say the toll road issue represents just one more example of Orange County shirk-
ing its responsibilities and dumping its problems on Riverside County. They say that 
Riverside citizens already passed a tax to improve and widen the Riverside section of the 
91. Now those same citizens will have to pay tolls to upgrade the Orange County side of 
the freeway, the officials say. 
The issue cuts through to the very heart of the jobs/housing imbalance that exists in 
the Inland Empire. 
"I'm very concerned the good faith of the transportation network is at stalce here," said 
Riverside County Supervisor Kay Ceniceros, who is also a member of the Riverside 
County Transportation Commission. 
"Riverside citizens have agreed 10 pay a 1/l<ent sales tax,"Cenicerosadded. • And now 
they turn around and tax them again [through tolls]" 
Ciniceros said the toll road issue is just another example of Orange Countians refusing 
to shoulder responsibility for their own problems. She said the toll road will only serve 
10 let Orange County voters off the hoolc again, and let them avoid seeking solutions for 
their transportation problems. 
Orange County voters have repeatedly rejected sales-tax measures, which would have 
given the county funds 10 improve roadways. Riverside voters, on the otha' band, 
l'l••1• S•e "I'•JI•f Tit• l'lfHr" l'•re 15 
ONE DOLLAR 
¢ After five years of 
negotiations, United 
Parcel Service will finall y be 
able to break ground for its 
$53-million regional hub fa-
cil ity at Ontario International 
Airport. 
The facility, called the Ontario Air 
Gateway, combines an air package sort-
ing center and a ground delivery center on 
160 acres adjacent to ONT. 
Cons truction is expected to begin 
someti me this fall. When completed nex t 
winter it will employ I ,400 people with 
a payroll in excess of S30 million. 
The last hurdle was passed in August 
when the city of Los Angeles agreed to 
allow UPS aircraft access to Ontario's 
runways directly from the cargo carrie r's 
private property. The access rights cost 
UPS $2 million, which it will pay in ad-
dition to annual land-lease fees totaling 
more than $4.7 million . 
UPS wiU build a 50-acre concrete ramp 
for loading and unloading aircraft and a 
500,000-square-foot distribution facility 
Please See "UPS" Page 3 
San Bernardino Confer-
ence Kicks Off National 
Minority Enterprise Devel-
opment Week Locally 
By Hollis Smith , e.ucUJ1ve director 
Inland Empire Purchasing Council 
More than 350 minority business own-
ers and executives from 200 businesses 
are expected to attend a minority business 
conference to be held in San Bernardino 
October 3. 
The gathering, called, "The Minority 
Business Procurement Conference," spon-
sored by Assemblyman Jerry Eaves (0-
Rialto), will be at the Hilton Hotel in 
San Bernardino. 
The annual conference, which is being 
held for the second time, comes in the 
middle of National Minority Enterprise 
Development Week (MedWeek). Since 
1983, the President of the United States 
has declared the ftrst week of October 
MedWeek, in an annual effOrt to aid mi-
nority business. 
Nationally, minority business owners 
l'k•u S•• "MI•orllJ" P•r• 3 
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Degree Programs in 
Information Science 
Master of Science 
The Management of Information Systems 
Master of Science 
The Management of Telecommrmication Systems 
Master of Science 
Computer Information Systems 
Doctor of Philosophy 
The Management of Information Systems 
Designed for both full-time and employed students who 
seek careers in the development and management of com-
puter information systems in organizations. Applications 
for admission are now being accepted. Please direct inquir-
ies to: 
Programs in Information Science 
The Claremont Graduate School 
Academic Computing Building 
130 E. Ninth Street 
Claremont, CA 91711-6190 
The 
Clarcnlont 
I ~ Graduate 
~ J1 chool 
~,(7_1_4~) ___ 6_2_1_·_B2_0_9 ________________________________ _J 
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INSIDE 
SPORTS AND BUSINESS 
EX-NFL Player Begins Real 
Estate Career Page 22 
Thomas Henley, who played for the Los Angeles 
Rams and the San Francisco 49ers, decided recently 
to trade a telephone for a football. In July, he quit the 
Rams and joined the Ontario Office of Cushman & 
Wakefield. "It's hard," he says. "But I'll do it." 
TRANSPORTATION REAL ESTATE 
Toll Road Proposal Angers Rlv- Group Invests In George AFB 
erslde Officials Page 1 Area Page 12 
An announcement by Gov. Oukmejian But the group, TMP investments, has 
that private developers could build a been investing in the Adelanto area, 
toll road on the 91 Freeway has in- and similar Inland Empire regions, for 
censed Riverside County officials. more than a decade. 
They say that Riverside County citizens 
will unfair1y be forced to pay for freeway 
improvements in both sides of the 
county line. 
ECONOMY 
Inland Empire Ranks Sixth In 
Job Growth Page 3 
MARKETING 
What's a Poor 
Inventor to do? Page 16 
Taking an idea from concept to market 
can be tough. It can be especially diffi-
cult for a small inventor, who does not 
have a lot of cash to spend making 
r 
---------------------
3-DAY DELIVERY • $149/100 • $629/1000 • The Inland Empire was the fastest sure others don't steal his ideas. A I 
I 
Printed Presentation Folders 
• Choice of Papers • Glued Pockets • Call for Free Sample Pack 
1 growing of 20 major metropolitan re- consultant who has helped hundreds 
1 
gions in terms of job growth in the past take their products from concept to 
year. The job base grew by nearly market explains how to do it. 
I (714) 630-4236 Robinson/Mayer Litho, Inc. 1 40,000 new positions, or 5.7 percent. INTERVIEW 
·---------------------· IDEA AND ASSET PROTECTION 
SEMINAR 
This program sells nationally for $395.00. But now, only in Southern 
California, this seminar is being offered for a limited time for ~st the 
admission charge of $15.00. 
IN PERSON 
Russell B. Seely 
former director of 
space launch and 
recovery 
programs forGE-
directed Apollo 
planning for 
Rockwell. 
Lewis E. Laughlin 
Editor-in-Chief of 
'7he Incorporated 
News" 
President, Laughlin 
Associates, Inc. 
Call (714) 544-3355 
LEARN HOW TO 
~ 
~ 
Achieve per- ~ 
sonal wealth 
Protect your ~ 
ideas 
Market your ~ 
idea through a 
license 
Protect your 
assets 
Benefit from a 
Nevada Corp. 
How to build 
wealth in spite 
of the tax law 
Seating Is limited 
Please RSVP 
(714) 544-3355 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Oct. 22 Oct. 23 Oct. 24 
CompriHotel Clarion Hotel Maruko Hotel 
2800 Via 2200 E. Ho~ 295 North ESt 
Cabrillo Ontario,CA San 
San Pedro, Bernardino, 
CA CA 
Registration 5:30 p.m. -6:00p.m. 
Seminar 6:00 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
These $15 seats are limited- you lTlJSt caN to oonfinn attendance 
PRISONS 
Blythe Prison Size 
will Double 
Dr. Anthony Evan, president of 
CSUSB Page 21 
Page 5 
Evans is only the second person to 
Chuckawalla State Prison at Bly1he, in hold the post of president of Cal State 
eastern Riverside County, will increase University, San Bernardino. This for-
by 2400 cells and add up to 800 new mer State Department employee and 
s~aff . The go~ernor recently signed a world traveler, told us why his is: ·one 
~til that authonzes the $214-million pro- of the best jobs in higher education in 
)ect. America." 
SALES 
How did Willie loman 
do It? Page 7 
' ENVIRONMENT 
Recycling Is 
Good Business Page 27 
"Window on Wall Street" host Bob Gwenn Norton-Perry, who writes regu-
Chesney says that old sales methods lar1y for the Business Journal, says 
are old ~at. In an era of "Windshield companies can profit by recycling 
Time," htgh-t~h help is what's needed their used paper, and help clean up 
to make the pttch. the environment to boot. 
BANK ING FEATURES 
Inland Empire Banks 
Still Strong Page 8 
Newsmakers Page 9 
Pro/Con: Prop. 126 
Or at least, regional banks are stronger Other Drink Tax 
than most, writes Bill Powers, senior 
•• The 
Page 20 
vice. pre~ident for Eldorado Bank's op- Mega Projects 
erat10ns tn the Inland Empire. 
Page 19 
S&Ls 
Bailout Hurting 
Economy Page 10 
The bailout isn1 working. 
Commentary: Rep. George 
Brown on the Inland Empire 
Economy Page 21 
People, Pieces 6 Things 
Page 25 
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Inland Empire Ranked 6th In Nation In Job Growth 
By Andrew Moore 
inland Empire Economic Council 
The Inland Empire ranked sixth in the nation in job growth from second quarter 1989 
to second quarter 1990, its highest ranking ever. Some 38,600 jobs accounted for a 5.7 
percent increase, according to M/PF Research Inc. based in Dallas. 
The overall growth rate is down 20 percent during that period, and most metropolitan 
statistical areas reported sharp declines, indicating that the Inland Empire is faring the na-
tion's economic slowdown beuer than most regions across the country. 
The Inland Empire was, in facl, the fastest growing in the top 20 regions (in terms of 
percentage) of any market its size. The region's job base grew to 717,600 as of June 
1990, attracting 38,600 new jobs for a 5.7 percent increase (slightly below the Inland 
Empire's five-year average of 6.6 percent annual job growth). 
From second quarter 1989 to 1990, only the much smaller Las Vegas market grew at a 
faster rate; 9.5 percent, adding 32,000 jobs to an existing total of 369,000 jobs. Los An-
geles ranked firSt with 87,000 new jobs, but its job growth was down 42 percent from 
the previous year. 
Most of the new jobs in the Inland Empire were in the government, services, and trade 
sectors, wh ich represented more than three-quarters of the Empire's job growth. Also, 
significant growth occurred in the construction industry, adding 4,800 jobs. Manufaclllr-
ing fums gained 1,500 jobs since mid-1989. 
In contrast, Los Angeles lost 13,200 manufacturing jobs. However, the same three job 
sectors- services, government and trade accounted for nearly all net growth during the 
1989-'90 time period. 
ANNUAL EMPLOYMENTGROWlH 
Top 20 U.S. Melro Areas 
2nd Quarter 1989 · 2nd Quarter 1990 
(Non·agriculturu Employment in Thousands) 
Net Job Gain, 
2Q/1989·2Q/ 1990 
Total Net Gain, Net Gain, 
Employment, II of % 2Q/88· 2Q185· 
Me1r0Area 2Q/1990 Jobs Rank O.anae 2Q/89 2Q,o}() 
Los Aaaeles, CA .. ,307 .3 87 . 0 1 2.1 'llo 149.3 .. ,...9 
Seattle, WA 1,098.7 49.1 2 4.7% 67.0 251.9 
Houston, TX I ,546.0 48.5 3 3.2% 54.2 63 .9 
Atlanta, GA I ,489.4 46. 1 4 3.2% 23.9 233 .2 
San Diego, CA 999.8 39.8 5 4.1% 51.8 221.2 
Rherslde, CA 717 . 6 38.6 6 s. 7'llo .. 8 . 6 196 . 3 
Ollcago, IL 3,205.8 37.9 7 1.2% 73.1 274.3 
Lu Vegu, NV • 369.0 32.0 8 9.5% 33 .1 122.5 
Miami, FL 899.5 30.4 11 3.5% 21.3 117.2 
Tampa. FL 888.2 30.0 t3 3.5% 27 .6 157.4 
Minneapolis, MN I ,385.2 29.6 14 2.2% 36.9 172.0 
Cincinnati, OH 751.9 28.6 iS 4.0% 19.4 122.7 
Columbus. OH 726.7 25.3 16 3.6% 20.7 122.2 
Oeveland. OH 958.2 24.7 17 2.6% 21.0 88.4 
Portland, OR 636.9 23 9 18 3.9% 35.0 118.8 
Aaahelm, CA 1,219.9 23.7 19 2 . 0'llo 57.1 277 ... 
Source: MJPF Research, Inc. analysis cl data from the U.S. Department of Labor (Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics) and stale commissions. 
Minority Business Cont. from 
1 
will be taking advantage of programs and-
seminars sponsored by the U.S. Dept. of 
Commerce's Minority Business Develop-
ment Agency and the Small Business Ad-
ministration. In the Inland Empire, Eaves' 
seminar is the major Medweek activity. 
"We need to help 'em," Eaves said of 
the Inland Empire minority business 
community. "But they're getting more 
and more healthy." 
There are an estimated 7,000 minori-
ty-owned businesses in the Inland Em-
pire, according 10 purchasing council fig-
ures. Of those, 14 percent are owned by 
Blacks, 38 percent by Hispanics and 48 
percent by Asian Americans and other mi-
norities. 
Minority Business Advocacy 
Healthy 
Advocacy for promoting minorily enter-
prise in the Inland Empire is "alive and 
well," said Jim Booth, chairman of the In-
land Empire Purchasing Council. 
In 1986, 20 major corporations formed 
the council 10 help strengthen the area's 
minority business communi!)'. The coun-
cil, which also holds an annual seminar 
each year, but not during MedWeek, 
strives to increase procurement opportuni-
ties for minority-owned businesses. It is 
affiliated with the National Minority Sup-
plier Development Council, a network of 
corporations formed in 1972 as a public/ 
private joint venture to promote minority 
business. 
Although most Inland Empire-based mi-
nority fums are service oriented, the coun-
cil's growing data base and forecasting ser-
vices should identify more opportunities 
in other areas for them, Booth said. 
Programs such as those offered by the 
council are a good starting point for mi-
nority businesses, said Everett Ochoa, 
Hollis Smilh - Eucwive Director of in-
land Empire Purchasing CoiUICil 
president of Onlario-based Eversafe Envi-
ronmental Safely Products. 
"Minorities approaching corporations 
10 do business often receive minimal en-
couragement from buyers," Ochoa said. 
"Overall," Ochoa continued, " these 
[minority) programs are tools. They pro-
vide a chance to get in the door. But sub-
sequently, minority businesses must be 
qualified to give maJtimum perfor-
mance." 
Mi110rity businus ownus can sign up 
for tM Oct. 3 conference or obtain otMr 
information relaJing to minority busi-
ness development by contacting: 
Wu Jerrerson 
Office of Assemblyman Jerry Eaves 
224 Riverside Ave. 
Suite A 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(714) 820-1902 or contact: 
Realonal Purcbaslng 
Councils, Inc. 
3325 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 604 
L.A .• CA 90010 
(7 14 ) 750-1083 
United Parcel Service To Construct Ontario Air Gateway Finally 
(Cont. from Page I) 
for processing packages and parking UPS 
delivery vehicles. 
"The new facility will accommodate 22 
flights a day and process 40,000 packages 
an hour. Presently, UPS operates about 
17 flights a day at ONT but does not 
have the package-processing capabili-
ty," said Ken Churchill, UPS 
spokesman. . 
The Inland Empire is served from 
other UPS packaging facilities, such as 
those in Baldwin Park and in San Ber-
nardino, which have been overloaded 
due 10 the significant growth in the On-
tario area, Churchill said. This regional 
hub will relieve those smaller facilities, 
but it will not result in their closure. 
UPS' decision to establish a regional 
hub will serve as a magnet for other 
businesses that depend on cargo ser-
vice, namely distribution companies, 
service and repair centers, and some 
types of manufacturers. The advantage 
to operating near a UPS hub is that 
packages are delivered earlier and 
picked up later than for those business-
es located farther away. The result can 
mean better service to customers and 
better control of inventory. 
'The direct and induced economic ben-
efit is estimated 
to be $100 mil-
lion a year for 
Ontario and 
$550 million a 
year for the en-
tire region, 
Churchill said, 
explaining that 
those numbers 
include the ef-
fects UPS will 
have in attract-
ing, developing, 
and supporting 
other businesses 
in the region. 
UPS, with 
revenue in ex-
cess of $12 bil-
lion a year and 
123 aircraft, will 
have five air 
hubs including 
Ontario. The 
other four are in 
Louisville, Ky., 
Philadelphia, 
United Parcel Service 
.!'-ir I?.istribution Facility 
~-
Honolulu and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Miami. 
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I 
Mer introduces a long distance 
package of enormous proportions. 
And it comes in your size. 
NEW MCI VISION~ BIG-BUSINESS LONG DISTANCE 
THAT FITS YOUR BUSINESS. 
From now on, your telecommunications won't be restricted by how 
much you spend on long distance. Because now, MCI Vision offers a big-
business long distance package of control, custornization, and value never 
before available to America's 7 million small and medium-sized 
businesses. 
GET THE MOST FOR YOUR LONG DISTANCE DOLLAR. 
With MCI Vision, you pay one basic low rate per minute on all 
domestic long distance calls. Regardless of distance. And you get simple 
rates on international calls too. 
Even simpler is how MCI Vision gives you big-business volume 
discounts by consolidating all your calls from all your locations, on all 
your services. 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BILLING THAT COMMUNICATES. 
An MCI Vision bill is a telecommunications management tool that 
gives you call detail by individual, department, client or location-
whether you have 1 or100. 
If you want to see terrific long distance control in action, just look at an 
MCI Vision bill. 
START A TELECOM DEPARTMENT. WITHOUT THE 
DEPARTMENT. 
MCI Vision gives you the practical long distance management control 
you've always wanted. 
With MCI Vision, you can control exactly who calls where, when. Limit 
calls to areas where you do business or restrict calls to areas where you 
don't. 
You'll never have to guess who's calling where, when. With Vision;" 
you're in control. 
YOUR BUSINESS AND MCI. A FITTING PARTNERSHIP. 
What else do you get with MCI Vision? You get MCI, naturally. You get 
unsurpassed call quality. You get direct dialing to anywhere in the U.S. and 
more than 170 countries worldwide. 
And the best thing is, you can get all this right now. Just pick up the 
phone and call us. 
:Mc1· 
Let us show yotC 
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Presley Bill Would Double Prison Size 
~The Governor has 
.....Y signed a bill that will 
double the size of Chuckawal-
la State Prison at Blythe, lo-
cated in eastern Riverside 
County. 
The bill, SB 2786, sponsored by Sen. 
Robert Presley (D-Riverside) authorizes 
the State Department of Corrections to add 
2400 cells to the prison as well as 700 to 
and $190,000 in the second year after the 
expansion. 
The expansion will be funded using $450 
million in bonds approved by the voters in 
June. The expansion itself is expected to 
cost $214 million, a figure which does not 
include the annual increase in operational 
costs. 
Originally, there was stiff local opposi-
tion to the expansion, said Bob Holmes, 
chief consultant for the Legislature's Joint 
Chuckawalla Valley 
State Prison 
ARIZONA 
800 new staff. Prisons Committee, which Presley chairs. 
The sponsors of the bill said the expan- Holmes said three sites were initially con-
sian would add $30 million to the local sidered for prison expansion, all near the 
economy in the form of pay for the addi-
tional prison staff. 
A provision of the bill also allows 
Blythe to annex the prison site. The move 
allows Blythe to count prisoners as pan of 
its population totals and thereby increase 
city revenues by $125,000 the first year 
city. 
Eventually, the state chose a site 15 
miles outside of town, Holmes said, adding 
opposition died after an underground water 
source was found that could supply the 
prison's needs. 
The Uncommon 
Trust 
Banh 
Bank 
For Business Financing: 
Contact Larry Petersen 
714/945-2740 
For Real Estate Projects: 
Contact Bob Mort 
714/945-1275 
For Trust Services: 
Contact Guy Beyersdorf 
714/983-0511 
Survey Rates Inland Empire "Quality of Life" Higher than in O.C. and L.A. 
But is the 5 Percent 
Economic Difference 
Worth the Drive? 
Commuting for 
$3.33 Per Hour 
The cost of living in San Bernardino 
County is 93 percent of what it is in Los 
Angeles County, but wages in the Inland 
Empire are still only 96 percent of what 
they are in Los Angeles, according to re-
search conducted for the Business Journal 
by Baker, Thomsen Associates' Economic 
Research Institute of Newport Beach. 
At the same time, the cost of living in 
Rivers1de County is 83 percent of what it 
is in Orange County, while wages are 93 
percent 
However, Riverside is still a better place 
to live than Orange County, according to 
the institute's national "Quality of Life" 
Index (which measures the difference be-
tween wage and cost of living variances). 
Riverside natives suffer a quality of live 
fully 20 percent below national averages. 
Riverside County wage levels exceed na-
tional levels by 8 percent overall, while 
costs exceed national norms by 28 percent 
(compared to 3,070 other areas the institute 
evalualeS). 
Still, a negative 20 percent is good com-
pared to Orange 
County, which has a 
negauve 25 percent 
position. Staust1cs 
show, then, that the 
working population 
residing and employed I 
in the Inland Empire 
is economically 5 
percent better off than I 
their neighbors to the 
west. 
Of course, the best 
of both worlds is to 
live in Riverside/San 
Bernardino and com-
mute to Los Angeles 
or Orange counties. 
The 8 to 11 percent 
spread translates into 
$2,500 for the aver-
age commuter. (3 
hours commuung per 
day for 250 days 
equals $3.33/hour.) 
The Inland Empire 
is a less expensive 
place to live, a less 
expensive place to 
employ a work force, 
and, measured by the 
Institute's Quality In-
dex, a better place all 
around to both reside 
and work. 
San Bernardi11o 
Barstow 
Fontana 
Lorna Linda 
Ontario 
Rancho Cucam. 
Redlands 
San Bernardino 
Upland 
Victorville 
108% 
127% 
121% 
128% 
132% 
128% 
127% 
136% 
118% 
Cost Differences * 
Ri.,erside Cou11ty Orange County 
Banning 
Beaumont 
Corona 
Hemet 
Indio 
Norco 
P.S. 
Rivernde 
Temecula 
120% 
129% 
125% 
115% 
113% 
111% 
133% 
123% 
117% 
Anaheim 149% 
C.M . 138% 
Fullerton 147% 
G.G. 141% 
Irvine 161% 
M.V. 154% 
Orange 135% 
S.C. 138% 
Santa Ana 144% 
• Compared to national average 
Wage Differences * 
Sa11 Bunardi11o County Rivusid• County Orange CoafiiJ 
Barstow 
Fontana 
Lorna Linda 
Ontario 
Rancho Cucam. 
Redlands 
San Bernardino 
Upland 
YictorViOe 
97% 
110% 
104% 
112% 
114% 
106% 
100% 
112% 
102% 
Banning 104% 
Beaumont 115% 
Corona 111% 
Hemet 111% 
Indio 102% 
Norco 111% 
Palm Springs 110% 
Riverside 104% 
Temecula 113% 
Anahellll 120% 
C.M. 119% 
Fullenon 117% 
G.G. 119% 
Irvine 119% 
M.V. 108% 
Orange 116% 
S.C. 112% 
Santa Ana 119% 
L.A . County 
BurOOnk 
EJ Segundo 
Glendale 
Los Angeles 
LongBeoch 
PasOOena 
Pico Rivera 
RedoodoBch 
Santa Monica 
L.A. Coanty 
137% 
124% 
151% 
137% 
127% 
139% 
138% 
151% 
146% 
Bwbmlc 115% 
El Segundo 114% 
Glendale 11Mb 
Los Angel~ 124% 
LoogBeach 117% 
Pasadena 112% 
.Pico Rivera 112411 
Rcdoodo.Bcb 11~ 
Santa Monica 11915 
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M & M Survey (Continued from Page 1) 
Partnership. Due to the participation of those organizauons, the number of fmns re-
spondmg to the survey increased from 76 to 114, boosting the sample size of jobs from 
20,797 to 35,169 (or by 69 percent). 
To c~~e individual job classifiCations from year to year would be inappropriate due 
to the Stgn~~t change in sample sizes. However, in comparing general pay raises for 
o~ce clencal jObs, the survey showed a 5.4 percent increase from 1989 to 1990. In 
mamtenance and production jobs, a 4.8 percent increase was recorded. 
~t can be compared accurately is the difference between Inland Empire wages and 
~se m ~ ~ngeles and Orange counties. Some of the largest differences were in the 
Job classifteauons of mechanical assembler (skilled), receptionist and drill press operator. 
Los Angeles County pays between 21 percent and 35 percent more for those positions, 
and Orange County pays between 11 percent and 30 percent more respectively, the sur-
vey showed. 
Actual Wage 
I) LACOUNTY 
2) ORANGE COUNTY 
3) INLAND EMPIRE 
Customer Service Clerk: 
1) $1,793 a month 
2) $1,656 
3) $1,559 
Geaeral C lerk, Senior: 
I) $1875 
2) $1664 
3) $1697 
Receptioaist: 
1) $1643 
2) $1459 
3) $1291 
for Some Job Classifications 
Typist Clerk: 
1) $1536 
2) $1355 
3)$1418 
Maintenance Mechanic: 
1) $15.42 an hour 
2) $14.72 
3) $14.34 
Warehouse Material Handler: 
I) $12.07 
2) $10.68 
3) $11 .61 
Drill Press Operator 
1) $10.01 
2) $10.98 
3) $7.90 
AccouatinK Clerk, Senior: Tool and Die Maker 
I) $1862 1) $16.82 
2) $1898 2) $17.21 
3) $1826 3) $16.76 
Playing "Ruff" With Fund America 
Co11ti1111ed from Page 1 
moved from his position following a shareholder meeting on Aug. 5, 1990. 
Currently, Mitchell Blumberg is president of Fund America, with holding company di-
m:tor Pet.er Bradshaw appu-ently with sufficient powers to be the major decision maker. 
Fund America, while not yet dead, is, however, no longer the fast-track cash cow it 
was prior to July 1990. 
Fund America is Behind Him 
Ruff says Fund America is behind him, and he will not repeat the mistakes of the trou-
bled company. He says his energies are now all dim:led at the Main Street AJliance. He 
says he chose the name "to distinguish the financial service needs of Main Street Ameri-
ca ... the bedrock of American wealth, labor and ttaditional values ... from Wall Street, 
which has become a predator-filled jungle where American savers and investors are the 
prey." 
Ruff went on 10 say, "The Main Street AJliance has a major principle: to help Ameri-
cans by helping other Americans save. We not only t.each you how to save but we create 
big savings for you wheze none existed before. 
"The savings are real dollars which can either be used to offset your current spending or 
can be put inlO an IRA trust fund, or other investment • 
Main Street AJliance, like Fund America, has a method for its members, as indepen-
dent representatives, 10 earn commissions by selling memberships and to earn a "usage 
bonus" from members' purchases. 
However, Ruff says that he has designed controls 10 prevent volume sales of member-
ships 10 single individuals. It was Fund America's method of malring such volume sales 
which prompted the various stale agencies 10 declare the company a pyramid scheme. 
Marty Moore, a Florida assiSlant state prosecutor, said Fund America posted $6.7 mil-
lion profll on $33 million in revenues for the ft.rst four months of 1990. However, 98 
percent of the income carne from bullt membership sales, Moore said. 
Ruff says this will not happen in his new company. 
"We inlend 10 creaae a networking opponunity legal in all 50 states which will give 
the sales person the opportunity to be a pan of the great duplication success stories of 
the past -- networking companies that started on a shoestring and become bouom-dollar 
giants through the geometric power of net wort marketing. • 
Ruff says he will also offer a money-back guarantee. "We are willing 10 guarantee that 
you will m:eive 8l least $250 in benefits for our Sl50 membership fee. At the end of the 
ye., if you have DOl m:eived S250 in benefits, upon request, you will be refunded your 
membership fee minus any rebate or discounts you've m:eived during the year.· 
(Ediror's note: Try out that formula You pay $150. Main Street Alliance says you 
Ple11se See "F111UI A111eriet1" P11ge 29 
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1 Job Deadlines? Family Problems? Feeling 
: Overwhelmed? · - · · 
I 
I 
I 
Sign-up today for stress management clasSes. Call (714) _399-1904 for the 
· next available class. · -~ .y-.·. · 
Four classes $25 each 7:00pm ·8:30pm 
Rosalie M. Tanishita, LCSW 
Individual, Marriage and Family Counseling 
9089 Baseline Rd. Ste 201 • Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701 
-------------------------------------------------
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17141 CJI'9.858.I Inland Southern Californla"s largest 
law finn. has more than 90 lawyers In 
four offices. 
The finn provides highest quality 
legal services in the areas of 
• Business Law 
• Li ugatlon 
• Governmental. Resources and 
Environmental Law 
• SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR 
•LEASING • RENTALS 
• ACTIVATIONS 
L.~ 'L 
Cellular Cellular Phones 
@~@o@{J@7/ 
1410 E. Foothill Blvd. Upland Ste. M 
LANiER 
Formerly HamS/3M NEC XEROX 3M 
Burtronics 
f3USlJ1eSS svstems 
216 So. Arrowhead Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92402 
714-885-7576 
COPIERS & FAX 
Sales • Service • Supplies 
Serving The Inland Empire 
Since 1957 
• San Bernardino 
• Riverside 
• Palm Desert 
Toll Free 
800-523-0822 
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Sales 
Robert Chesne 
Willie Loman, the mythical sales dino-
saur in "Death of a Salesman" used a 
smile, a shoe shine, and contacts to grind 
out a living for his family. 
Imagine where those attributes would 
get him today, selling in the Inland Em-
pire, where "windshield time," as salespeo-
ple refer to the time it talces to get from 
one sales call to another, is ever increas-
ing. 
"In days gone by, an account executive 
could visit at least four prospects daily," 
says Denise Newman, director of market-
ing for The Exhibit Place, a trade show 
fmn. "Today, if two face-to-face presenta-
tions are made, it's a good day." 
Exhibit has helped solve the time prob-
lem by doing business with its clients --
many of them hundreds of miles away --
via the fax machine. 
"Our design depanment can rough out a 
concept, fax it over for comments, modify 
it and fax it back," Newman says. 
Exhibit's president, Richard Schwanz, 
says he uses technology to save time. "I 
can rough out a conceptual sketch, hand it 
over 10 our design department and, through 
our CAD system, actually waiJc our client 
through a display that hasn't even been 
built yet." 
According to Eric Gaer, vice president 
of marketing for Personal Computer Prod-
ucts: "The only way to chip away at the 
$350-plus cost of a sales caJJ is by leverag-
ing the sales people we have with technol-
ogy." Gaer's company makes major use of 
cellular telephones, fax machines, voice 
mail and video marketing presentations. 
"Our new video, for example, displays 
our entire line of laser printer fonts and ac-
cessories better than any salesperson 
could," Gaer says. "With I ,000 copies of 
the video sent via UPS to our dealers and 
distributors, we can accomplish in a day 
what would have talcen months." 
Sales Force Obsolete? 
But is technology going to replace the 
sales force? 
"No way, but now we use our existing 
sales force 10 write business; we let the 
video tapes and UPS knock on the doors," 
Gaersays. 
Rice Hydro Equipment Manufacturing 
Co. is another technology marketing con-
vert. According to Don Ray, national sales 
manager: "We had over 200 distributors of 
our fire hose testing pumps across the 
country waiting for ft.re chiefs to call them 
in to demonstrate a product that they didn't 
really understand. By computerizing our 
database of fire departments for a major di-
rect mail advertising program, then sending 
out a videotape instructional demo, we've 
simplified the rep's job, thereby increasing 
sales and reducing costs." 
One commonly asked question by en-
trepreneurs is how they can compete in the 
marketplace without a sales force. 
Edward McClements, an employee bene- cellular telephone and voice mail, McCie-
fits consultant, solved that problem with ments stays in touch with his customers 
technology. He installed an automated constantly. 
sales software "I hold 
system in his 
personal com-
pu te r that 
mo ves his 
prospects 
through a pre-
determined 
sales sequence 
using auto-
matic letters, 
faxes and 
"In days gone by, an account execu- my sales 
meetings 
tive could visit at least four pros- in the 
pects daily," says Denise Newman, 
director of marketing for The 
Exhibit Place, a trade show firm. 
"Today, if two face-to-face presen-
lations are made, it's a good day." 
shower," 
he says, 
with a 
chuckle. 
phone calls. C::::::: >.& " ::::> Th ore of _________ .....,... ______ _ 
Clearly 
the use of 
technol-
ogy in 
sales and 
marlcet-
McCiements' marketing program is a I 0-
minute video interview. McClements has 
built his company using office personnel 
who simply follow the automated system 
and book his appointments. Through his 
ing is an adjunct to a human sales force, 
not a replacement for it. But the proper 
use of technology is like any other tool. It 
must be used correctly and in synchroniza-
tion with other compatible tools. A ham-
mer aJone cannot build a house. 
Next month we will look at more In-
land Empire case studjes of companies 
which are shrinlcing the cost, effort and 
time of selling by using technology. 
Robert Chesney is eucutive producer of 
"Window on Wall Street," the !Ultion 's sec-
ond-longest running business program on 
television. Chesney Communications is 
a leading producer of1V commercials, 
video marketing presentatwns and personal 
growth videos. 
Ad Deadline For 
Novmeber Issue 
Is October 24 
Most business phone companies hand you the some, old line. 
They promise a quality system. But all you get is a lot of static. 
We're PocTel Business Systems- a Pocific Telesis Group 
company and a respected leader in telecommunications. 
One call plugs you into a single company that 
offers the most advanced phone systems, smooth installation, 
training. Round-the-clock service and support. 
And 100% financing. 
Don't be fooled by business phone companies that ore all talk. 
Call us. And hook up with a true original. 
Not a phoney. 
(714) 370-1800 
PACCTEL 
Business Systems 
A PACIFIC TEL ESIS COMPANY I 11111··---------------
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Ban kin 
News 
By Bill Powers 
banks should continue to 
perform well and withstand 
a recession better than those 
banks located in areas al-
ready plagued by economic 
downturns. 
Primary capital as a per-
cent of total assets for 
banks headquartered in the 
Inland Empire currently 
stands at a whopping 9.21 
percent, nearly twice the 5 
percent required by federal 
regulations. The ratio is a 
major measuring stick used 
in determining a banks' 
strength and level of safety 
I.36 percent (as a percentage of gross 
loans) is bener than the overall average of 
California banks, which is I .44 percent. 
Overall, Inland Empire banks appear to 
be doing fine, but the continued recession-
ary trends could affect some, especially 
those with large portfolios in commercial 
real estate. 
If the supply of office and warehouse 
space continues to outstrip demand, and 
home building sales and other business ac-
tivities slow down, we could see Inland 
Empire banks' current earnings levels de-
cline for the rest of the year. 
Health Brief: Kaiser 
Permanente To Open Medical 
Offices In Rancho 
Cucamonga 
Kaiser Permanente has leased approJti-
mately 7,000 square feet of space for 
medical offices in Rancho Cucamonga 
The company opened its new facility in 
September. 
Located at 10787 Laurel St., the 
medical offices provide space for silt 
family practice physicians and pharma-
cy/laboratory and radiology services. 
Buoyed by strong business growth in 
San Bernardino and Riverside counties, tra-
ditional real estate lending in the single-
family residential market and some com-
mercial lending, Inland Empire banks prof-
its totaled $6.88 million through March 
1990, according to figures provided by 
Sheshenoff Information Services Inc., an 
Austin TeJtas-based fum that analyzes the 
banking industry. The March figures are 
the most current available, according to 
Sheshenoff officials, who said June totals 
would be available by mid- to late-
October. 
for depositors. Bill Powers is senior viet president of re-
gional administration for Eldorado Bank 
operations in Riverside and San Bernar&rw 
COUll tits. 
Kaiser recently opened two other pedi-
atric medical office buildings. The com-
pany leased space for a clinic at 170 
West San Jose Street in Claremont, 
which opened in July. A new 16,000-
square-foot medical building in Lorna 
Linda, also opened to provide internal 
medicine and other services. 
Asset quality loans measured by delin-
quency rates is another key factor to consid-
er in determining a bank's soundness. In-
land Empire's banks' combined ratio of 
Profit margins did vary greatly among 
Inland Empire banks. 
Chino Valley Bank reported a profit of 
$2. 135 million , while a couple of the 
smaller independent banks, such as Valley 
Bank, reported $331,000 in profits and Up-
land Bank posted $151 ,000 in earnings. 
The profitable trend is based on the 
growth of commerce and industry in the 
Inland Empire. Workers can find reasona-
ble and affordable housing in the region, 
which m turn helps employers attract qual-
Ified employees. That, of course, moti-
vates more companies to relocate to the In-
land Empire. 
Because of these trends, Inland Empire 
Cherry Valley Moves 
Toward Incorporation 
By Doll Haley 
Bw.siness Jourttal East River silk CoJUIJ'j 
C~lJJOndellt 
Residents of the rural commwlity of 
Cherry valley. north or Beaumont, have 
fonned a committee, which will push 
for iocorporatioo. Chairman Elgin 
Hushbeck and ~vcnl comminee mem-
bers tnet recently with offiCials of the 
Local Agency Formation Commission 
(LAFCO) in Riverside to discuss the in· 
corporatwn process. LAFCO has the au-
thaity to approve or deny incorporation. 
Hushbeck said the comminee has not 
set a timetable for incorporation. but 
added the process would take at lolsl a 
year. Befc:re incorporatioo, the commit-
tee must prepare a feasibility study, 
gaaher signatureS from 25 pen:eot of the 
oommunity's registered vocers and Jllise 
funds to pay for administrative costs as-
sociated with the proce&'l. 
"Thete's no opposition to the iocorpo-
ration as far as I know, M Hushbcck said. 
He said he and ocbers decided 10 seek 
incorporalion after it appeared the county 
would allow developers to build a high· 
density projC)Cl in the area. Residents 
want to rewn Cherry Valley's rural at· 
mosphere, Hushbeck &ald. 
. ~u~ces .. '> never comes C'J.'>ily It take:-. year'> of hard work, in:-.ight and a personal 
dedtcauon to excellence 
At American Airl_ines, we ~hare that dedication. And work hard to make flying 
a'> ha..,-,le~free a.-, p<:>'>.'>t.hle. Th~t\ why hLL'>iness travelers around the world depend 
on Amencan for con'>t'>tem htgh-quality -,ervice whenever th<..."'v fl\: 
l hgether ~meri~-an Airline.'> and An1erican Eagle" serw ne-&rk 2')0 destinations 
\\orlt!:' tde So tf you re going place'> in hu'>iness, let An1eric.·an take \'OU there Call 
\OUr I ravel Agem or Amencan Atrltne..., Arne . anAi·. 1• ,u (HOO> ~:B-~300ahout yourne'l.ttnp. riC r lneS 
\ITH.:Jl( tn I aJ.tle- l' .1 H):.a h·rt J ·r I< l m.u~ •I \HK.'(h u1 (. •, •I 1/ 1<'4 \~rluk' IrK. "'"'" \rnu1 ..r rt~''"illlfllfl< ~ """"' X)llleft.)/)lP,S/X>(.Illf ill fr)(>CJir. 
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• 
Koll Construction Appoints 
jerry Geisel Director of Busi-
ness Development for the 
Inland Empire 
Jerry Geisel has been named director of 
business development in the Inland Em-
pire for Koll Construction. 
In this new position, Geisel will be re-
sponsible for marketing and business de-
velopment of construc tion activities in 
San Bernardino and Riverside counties for 
Koll Construction, one of the largest gen-
eral contractors on the West CoasL 
He will be headquartered in Koll Con-
struction's Inland Empire office in Onta-
rio. 
Prior to joining Koll Construcuon, Gei-
sel was vice president in charge of market-
ing for eight years for J. D. Diffenbaugh 
Construction, Riverside. 
A graduate of California State Universi-
ty, Los Angeles, and a California real 
estate broker, Geisel was active for three 
years in commercial and industrial sales 
and leasing in the Inland Empire. 
Jerry Ge1sel 
• • 
Cheryl L. May JamLs Breen 
May Appointed to Head Local Office of Fuchs, 
Cuthrell & Co. 
Fuchs, Cuthrell & Co. Inc. has appointed Cheryl May as regional director of client re-
lations. 
May, who resides in Upland, has 12 years eJtperience in management and busmess de-
velopment, including a stint as account manager with Trans World Airlines. A member 
of the Upland American Business Women's Association, May will oversee Fuchs opera-
tions in Riverside, San Bernardino and Orange counties. 
Breen Takes Over PR Spot for Grubb & Ellis 
James Breen has been named director of public relations for the Califomia/Anzona re-
gion of Grubb & Ellis Co. 
Breen, who has 27 years experience in communications, joins Grubb & Ellis from 
Martin Advertising and Public Relauons, where he headed the PR d1v1sion. Before that, 
he was manager of communicauons in Southern California, for Cushman & Wakefield. 
Breen began his public relations career with Grubb & Ell1s m 1985, servmg as duector 
of pubhc relauons in the L.A. Basin. H1s profess1onal background also includes 19 years 
with the Daily News of Los Angeles, where he worked as busmess ed1tor from 1982 to 
1985. 
• 
Ernst & Young Promotes Raft 
to Senior Tax Manager 
David R.aff has been promoted to sen-
ior tax manager at Ernst & Young in 
Rancho Cucamonga. After graduating 
from the University of Southern Califor-
nia with a bachelor's degree in business 
administration, Raff joined the Los An-
geles office of Arthur Young in 1982, 
and received his master's of taJtation de-
gree from USC m 1989. 
Raff has taught seminars on compensa-
tion and retirement planmng and has a 
w1de area of tal\ eJtperuse, from real 
estate/construction to manufacturing. 
Raff 1S active m the Rancho Cucamon-
ga Chamber of Commerce, Inland Busi-
ness Network, and the Inland Empire 
West Conference. He was recently named 
by the San Bernardino Sun as one of the 
25 "Up and Coming Business Leaders" 
of San Bernardino county. 
David Raff 
Diment Joins IEBJ Staff 
Meeting Your 
Expectations! 
. $119 King Room. Meeting Room In our Executive Conference Center', continuous coffee breaks, 
lunch, basic audio-visual. Per person/ pu night 
• Based on 6 or more guest rooms. Each ilddltlonal (single occupancy) 
attendee not staying the night will be *40/puson. Based on avaUoi>UIIy. 
QABIQN HOfEL 
2200 East Holt Boulevard • Ontario, California 
714· 986· 8811 
Phillip Diment, 22, of Sigourney, Iowa, 
recently joined the Inland Empire Busmess 
Journal staff as a special projects coordina-
tor. Diment is a 1990 graduate of Central 
College in Pella, Iowa, where he majored 
in communications and business manage-
ment. 
Dirnent was a member of the staff of the 
Central College RAY newspaper, while 
also writing for local publications. As a 
business management student, he spent 
two semesters with city officials develop-
ing plans and strategies for future retail eJt-
pansion. 
"California is a big change from the 
open eJtpanse of green com fields I've 
grown up with in Iowa," Diment says. 
"However I like it. The Inland Empire is 
an area of enormous potential. As housing 
and business reach a balance in the future, 
the Inland Empire will feature one of the 
strongest economies m the nation." 
"The Midwest does not enjoy the diversi-
fied population that we have in Southern 
California. I'm sure that many Californians 
take this for granted, but without the peo-
ple, California would collapse." 
Diment joined the Business Journal in 
September and is currently coordinating ed-
itorials for the 1991 AT&T Book of Lists. 
LAUGHLIN ASSOCIATES, INC. 
1000 E. William St. Careon City, toN 89701 
1-800/~ FAX (702)883-4874 
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S&L Bailout Plays Invisible 
Hand in Economic Slowdown 
"The savings and loan bailout is a mis-
guided auempt to solve a problem that 
creates another larger problem," said John 
Hekman, senior economist with Micro-
nomics based in Los Angeles. 
problem by overseeing loans made by 
bankers and thrift managers, concluding 
that too many poor decisions were being 
made in evaluating loan applications. 
Hekman, speaking at a Business Devel-
opment Association/Inland Empire meet-
ing in August, said that the government's 
role in regulating loans while it pays off 
depositors of failed S&Ls is causing an ex-
aggerated slowdown in the economy. 
"This 'turning down' of regulatory screws 
shed light on bad loans (especially in real 
estate). 
Real Gross National Product increased by 
only 1 to 1.5 percent in the first two quar-
ters, and consumer spending has dropped. 
"So the economy is very slow, though I 
think we've bouomed out in the second 
quarter, which will probably be the slowest 
of the year," he said. "We're beginning to 
see a rebound in manufacturing and consu-
mer spending, but tougher lending practic-
es will still pull the reins of recovery. 
"In looking at the past, credit control 
like this is a contributing factor in most, if 
not all, of the recessions we've had in the 
past 50 years," Hekman said. 
The fmancial instability of the country's 
savings and loan institutions could have 
been Jn(iicted a decade ago when, af1er de-
regulation, many S&Ls did not have 
enough assets to cover their loan pay-
ments. Many of them looked brilliant 
when they decided to invest in the high-
yield junk bond market to make up for the 
difference, but the junk bond crash pushed 
them over the edge. If. however, the S&Ls 
were bailed out in the early 1980s, it 
would have only cost the federal govern-
ment about $2 billion instead the hundreds 
of billions of dollars today. 
In late 1989, regulators tried to stop the 
News Briefs 
"What this amounts to is an invisible 
brake on the economy. Interest rates are not 
particularly high, yet loans are not issued. 
Lenders are afraid of all the regulations." 
Hekman maintained that real estate, 
which was overinflated in the 1970s, has 
now been deflated, and that while there 
were certainly some high-flying thrift man-
agers, the thrift bailout bill, which is at-
tempting to clamp down on lending deci-
sions, will hurt everybody over time. 
STATE IF CAI.IFtJIIIA 
I£SIIDH!Al llJilDING PEIIIITS 
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• Riverside and San Bernardino counties 
were California's fust and second fastest 
powinz counties in the 1980s, according 
10 the Center for Continuing Study of the 
California Economy. County growth rank-
ings were based on an index that included 
population gains, job growth, property 
values, personal income and retail sales 
data. Between 1980 and 1989, Riverside 
County led the state in population growth, 
up 67.4 percent. to 1.1. million, and it led 
in retail gains, up 154.7 percent, to $6.3 
billioo. Job growth was calculated for Riv-
erside and San Bernardino counties, and k>-
gether they ranked No. 1, with job gains of 
55.5 percent, to 704,000 jobs. Eleven of 
the stale's 25 faslest growing cities were in 
the Inland Empire. 
An Apple" Macintosh· computer can help you handle virtually any business 
task, with efficiency and clarity. And Apple printers are designed to ensure that what 
you get on paper looks as good as whars on your screen. 
• 1be House Armed Services Commit-
tee IIJPIOVed Iansua&e banning removal of 
the Ballistic Missiles Orpnintioo (BMO) 
from Norton AFB for another five yean. 
1be BMO, with its 2,500 jobs. faces the 
possibility of leaving Norton if the Air 
Fort:e decides that its parent operation, the 
SpKC Systems Division based in El Se-
gundo, should relocate out of Southern 
California in order to cut operating costs 
and allow for room to expand. A decision 
is expected in December. 
• The California Employment Develop-
ment Department projects that Riverside 
and San Bernardino counties will get 
47,900 new jobs in 1990, a 6.8 percent in-
crease, and 56,600 new jobs in 1991, up 
6.9 percenL From 1990-91 the job catego-
ries expected to have the most growth are 
construction (14.5%), wholesale trade 
(8% ). and goyemrnent (1 5% ). 
The Inland Empire Business Journal is 
created on the Macintosh II cxTN with Ready! Set! Go!TN 
software and proofed on an Apple® LaserWriter lint... 
Software Service & Computers 
6667 Indiana Ave. 
Riverside, CA. 92506 
(714) 787-4833 
So if looking your best on paper is as important to 
you as being your best in business. see us soon for an Apple 
printer demonstration 
Jack Bridgman 
Apple Product Manager 
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Ontario's Foreign Trade Zone: Beating the 
Butter Quota 
FOR THE MOST 
COMPLETE SERVICE-LOCATING-
FINANCING AND DELIVERY OF 
YOUR NEXT 
LINCOLN-MERCURY CONTACT 
Importing Mexican Hot Salsa, Belgium 
Chocolates and Truffles 
By Palti Davis Loya. 
California Commerce Center 
Corman Foods, the largest producer of dairy products 
from Belgium, had a problem to solve. 
The company which also sells chocolates, truffles, hot 
salsas from MeJtico and even cruise lines and freight 
ships, wanted to impon its Belgium butter to the United 
States. 
Trouble is, the U.S. government has imposed an impon 
quota of 500,000 pounds of butter annually. 
provides certain cost advantages, when it comes to import-
ing goods. 
Goods entering a trade wne are, in legal terms, not en-
tering the United States. Rather, they enter a sort of free 
port, where traditional U.S. duties and customs simply do 
not apply. 
Following are some of the benefits companies gain by 
using a foreign trade wne: 
• Deferment of duty payment. Because duty is collected 
only when merchandise leaves a zone and enters U.S. Cus-
toms territory, cash flow advantages result. The outlay of 
funds is closer to the point of sale in the United States. 
(See chart below.) 
VERONICA 
REYNOSO 
FLEET MANAGER 
A DRIVE WORTH MAKING 
WEST COVINA 
LINCOLN MERCURY 
That amount is equal to the total consumed in Southern 
California alone, in just one day, said Jason Keston, Cor- • Reduction or avoidance of duty payment. Every opera-
man's West tion encounters breakage or damage 
Coast sales .------...----:;--------------, during shipping. Instead of paying full 
duty on receipt, and going trough tedi-
ous paperwork to adjust for breakage 
later, duty is paid only on usable mer-
chandise. 
1840 E. GARVEY AVE. SO. 
manager. 
Corman 
found an an-
swer, though. 
The company 1.-~M·~ 
began s hip-
ping its butter 
to a foreign 
trade zone 
(FTZ) in On-
tario, called 
the California 
Commerce 
Or, as in 
the case of 
Corman 
a 
W. COVINA 
(818) 966-0681 
AVAilABLE 
SBAloans 
Center. 
The butter, 
though actual-
ly warehoused 
California Commerce Center is Foreign Trade Zone 50-1, an 
extension of the Port of Long Beach Foreign Trade Zone 50. 
pictured here. 
Foods, 
company 
which 
stores 
goods in a 
foreign 
trade zone 
and then 
sells them 
outside of 
up to $1,000,000 
7-25 year term 
• BusinessAcquisition 
in Ontario, technically, never touches ground in the Unit-
ed States. Under current U.S. Customs regulations, stor-
ing the butter in Ontario's FTZ is no different than storing 
it in Liberia, Nigeria or Budapest. 
Of course, Corman could not sell the butter in Southern 
California without paying stiff duties or exceeding the im-
port quota. Once goods leave a foreign trade zone and enter 
U.S. Customs territory, they are taxed and subject to U.S. 
impon duties. 
Corman solved that problem too. It sells the butter lO 
cruise lines and freight ships, located outside U.S. territo-
ry. 
"By locating in a foreign trade zone, Corman is not sub-
ject to U.S. quotas and pays no duty importing these prod-
ucts." Keston said. 
1800-Acre Business Park 
Located adjacent Ontario International Airport, not far 
from cow pastures and open fields, the California Com-
merce Center stretches over 1800 acres. Like other of-
fice/industrial complexes in the Inland Empire, it is a 
master-planned, mixed-use business parlc. 
Unlike other business parks, however, the center, des-
ignated by the government as Foreign Trade Zone 50-1, 
Hypothetical Fofflign-Trade Zone Savings Analysis 
Customs duty rate: 10%; Interest rate: 12o/o 
Inventory turnover: 4 times per year 
Annual Inventory Importations: $50,000,000 
Value of goods per shipment received: $12,500,000 
Yearly customs duty expense: $5,000,000 
Yearly interest expense: $600,000 
Average Interest eJtpense: $150.000 
A. Cash flow FTZ Savings $150,000 
B. Waste (5%) • $2,500,000 
Custom Duty Savings 250,000 
FTZ Savings $250,000 
C. Exports (15%) • $7,500,000 
Custom Duty Savings • 750,000 
FTZ Savings $750,000 
D. lnterntl. Returns (2%) • $1,000,000 
Custom Duty Savings - 100,000 
FTZ Savings $100,000 
E. Yearly Duties on Imported Merchandise (10%) ($40M) 
$4,000,000 
Yearly Duties on Fin1shed Article (7%) (40M) 
$2,800,000 
FTZ Savings $1,200,000 
the United States, could avoid 
paying duty altogether. 
A company which finds im-
ported goods do not meet its 
specifications, can destroy them 
or return them to their original 
shipping point and avoid pay-
ing duties. 
•Firms do not pay duty on 
value added activities in the 
FTZ. American input such as 
labor, materials and overhead is 
excluded from duty. 
• Equipment Purchase 
• Owner /User Commercial 
RE. Purchase 
• Working Capital 
CaD Shauna Norregard 
(800) 822-8257 
Extension 2836 
~-.£Mission Viejo 
AA National Bank 
Member FDIC 
Maintaining a corporate apartment in California is the ideal way to ease the transition of relocating 
employees. Breuner's FREE Relocation Service will take care of all the details! 
• Apartments available in most California cities • House keeping &t maid service 
• Transportation information • Complete packages available including 
furniture, houseware, linens, appliances, 
utilities It more! 
• Area demographic &t recreational information 
• Commercial office suites 
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS VS. CORPORATE APARTMENT 
Hotel 
Accommodations Daily Cost Monthly Cost Corporate Apartment Daily Cost Monthly Cost 
-
Single room $65- 125 $1950- 3750 1 Bedroom Apartment SJO- 50 s 900- 1500 
Meals $25- 35 $ 750 - 1050 Groceries may be re imbursed 200 
-
Total Cost- 1 Month Stay $2700- 4800 Total Cost -1 Month Stay Snoo-1100 
Breuners will work with your Rl!localion or Human Resourc~s Dirl!dor to ossisl with your company'' rl!loc•tion needs. 
For fr"" information call 800-432-RENT (toll fre~ in Califomi•) or (818) 964-7158 
---
---
44 California Locations to Serve You!! 
Northern California 
• Albany • Son Carlos 
• Daly City • Son Francisco (2) 
• Fresno • San Jose 
• Hayward • Son Roloet 
• Mountain VI- • Santo Rota 
• Oakland • Sonia Cloro 
• Pleasant Hill • Stoc:tdon 
• Rancho Cordova • Volejo 
• Sacramento (2) • Walnut Cr-
Breuners l Southern california 
• Anaheim • Morino Del Rey • Woodland Htlla 
Relocation SeNices • ~~ewrty Hills • North RldQe 
• B<entwood • Palm Sp<lngs 
HOME AND OFFICE • 
800-432·RENT (toll free 1n Colifomto) 
(818) 964-7158 
other stoles) 
• City ollndustry • Poaodeno 
• Costa Meso • Rtwrslde NEVADA 
• Escondido • Son Otego (2) 
• Hawthorne • She<mon OokJ • "-"<> 
• long Beoeh • Torrance • loa Vegas J • los Angeles • Tustin 
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Group Investing in George Air Force Base Area 
However Executives Say 
Growth of Nearby Adelanto, 
Not Base Conversion, is the 
Reason 
Taking it on the Chin, but 
Still Growing 
Many analysts see a bleak housing mar-
ket when they look at real estate tables. 
But land speculator William Passo sees 
only dollar signs-- and rows of new. inex-
pensive houses -- when he gazes at the 
blank, undeveloped land in the Inland Em-
pire. 
some land parcels in Adelanto did rise as a 
result of such speculation. 
What makes the TMP investments unu- ' 
sual is that they have litlle to do with that 
speculation. The company has been invest-
ing in Adelanto and similar areas in the In-
land Empire since it was founded in 1978. 
TMP's previous limited partnership offer- -
ings have included a varied mix of proper-
ties in Inland Empire areas such as Adelan-
to, where development is likely within 
three to five years. The company's strategy 
is to specify the properties involved in each 
offering, pay cash for them and focus on 
the narrowly defmed area, Passo said. 
By including land in different communi-
ties and with different zoning, the company 
minimizes the risk of each offering. Since 
1978, the company has formed 27 real 
estate limited partnerships in the Inland 
SEPTEMBER 28 - OCTOBER 27, 1990 
Passo is a principal of TMP invest-
ments, a frrm specializing in real estate 
limited partnerships which own well locat-
ed Inland Empire land, free and clear. The 
company identifies and purchases land, 
readies it for development and sells parcels 
to home builders. 
Empire. Returns to investors have ranged L-----------------------
from 12.45 to 58.8 percent armually, Passo Mavtrid lflvtstors: (left to right) Scou £. McDaniel, William Passo and A fllhony 
said. W. Thompson have been buying Inland Empire real estate since before they founded 
TMP in 1978. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .. . . .. . . . .. . ......... . . . ..... . 
• • • • • • • • • • • ••• • •••••••••••••••• 0 ••• • •••••• 0 •••• ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • •••••• • •••••••••• 0 •••••••••• • •••••• • •••• 0 •• 
"The industry has taken it on the chin 
since the tax reform act of 1986, yet 1989 
was a record year for TMP, growing from 
$17 million to $27 million in total fund-
ing, and 1990 is already running at an an-
nualized rate of $32 million," Passo said. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . . . .. . ............... . . 
• • • • • • •••••••• ••• ••••••••••••••• • •• • ••• 0 • 0 ••• ••• • • 
Learn to Recycle 
By Patricia C. Bayers 
Adelanto is a good example of what 
makes Inland Empire cities attractive, Pas-
so said. There, reasonable land costs and 
low builder fees enable developers to build 
and sell a house for $80,000 to $120,000. 
The city has attracted manufactwing and 
industry to the area, which will provide 
jobs and, in tum, create more demand for 
local housing. 
Those hard facts, rather than speculation 
about an international airport at George Air 
Force Base, are the foundation for Adelan-
to's growth -- and TMP's investments, 
Passo sa1d. 
The base is expected to be converted to 
civilian use after it is closed as a military 
installation. Orange County supervisors, 
led by board Chairman Don Roth, voted 
earlier this year to support a proposal to 
tum George into an international airport --
mainly for Orange County's use. 
That vote gave rise to concern that land 
prices in Adelanto, which is near George, 
would be driven sky high. In fact, prices of 
Brow• Tells Cltt1ftJ: 
Keep Nortott's 631'd Airlift 
Wl•f FIJUaf 
ID li&llt or evidence rrom the 
Iraqi eirlis tta.t oar aatioa aeeds 
iaerused aiHtary airlift capabili· 
ties, Rep. Geroge E. BroWll, Jr. 
(D-Rlnrside) called oa Secreatry 
of Defeace Dick Clleaey to reccra· 
Sider IIIli Jaaaary 19H dedsloa 
to deacthate the 63rd Military 
Airlift Wl•l at Nortoa Air Force 
Bue. Brow11 llu araed t1ae Secre-
WJ to •on tile •• wiD1 to 
Marcil AFB ~etweea 1992 aad 
1994 u orlpaally reeoa•eaded 
'' tiM 1911 Base Closart COla· 
........ 
•oae dear lessoa eaergia1 
from tile Iraqi c:rills is that we 
aeed •ore - aot Jess - mDitary 
air aad sea lift capability," says 
BroW"D. 
If professionals are expected to anticipate 
need, why have we, as purchasing profes-
sionals, generally taken a reactive stance in 
regard to environmental issues? 
About 80 percent of what we use today is 
recyclable, but we recycle less than 10 per-
cent of it. We still send most of our dis-
posables to landfills, while our counter-
parts in Japan and even in the Soviet 
Union recycle at a substantially higher 
rate. 
Purchasers in the United States are in a 
terrific position to change this situation 
and help make our country a leader in recy-
cling. We can also ask our vendors to offer 
substitutes for toxic materials and to elimi-
nate excessive packaging; the Iauer will re-
duce the need for recycling in the first 
place. 
"But I'm only responsible for buying 
components" is a protest heard much too 
often. 
How can we change this view? 
Traditional cost analysis considers price 
and inventory costs, but not post-life-cycle 
analysis. 
Many items, especially chemicals used in 
electronics manufacturing and assembly, 
cost more to handle and dispose of than 
their initial pwchase price. 
The process of changing a company's 
buying habits to benefit our environment --
and get substantial savings at the same 
time -- is relatively easy. You can start to-
day by using a simple tool: questions --
questions that can be directed to suppliers 
as well as to our own engineers and manag-
m. 
A few examples: What are the nontoxic 
substitutes for this material? Can this be 
recycled and how? Can less packaging be 
used? What's your electronic mail ID so I 
can eliminate all of this paperworit? Can I 
have information on re-usables so I can 
stop buying disposables? When will you 
be up on EDI? 
In January 1990, Sect. Cheney I 
announced that tbe 63rd would be 
deact ivated between 1992 and 
1994, primarily to avoid the cost 
or constructing faci lities to ac· 
comodate tbe 63rd at Ma rch. 
Many of us will encounter resistance 
when we begin to change buying habits to 
become more environmentally focused . A 
big obstacle is the perception that environ-
mentally responsible buying and recycling 
costs more than traditional procurement 
method.~. Purchasers can change the.'ie atti-
tudes by offenng effccuve ooucation m life-
cycle cost analysis to the people with 
whom they work, and by mimm1zing 
pnce-only buying. 
The Inland Gateway's preeminent 
master-planned community, blending 
carefully designed retail. residential 
and recreational amenities with a wide 
array of office space opportunities. 
@ THE ONTARIO CENTER 
1 10 at Hoven Avenue. OntariO. Collfornto 
For mformotlon Call (714] 980 3500 
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Tills cheerful gentleman is a 
member of Kaiser Permanente. As 
he has been for almost 40 years. 
Because through those years, 
weve provided him and his 
employer with consistently afford-
able rates. And a broad range of 
health care benefits. Covering not to find out how we can help your 
just illness, but programs designed company 
to help people stay well. Weve stood for quality 
No wonder 30,000 employers and value for nearly half a century. 
offer us. And millions of employees Maybe that's why so many 
have chosen us. Call (818) ···~~ 
405-3206 or 1 (800) 537-1671 Ill~ 11~ of our members have known us since we were just a kid_ 
I<AJSER PERMANENTE 
Good people. Good medicine. 
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Hotel Suites In The Inland Empire 
• Ranked by Total Number of Suites 
1 
Hotel Name 
Address 
City/State/lip 
Hyatt Grud Cllamploat Resort 
44·600 lDdim Welk lAne 
lndiao Welt.. CA m1o 
Residence Inn by Marriott 
2025 E. D St 2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
Onwio, CA 91764 
E•bauy S1altn Paba Desert 
74700 Highway 111 
Palm Desa1, CA 92260 
Hyatt Regency Suites 
285 N. Palm Canyon Dr. 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
R.amada Re110rt Hotel 
2800 S. P-.bn ~on Drive 
Palm S{rinp, CA 92264 
Comprl Hotel 
429 N. Vineyard Ave. 
Onwio, CA 91764 
La'l'ITce" Welk's Dese:rt 
34S67 Calbedtal. CIII)'OII Dr. 
Calhcdr.al City, CA 92234 
Wyndham Palm Springs 
888 E. Taquitz Way 
Oub 
9 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
O•tarJo BospltaUty hua 
3400 Shelby St. 
Saltet 
Ontario, CA 91764 1 O Lexington Hotel Suites 
231 N. Vineyard Ave. 
Onwio, CA 91764 
11 Marqjs Hotel &: VJUu 
1S01 S.lndian A.ve. 
12 
13 
Palm Sprinp. CA 92262 
Palm Springs Hilton 
400 E. TahquiiZ 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Stouffer Esmeralda Resort 
44-400 Indian Wells l..aJ1e 
lndie Wella. CA 92210 1 4 Westin Mission Hills Resort 
71-333 Dinah Shore Dr. 
Rmcho Mirage, CA 92270 i'IS llHJ.IIea Pala Sprlep llesort 
1600 N. Jati.lft Ave. 
Palm Spriltp. CA 92261 
1 6 Sheraton Riverside 3400 Market St. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
La Qulata Hotel Golf &: Tenll 
49..499~Dr. 
La QajAp. CA 92253 
Tbe Ritz Carlton, Rancbo 
68-900 Frank Sinatra Dr. 
Rmcho Mirage, CA 92270 
Red U.. llotel 
222 N. ViMyard Avo. 
Ontario. CA. 91764 
Mirage 
Marriott's Rancho Las Palmas 
41000 Bob Hope Drive 
Rmcho Mirage, CA 92270 
Spa Hotel & Mlaerat Sprlap 
100 N. lndi.n Ave. 
Palm Sprillp. CA 92262 
Lake Arrowhead Hilton Resort 
27984 Highway 189 
Lake Arrowhelld, CA 92352 
MarulLo Hotel & Coanntloa 
Z9S North .E St. 
San BemardiDo. CA 92401 
International Hotel Resort 
1800 E. Palm Canyon Dr. 
Palm Springs, CA 92264 
Gruwokl'• Claremoat Ceater 
SSS Wea Foothill B\114. 
~-~o,.,, .. ., . ..  CA.9 ~._.1,_7,_~n.,, ....... -------·-·----· 
B=Business Service C=Conceirge 
FP=Free Parking G=Golf Coune 
N=Non-smoking Rooms P=Pool On SiLe 
I# of 
Suites 
Rate Range 
•may be seasonal 
Year BIL Owner 
Year RenovaLed Headquarters 
334 
200 
199 
192 
180 
171 
162 
158 
ISO 
120 
90 
61 
44 
41 
36 
27 
lS 
21 
20 
20 
20 
18 
16 
14 
14 
95-115 
85-195• 
70-195* 
59-99 • 
80-24911 
95 -650• 
6l-ll5 
62-102 
80-275• 
89-175{)• 
195-1950• 
125-275 
400-1700• 
1976 
1988 
1985 
1991 
198;3 
NA 
1986 
1990 
197S 
1989 
1985 
N/A 
na 
199fr 
1987 
N/A 
1990 
NJA 
1985 
1990 
1915 
1989 
1981 
1990 
1989 
N/A 
1987 
1990 
1987 
N/A 
1926 
1989 
1988 
N/A 
1~1 
1990 
1979 
1990 
1963 
1987 
1983 
1990 
1988 
NIA 
1973 
1990 
1969 
19U 
CB=Comphmentary Cont Brealc. 
GS=Gift Shop 
R=Restaurant T=Tennis 
Hyatt Hotels &. 
Resoru 
Chieago,lL 
Metric Partners 
Foster City, CA 
N/A 
AlColer 
Palm Springs 
Merropolitan 
Life 
Phoenix, AZ 
Welk Pan North 
San Diego 
Trammel Crow 
Dallas, TX 
Lexington Mgt. 
Irving, TX 
Walters Co. 
Beverly Hills, 
CA 
Stouffer 
Solin. OH 
TLS Partnrs. 
Rancho Mirage, 
CA 
.ltldisiOII Hotela 
Mmneapotis. 
Ml 
MHM Mgt. 
Dallas, TX 
CRI 
l.ock9llk. MD 
Ritz Carlton 
Atlanta. GA 
Marriott Hotels 
Washington, 
D.C. 
Spa Aaaoe. 
San~ Barban, 
CA 
HSM Prop. 
Santa Moruca. 
CA 
Maruko Inc. 
Tokyo, J~pan 
Inti. Hotel 
Palm Springs, 
CA 
N/A 
NIA 
CR=Corporate Rates 
l=ln-room movies 
H=Handicapped Rms 
11 or 
Emplys . 
szo 
60-80 
80 
200 
85 
65 
20{) 
390 
na 
21S 
250 
750 
650 
150 
850 
500 
600 
160 
400 
150 
65-95 
Amenities 
B,C,F., FP,O,GS, 
l..L.N,I',R,T, W 
B,FP,N,P,CB,T, 
CR, I,H,W,X 
B.PP,N,C,P,CB, 
ClJ, GS, R. T. CR. 
H,F,L.X 
B,FP,N,C,P,GS, 
R.CR,l,H,F,L,X,W 
B,C,CR.FP,GS,H, 
l,L,N,P,ItX 
CB,CH,P.I.F,L,W 
X,CR,H,N,FP,B 
B,PP,G,P,GS,R,T 
H.F,L.X,W 
B,C,CR,F,FP,GS 
H,l,L,N,P,R,W,X 
B.FPJ'(.P.CB,CB, 
.R,T,CR,J.H,F~L. 
GS,W . 
B,FP,N,P,CB,CR, 
l,H,X,CH,W 
C,CR,FP,GS,H,l, 
L,N,P,R,T,W,X 
C,CB,CR.FJIP,G, 
GS,H.l.L.N.P • .R,T. 
!f 
C,F,FP,G,GS,H.I 
l.,N,P,R,T,W,X 
B,C,Clt,F,PP ,OS, 
H,l,L,N,P,R,T,W. 
X 
B,C,CB,CH,CR, 
FP,GS,H,I,L,N,P, 
R,W,X 
B,C,C.R,FP,O,OS, 
H.I.l.Jl.J.,T.W .X 
B,C,CR,F,FP,GS, 
H,l,L,N,P,R,T,W 
:s.ca,F ,FP.as;u; 
l,L.N,P ,.R. W .X 
B,C,CR,F,FP,G, 
GS,H,I,L,N,P,R, 
T.W.X 
CR.,F,FP,GS.H,L. 
N,P.R..T,X 
B,CR,F,FP,GS,H, 
L,N,P,R,T,W,X 
B,CR,FP,OS,H,l, 
t...N,R,W,X 
B,CH,CR,F,FP,GS 
I,L,N,P,R,X 
Clt,PP,GS,H,U.,. 
N,P,R.W,X 
Top Local Exec. 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
Rich Cortese 
General Manager 
(619) 341-1000/S68-2236 
Jim Bucks 
General Manager 
(7 14) 983-6788/983-3843 
R.khal'd Jobnsoa 
~alManag~ 
(619) 340-6600/340...9519 
Brad Poocher 
General Manager 
(619) 322-9000/325 -4027 
Carl Burnburg 
General Manager 
(619) 327-37441320-4861 
Stanley Huang 
General Manager 
(714) 391 -6411/391-2369 
Mlcbai:l Pc.rry 
Project Director 
{619) 321-9000/321-6200 
Kieran Mac McNeil 
General Manager 
(619) 322-6000/322-5351 
DorJ.a FreemaJJ 
Genetal Manager 
(714) 941~13331941-1445 
Bill Davis 
General Manager 
(714) 983 -8484/983-0858 
.. , CurJu "Roulet 
Gene.ra1 Mmager 
(619) 322·2121/322~~ 
Aftab Dada 
General Manager 
(619) 320-6868/320-2126 
A. Stewart-Moore 
~alManager 
(619) 77344-«m3-9250 
Larry Scheerer 
General Manager 
(619) 328-5955/321-2955 
Gary Grla• 
Oeueral MBJl&!er 
(619-) 327-8311{327-4323 
Falz Oureshl 
General Manager 
(714) 784-8000/369-7127 
J. Vouler•Woodard 
GeftetalManqor 
(~1§) 564-41 UJ$~·1656 
Wolfgang Baere 
General Manager 
(619) 321-8282/321-6928 
lt. JO..C$ ' 
<lena'al Manager 
(714) 983..o909/983-38Sl 
Paul Corslnlta 
General Manager 
(619) 568-2727/568-5845 
Wtlllam ManoDle 
General Manager 
(619) 323·1461/325·33.44 
George Kaplanls 
General Manager 
(714) 336-1511/336-1378 
Colla Strange 
General Manager 
(714) 381-6181{381-5288 
Gary Baker 
General Manager 
(619) 323-1711/322-1075 
Xjdcl Poscbmaaa 
~-JM~~mger 
(114) 626-2411/624-0756 
F=Fitness F~eility CH=Comp. Cockt. Hour 
L=Lounge W=Weekend Packages 
X=Transfers from nearest Airport 
NA=Not Applicable na =not available WND=Would Not Disclose The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information 
supplied iJ accurate u of press time. While every effort iJ made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the lilt, omissiona and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send correc-
tions or additions on compu~y letterhead, to the lnlmd Empire Business Journal, 3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario, CA 91764. - Researched by Stephen Tucker 
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Toll Road Proposal Will Hurt Riverside Residents 
Cont. From Page 1 
-- 1 
Supervisor Kay Ceniceros 
recently passed a 1/2-«nt tax for that pur-
pose. 
Toll Road Troubles 
At issue is one of four proposed toll 
roads, authorized by a legislative bill, A.B 
680. The bill allows private companies to 
upgrade four major roodways in California, 
because Calttans does not have the money 
to fund necessary improvements. 
In September, amid much fanfare, Gov. 
George Deukmejian announced that the 
state had selected four road improvement 
projects, including an extension of the 57 
Freeway and the 91 toll road, which would 
run from the 55 Freeway to the Riverside 
County line. 
The 91 toll road would be built by a con-
sortium, based in Irvine, called the Califor· 
nia Private Transportation Corp. The coo-
sortium will still have to meet stringent Dunlap. "It's insane." 
Caltrans, local , state and federal require- Dunlap, who also sits on the Riverside 
ments before it can begin to build the pro- County Transportation Commission, said 
posed $88.3-million project. ----------• the toll road is 
The toll road would add four "Maybe we should charge a "totally unfair." 
lanes to the median strip of the 
91, said Dennis O'Connor. con-
sortium spokesman. The four 
lanes, two going each way, 
would be used as both toll 
toll for them to bring their She said she is 
prisoners into our county 
maybe $500 a head ... " 
ready to go to 
Sacramento to 
lobby officials 
against the toll 
take more drastic roads, for single-passenger vehicles, and 
car-pool lanes, for multi-passenger cars 
which would not be charged a toll. 
Drivers could also opt not to use the toll 
road, but instead travel on the existing 
lanes of the 91 Freeway, which 
road -- or failing that, 
measures. 
"I'll lie down in front of the bulldozers," 
she said, with only a bit of a chuck:Je. "I 
feel that strongly about it. This is wrong." 
Dunlap, like Ceniceros, said Orange 
County is again dumping its problems on 
Riverside with the toll road proposal. 
"They want to ship their garbage to our 
landfills, put their prisoners in our prisons. 
"Maybe we should charge a toll for them 
to bring their prisoners into our county --
maybe $500 a head," Dunlap said, again 
only half jokingly. 
Dunlap said that the toll road is a non-
solution, which will divide Riverside and 
Orange county officials. The two counties 
should be working together to solve com· 
mon problems, instead of ann twisting, 
Dunlap said. 
woWdr~un~hed. ~--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Where there is not enough 
room on the median, the toll road 
lanes might be built above 
ground level, developers said. 
Caltrans spokeswoman, Lisa 
Covington, said state engineers 
did consider the fact that the toll 
road would simply end at the 
county border. She stressed that 
before Caltrans gives final ap-
proval to the project, developers 
will have to show that the spill-
off from the toll road would not 
cause serious traffic congestion 
on the Riverside section of the 
91. 
"They can't build a bottleneck:," 
Covington said. 
The engineers, Covington not-
ed, said that the toll road would 
fit in nicely with planned im-
provements on the Riverside sec-
tion of the 91. 
"That's ludicrous," said River-
side County Supervisor Melba 
PA Clf'IC 
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State Route 91 Med1an Improvements 
With The Accent On Home 
DELMAR AT 
MASTER-PLANNED 
TERRA VISTA 
In Rancho Cucamonga, near schools, parks, shopping and more! 
Full recreation facilities are on-site. And these apartment homes 
offer an array of outstanding features including private garages 
with openers and washers/dryers. 
From the San Bernardino Frwy 0·10), take 
Haven Ave. north to Foothill Blvd. Go right 
on Foothill I mile to Milliken Ave. then left 
I block to Church St. Turn left again 1 block 
to Elm Ave. then right to Del Mar. 
Open daily 9 a .m. to 5 p.m. 
(714) 980-RENT 
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For Inventors Only: Taking The Idea From Concept to Market 
By Joseph Todd 
Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles, 
high-risk needles, 
widgets, gadgets 
and thingamajigs: 
wherever there is a 
perceived need, 
there's always an 
ambitious inventor 
who will event-
Jospeph Todd ually address it. If 
you are one of those inventors, this article 
will help you develop, license or marlcet a 
new product. 
There are no typical groups that are 
more inventive than others, although eco-
nomics does play a critical role. There are 
no markets which have a bener chance of 
succeeding than others. A great idea al-
ways has potential, unless improperly 
managed. The only common occurrence, 
among all groups, seems to be the propen-
sity to spend too much mon-
any. These fmns can also suggest invalua-
ble enhancements which can add utility and 
appeal to the product. 
Some questions to review with these en-
gineering fmns include: Can the product be 
manufactured? (If not, obviously your idea 
is moot, but at least it will have cost you 
only $60 to discover that important detail.) 
Are there any special tooling or molding 
requirements, and if so, what are they and 
what are the costs? Will the cost of get-
ting the product to market be prohibitive? 
Should you consider offshore manufactur-
ing? 
A ssuming you decide to continue, 
you should conduct a patent search. 
The cost of such a search is much lower 
than the fee for filing a patent In addition, 
the patent search can provide your attorney 
and design engineers with useful informa-
tion which may allow you to file a patent 
with different claims and drawings. 
Taking the Plunge 
Now it's decision time. 
As a rule, if you choose to seek out a li-
censee for your idea, the value of the con-
cept is based on a graduated scale. A draw-
ing on a napkin has far less value than a 
patented idea. Each stage, from concept to 
market, increases the idea's worth. 
Well, you may say, "I'll wait until I get 
my patent before seeking licensees." 11\at's 
an alternative, but remember that it takes 
between eight months to two years to get a 
patent issued. Also, if there's a need in the 
marlcet, there's a good chance that others 
may also be pursuing the same idea. 
Before you decide to take your idea to the 
marlcet, don't forget to consider the enor-
mous cost of doing so. On the average, 
with a national target marlcet, it takes at 
least S 1 to $3 million to take a product 
from concept to market. Entering only a 
regional market initially would be cheaper, 
but would also alen the competition to a 
good idea -- competition which may have 
resources for immed iate national marlcet 
penetration. 
Inventors often underestimate their costs 
and expenses by 50 percent, and overesti-
mate their projected sales by 200 percent or 
more. If your funds run out, a second round 
of financing would be required, often in ex-
change for a majority interest in your com-
pany and/or a lien on your technology or 
idea. 
So what's a poor inventor to do? 
In shon: seek good advice; determine 
how much you have to spend; draw up a 
business plan listing steps to be taken and 
funds needed (see chart for details). Then 
stick to the plan. Oh, and remain positive. 
Joseph Todd is a marketing consultant , 
whose firm, MarlctMED, has helped hun-
dreds of clients throughout the nation ta/ce 
their products from concept to market. 
ey. prematurely. in absence 
of logic and justification. TAKING YOUR IDEA FROM "CONCEPT TO MARKET" 
That's a shame because 99 
percent of the time, signifi-
cant loss is preventable. 
An inventor has two op-
tions. The fust is to nego-
tiate a license with a major 
manufacn.er and collect roy-
alties. The second is to take 
an idea from concept to mar-
Stage One: 
Evaluation and Decision 
It is at this stage that it's determined if the 
idea has any value. Unless all three phases 
in stage one suppon further investment, the 
idea should be abandoned. A thorough 
evaluation of an idea can be made with 
ket However, that can be ex- minimum investment. 
pensive. 
Regardless of which way 
you decide to go, always stan 
by answering one question 
first: "Does the idea have any 
value?" (See chart, stage 
one.) As obvious as this may 
seem, I've met many invent-
ors who filed patents, built 
molds and products and even 
ordered the Mercedes - all 
before considering this basic 
questicn. 
As pan of stage one, you 
should insist that everyone 
who sees your idea sign a 
Confidential Disclosure Doc-
ument However, the docu-
ment does not actually offer 
an inventor much protection, 
in spite of what some patent 
consulting fums may say. 
Though the document le-
gally binds anyone who signs 
it to secrecy, large, wealthy 
companies have many ways 
of fmding loopholes. Enforc-
ing the document in court 
could cost you as much as $2 
million. Still, the Confiden-
tial Disclosure Document 
does provide some security. 
and your fli"Sl step should be 
to me one with the Patent 
lnd Traden'IIR Office. 
Next, seek out expen ad-
vise on the development of 
your idea. In the early stages, 
it would be useful to have ei-
ther concept drawing and/or a 
mock-up of your idea. Con-
tact a top engineering and 
product development fll111 . 
Some of the best in the coun-
try are located in Southern 
California. Generally. for an 
hour of their time at $60 to 
$75, they will evaluate your 
idea, recommend IJIIP'OI)Iiaae 
molding and manufacturing 
proc:eues. building nweria1s 
10 be coasider'cd aod ipplica-
Stage Two: 
Planning and Investment 
Stage two requires planning. legal and 
financial counsel. Vendors need to be 
identified for manufacturing and 
production, contracts and legal 
documents written, and methods of 
capitalization determined. 
Stage Three: 
Manufacturing and Production 
Going from concept to a manufactured 
product requires a number of operations. 
Choosing qualified vendors in this stage 
is critical. Only specialists, familar with 
the materials and manufacturing process 
selected, should be used. 
Stage Four: 
Commercialization 
Historically, this is the most critical 
and difficult stage. An organization 
must be in place to oversee sales, 
marketing and manufacturing. National 
distribution must be established and 
sufficient capitalization available to 
support marketing efforts. If successful, 
an original, simple Idea can be 
worth millions. 
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Of all the big differences 
between AT&T anCI the competition, 
the smallest difference is price. 
Many people till think that AT&T 
quality demand a bigger price tag. 
But the truth i , of all the big differ-
ences between AT&T and the com-
petition, price i the smallest. 
For example, did you know? 
On average, AT&T has the fastest 
call setup time. MCI 1 and US 
Sprine can take up to 40% longer 
to set up a long distance call than 
AT&T PRO'm WAT ervice. 
AT&T offers unsurpassed qual-
ity when it comes to transmitting 
errorjree faxes. 
Discounts of 10%-26% 
with AT&T PRo~m WATS 
Affordable AT&T 800 
READYLINE® Service 
AT&T 800 READYLINE Service i the 
toll-free service that can help you 
explore new business areas, expand 
into new markets, build sales, 
and improve customer service. 
It 's extremely affordable with low 
start-up fees as well as distance-
sensitive pricing and volume 
discounts. 
And best of all, both 800 
READYLINE Service and PRO 
WAT work on your existing 
phone lines, so you don't need 
additional equipment. 
take longer than ten minute , you 
keep it. 
To ign up for PRO WATS, 800 
READYLINE Service or to take the 
AT&T Ten-Minute Challenge, return 
the coupon below, or call toll-free. 
1 800 222-0400, Ext. 1949 
ATr.T 
T, PRO \VTA'TS Take the AT&T AT& s wn can save you 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 10%-26% or more off our basic Ten-Minute Challenge I Get the facts. I 
daytime interstate rates .. -even if In a ten-minute on- 1 1 
Your business spends as little as . . . T T 0 l"m ready 10 Stgn up for AT&T PRO WAT . Site VISit, an A & I Ol"mreadytostgnupforAT&T800 
SSO.OO a month on long distance Account Executive 1 REAovuNEservice. ll 0 Send me more mformatton 
ca s. can: I 0 l"d ltke tO take the AT&T Ten-Minute 
What 's more, your discounts Discuss your long I Challenge Have someone call tO set up 
e ·ncreases so I an appointment grow as your usag 1 - distance needs; show 
you won't have to change plans as you how much you could save with 
1
1 N•mc 
your volume grows. And discounts AT&T discount calling plans and ,....com_ pa_n_) - - -------
apply whether you call, fax or prove how competitive our prices : 7::"dd=,..,= .... ---------
send data-and also apply to really are. l 
many.dnternational and ~ We'll even bring along a sto~ .d ~-r 1 s.- . Zlp g:, 
C~g!ISt . _·'·''"l.:._ watch so you can time us. If ir-.AJix_ ou. ......... , Phone . if - ·imc: '0 ' 31' 
,- :_.J_ ;;_ ~-~ .. ~- ,:;_ . .. olto ATaT,Ann Fr:rnBOUc.ai"t~mCemerOnve •wcrfi~ tndemark o f MCI Corponlion 2US Sprint Is a tqjslcred tndemark of US Sp 'ith Floor Irvine, ~2900 
~~"~":~':!. ":::"".,... ,:; ~~~~~':.;::::;.;;';:'~"!:::.~-;"~ . """'' ;.., ..... .... "' ~ slsn·up clucge and • 5.00 service fee will be clurFd to your account . All comparative j, · • _ _ _ _ _ _ · ____ _j 
~ ~luas ofS/1190. ~ . , ."''G·~·.:,-· 
Tille 
01990'A'M!-o ' ~·, t .J 
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Desert Fax Uses Year-
Old Fax Technology This Helmet Can Talk 
Getting the Message to 
Saudi Arabia 
But will the 
networks pick it up? 
By Phil Diment 
T~ Inland Empire Business Journal 
~ A New York company has 
come out with a football 
helmet that allows coaches to 
talk to players on the field. 
Late last month, huge sacks of mail sat 
for days, uncollected, in London's Hethro 
Airport. Their stated destination was Saudi 
Arabia, but no one, it seems, had the ca-
pacity to delivery the huge volume of mis-
sives. 
So they sat, undelivered and unopened. 
The Hethro incident is a good example of 
the difficulty in meeting the suddenly over-
whelming demand for mail delivery to Sau-
di Arabia. It takes an estimated two to 
three weeks for letters to get to U.S. mili-
tary personnel in Saudi Arabia -- if every-
thing goes smoothly. As the mail sacks at 
Hethro demonstrate, that is not always the 
case. 
It was no surprise, then, when families 
of military personnel stationed in Saudi 
Arabia began lining up at AT&T phone 
centers -- including two located in the In-
land Empire -- in late September to fax 
messages to their loved ones. 
In a well publicized move, AT&T began 
using a new type facsimile technology to 
speed delivery of messages to U.S. forces 
in the Middle East. The faxes reach theu 
destination in about two days. 
The technology AT&T is using to send 
the faxes is less than a year old. AT&T of-
ficials describe the technology as a global 
store-and-forward service offered via the 
Worldwide Intelligent Network. 
The features of the service include auto-
mated broadcast, which can send a single 
fax to more than 1000 destinations with 
only one phone call and automatic retry, 
which makes repeated transmission at-
tempts for up to six hours. 
The helmet, called Headcoach, is 
equiped with a built-in receiver, amplifi-
er and earphone. It is also free of cum-
bersome wires or antennas. 
For a quarterback who's about to be 
blind-sided by a charging linebacker, 
the helmet could help avoid a painful 
sack, said Frank Jones, who together 
with Tom Busciglio, invented Head-
coach. 
The AT&T fax service, called DESERT 
FAX, is free to those wishing to send fax-
es to friends or relatives enlisted in the 
U.S. military and stationed in Saudi Ara-
bia. The faxes can be sent from more than 
400 AT&T Phone Centen nationwide, in-
cluding one located in Riverside and one 
in San Bernardino. The length of time the 
service will be offered depends of the vol-
ume of faxes and othec related conditions, 
AT&T offiCials said. 
Inland Empire 
AT&T Phone 
Centers 
• 500 Inland Center 
Mall 
San Bernardino 
• 3531 A. Riverside 
Plaza 
Riverside 
Jones, according to an upcom-
ing Popular Science magazine 
feature is "considered the guru of 
electronic surveillance." In fact, 
his New Yorlc company is actual-
ly called The Spy Shop. 
Jones certainly would know 
about avoiding sacks -- or getting 
sacked himself. He is a former 
all-star quarterback. 
Could the opposing team inter-
cept the secret coach-to-player 
transmission? 
No way, says Jones . Ever-
conscious of the threat of spies, 
Jones designed the helmet so all 
radio transmission are scrambled. 
"It would take days to decipher 
it," Jones says. 
Space Age Football Headgear: Might 
They Be Listening To Other Games? 
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· L Winchescer Road- State Highway 79, an I-15 off ramp Canyon Spnngs Among argest and the main business thoroughfare in the Temecula Val-
Developments ley __ will loop through the center's property, making~ 
Johnson+ Johnson Business Center the nucleus of busi-
ness activity for the 97,000-acre master-planned Rancho 
California community. 
T &S Development's Canyon Springs is one of the In-
land Empire's largest master-planned mixed-use develop-
ments, encompassing 900 acres at the intenection of 1-
215 and the 60 Freeway in Riverside. Included in the pro-
ject are retail office, restaurant, medical, and hotel ele-
ments. Upon buildout, Canyon Springs will have approx-
imately 6 million square feet of retail and office space. 
The centerpiece of the project is a 2-million-square-foot 
regional fashion mall being developed as a joint-venture of 
T&S and The Rouse Co., one of the nation's leading real 
estate development, management and ownenhip organiza-
tions. Bullock's, a division of the R. H. Macy Co., Cali-
fornia-based Harris and Gottschalks, and Montgomery 
Ward are the anchor tenants of the fust phase of the mall, 
which is scheduled to open in the fall of 1992. 
Canyon Springs contains three additional retail compo-
nents; Canyon Springs Plaza, Canyon Springs Market-
place and Valley Springs Plaza. Completed in 1990, Can-
yon Springs Plaza features 412,000 square feet located on 
42 acres with excellent freeway frontage. Major tenants in-
clude Toys "R" Us, Kids "R" Us, Phil and Jims, Pier I 
Imports, Homelife Furniture by Sears, Tony Roma's, The 
Soup Exchange, So. Cal Cinemas, Krause's Sofa Factory, 
Onho Mattress, Banner Carpets, and Thomasville Furni-
ture. 
Canyon Springs Marketplace, set for completion in 
1991, features 325,000 square feet on a 34-acre site at the 
gateway to Canyon Springs. A restaurant park including 
Canyon Springs, Riverside CA 
Stuart Anderson's Black Angus, El Torito, Spoons and 
Coco's will be the fust to open. The retail center is an-
chored by Phar-Mor and Service Merchandise. Also inchJd-
ed are McDonalds, ARCO AM/PM and Canyon Springs 
Car Wash. 
Valley Springs Plaza, scheduled to be completed in 
1993, will feature retail, restaurants, hotel and fast food 
components to take advantage of its 1-215 frontage. 
State Compensation Insurance Fund has broken ground 
on a 4-story, 108,000-square-foot district office at Canyon 
Springs Professional Park. This $12-million red granite 
Class A office joins Riverside Medical Clinic, which 
opened its 68,000-square-foot facility in May and the 
30,000-square-foot Community Medical Arts Building, 
which will open in January 1991. 
Canyon Springs Freeway Office park offen 200,000 
square feet of office space with access to two freeways. 
Tenants include Commonwealth Land Title Insurance, The 
Keith Cos., The Mitchell Co. and the Dept. of Motor Ve-
hicles. 
At the heart of Canyon Springs is the Canyon Springs 
Corporate Centre, a planned 30-acre offiCe park featuring 
six corporate office buildings up to 11 stories high, a five-
level parking structure and all executive amenities. 
Canyon Springs Spectrum is a 275-acre multi-use light 
industrial business park with a planned technology re-
search and development center. Included in Spectrum is a 
40-acre, 500,000-square-foot Pepsi-Cola bottling and dis-
tribution plant 
Correction: 
Tri-City Corporate Parle is located in San Ber-
nardino. The business park's location was listed 
incorrectly in the last issue. 
Moreno Valley's TownGate 
Provides Town Center 
When completed, the Johnson +Johnson Business Cen-
ter, located at the nonhwest comer of the Winchescer and 
Diaz roads near I-15, is predicted to generate 5,660 jobs 
and accommodate more than three million square feet of 
development 
The center of the project will feature a linear parte with 
jogging paths, picnic areas and landscaping highlighted by 
more than 800 trees bordering the park's perimeter. In ad-
dition, approximately 6 acres on the western hillside have 
been designated as open space. 
TownGate was designed to create a town ce01er for Mo-
reno Valley. 
One of the unique features of the Johnson + Johnson 
Business Center is the large number of view lots that will 
be offered. The elevation rises about 120 feet from the 
front lots to the back lots, offering vistas of the entire 
Temecula Valley. 
TownGate, located on the fonner Riverside International 
Raceway grounds, will be a 590-acre mixed-use, commu· 
nity south of the 60 Freeway between Day and Frederick 
Streets. When complete, the development will include: a 
new regional shopping mall; TownGate Center, a retail 
shopping center; TownGate Plaza, an offiCe and restaurant 
site; mixed-used commercial; as well as both high-and-
medium-density housing. 
Phase I of the project is an 80-acre development featur-
ing 62 one-acre lots and is being completed in two sec-
tions. Infrastructure improvements on the first 31 lots 
were completed in September 1990. Phase I will include 
two multi-lenant industrial buildings. 
Phase II consists of 120 one-acre loo on approximately 
174 acres. Grading is expected to commence by the end of 
1990. 
TownGate Center will be one of the largest shopping 
centers in Rivenide County when aU building is com· 
plete. The 412,000-square-foot shopping center ha! anchor 
tenants including Mervyn's, Ross, Ralph's, Payless Drug 
Store, Edwards 8-plex. Cinema, and soon will have Circuit 
City. There are also 24,000 square feet of restaurant pads 
which encompass Chili's restaurant. Del Taco, and will 
soon have Olive Garden, Fosters Freeze, as well as Mrs. 
Knott's Kitchen. 
In addition to the retail uses, TownGate Plaza will have 
approximately 80,000 square feet of class" A" office space 
to be situated within the center. Scheduled to begin con-
struction late this year, the first phase of the office project 
will consist of 50,000 square feet. The two-stol)' building 
will be made of a steel frame, concrete and glass. 
TownGate will also feature a new $40-million regional 
shopping mall jointly developed by Chicago-based Ho-
mart Development Co. and the Fritz Duda Co. DeveJopers 
have also begun grading approximately one million square 
feet of land directly adjacent to the center. In addition to 
creating about 3,000 full- and part-time jobs, the mall 
will generate $2.5-million in sales taxes and another 
$400,000 in property taxes annually. 
TownGate Mall is expected to attract shoppers from 
eastern Riverside, Hemet, Perris, San Jacinto, the San 
Gorgonio Pass area, Beaumont, and Banning. The mall 
will be anchored by The Broadway, May Company, J.C. 
Penny, and Sears. 
lolvuOfl + Joltn.wft's BKSiMn Ce111er, Rt»tCiw Calif. 
J +J Project Future Town Center for 
Rancho California 
Johnson+ Johnson Business Center,located in the heart 
of the business dislrict of Rancho California, will be a 
400-acre, mater-planned business park that will serve a 
wide mnae of offic:e, indusuial, commercial and retail pur-
poees when complclcd. 
The Marketploce 
Downtown Riverside Expands 
with Birtcher's Marketplace 
Birtcher Campbell Properties has begun clearing ground 
on the Rivenide Marketplace, the largest redevelopment 
project ever attempted by the city of Rivenide. Over the 
next 10 years, this mixed-use development project will 
transform downtown Riverside east of the 91 Freeway into 
a major commercial and entertainment corridor for the In-
land Empire 
The proposed project area involves approximately 200 
acres between the 91 Freeway, Part Ave., Third and Four-
teenth streets. The development will streiCh along the free-
way for over a mile. The estimated price tag for the pro-
ject is close to $120 million. 
Approximately four years ago Birtcher began working 
with the city of Riverside's Development Department and 
local residents to assemble the required property. In Janu-
ary of this year, a development agreement for the project's 
fint phase was approved at a joint City Council/agency 
public hearing. 
The fttSt phase of the Rivenide Marketplace involves 
the renovation of existing historic commercial buildings 
combined with the construction of retail and offiCe build-
ings. The center of this 52-acre phase will be the revitali-
zation of a park along Seventh Street in front of the old 
Santa Fe Station. From this area the development will 
branch out to its restaurants, offiCe buildings, movie thea-
ters and shopping. 
Along the freeway between Third and Seventh streets 
will be the heaviest retail component of the development 
In this area, the conceptual master plan has over 105,000 
square feet of retail space which plam 10 lake advantaae of 
the freeway visibility. Plans for this area include a five- 10 
ten-screen movie thea&cr, a major anchor store and fi~ re-
staurants. The Old Spaghetti Factory already is refurbish-
ing the historic Sutherland Fruit Co. p.c:king house. 
Opening for the restaurant is set for mid~. 
The offiCe component of the first pbue will be approxi-
maldy 150,000 square feet. 
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' Con: Don't Vote for Prop. 126 , Editorial By Donald M. Bowman , Executive Director • Programs for infants with birth defects caused by alcohol and drug abuse during 
pregnancy. 
Toll Road is Bad Business 
We don't always agree with the R iverside board of supervisors -- and we've railed 
against some of their past actions in this space. 
But we think that R iverside County supervisors Kay Ceniceros and Melba Dunlap are 
right on the marie in opposing the toll road proposed on the 9 1 freeway . 
Dunlap told us that the real issue is the jobs/housing 1m balance that exists in the In-
land Empire. Sure, she acknowledges, there are not enough jobs for residents in River-
side County. It's going to talce some time, though, she adds, for Riverside to correct the 
imbalance. 
At the same time, she says, Orange County has continually failed to provide afforda-
ble housing within its borders -- that's why so many people live in Riverside County 
Orange County has continually failed to provide af-
fordable housing within its borders -- that's why so 
many people live in Riverside County and work m 
Orange County. 
and work in Orange County. 
But without Riverside workers commuting everyday to get to their jobs, Orange 
County employers would be severely short staffed, Dunlap says. 
Meanwhile, Orange County is running out of room for prisoners and garbage -- and 
wants to dump those problems in Riverside. 
The solution is trade-offs, Dunlap says. As cliched as it may sound, Riverside and Or-
ange counties have to work together in some type of regiooaJ government format. 
We agree. 
The alternative is inter-county bickering and arm-twisting. 
When Dunlap says jokingly that she'll slap a S500-per-head toll on the heads of pris-
oners being transported into Riverside, she is making a point playing hardball will not 
solve the transportation problems, or the garbage problem or the prisoner problem. 
Sure Orange County officials are looking for a way to fmance road improvements in 
light of repeated rejections by its voters of transportation-tax initiatives. But the solu-
tion certainly is not to tax Riverside commuters with heavy tolls -- that could reach $2 
per trip during rush hour, for the 91 Freeway alone. 
Riverside voters shouldered their responsibility for clearing up the 91 Freeway con-
gestion by passing a 1/2-cent sales tax . To punish them for being responsible with 
heavy tolls is patenLly unfair. 
And Caltrans engineers' assertion that the to ll road fits in nicely with planned 9 1 
California Council on Alcohol Problems 
Prop. 126, sponsored by the liquor in-
dustry, is a key component in the cam-
paign to de feat Prop . 134 , the "nickel-a-
drink" alcohol tax initiative. 
Prop. 126 places California's excise tax 
on alcohol in the state constitution. Tax 
rates should no t be in the constitution. 
California has the lowest excise taxes on 
alcohol in the nation. For decades, the liq-
uor lobby has opposed every alcohol tax 
increase proposal before the State Legisla-
ture. Now, the liquor industry is support-
ing Prop . 126. Why? - in the hopes of 
pre-empting Prop. 134. Prop. 126 does not 
even bring California's Alcohol tax up the 
national average! 
Don't be fooled, compare the two. The 
liquor industry lobbied the Legislature to 
put Prop. 126 on the ballot. Ye t, 
1,165,996 California voters signed peti-
tions to put Prop. 134 on the ballot. 
Prop. 126 will deposit its new tax reve-
nues in the state general fund , to be spent 
at the discretion of the Legislature. Prop. 
134 requires that its revenues be invested 
in programs that address alcohol related 
problems, including: 
• Alcohol and drug abuse education. 
• Enforcement of drunk driving, and 
other alcohol and drug-related laws. 
• Emergency and trauma care treatment 
• Alcohol-recovery and drug-abuse pro-
grams. 
• Community mental health programs. 
• Programs for the innocent victims of 
alcohol abuse, including spousal and child 
abuse victims. 
Prop. 126 does no thing to address the 
negative impacts and costs of alcohol 
abuse to California taxpayers. 
Prop. 126 does not guarantee one dollar 
for a lcohol and drug-use education or pro-
grams impacted by alcohol abuse. 
Prop. 126 ignores these facts: 
• Alcohol costs California taxpayers 
$ 13 billion annually. 
• Alcohol is the leading cause of death 
among teenagers. 
• California's emergency medical sys-
tem is near collapse, largely because of al-
cohol re lated accidents and injuries. 
• Approximately 33 percent of all men-
tally ill and homeless persons also have al-
cohol and drug problems. 
Before voting for Prop. 126 ask yourself 
this question: Whom do you trust? The liq-
uor industry, which is sponsoring Prop. 
126 or the following groups which are 
supporting Prop. 134, the "Nickel-a-drink" 
alcohol tax: 
The California Association of Highway 
Patrolman 
The California Council on Alcohol 
Problems 
The California Council of Churches 
California Consortium for lhe Prevention 
of Child Abuse 
The American College of Emergency 
Physicians California Chapter 
The California Nurses Association 
The California Police Chiefs Association 
California Council on Conununity Mental 
Heallh Agencies 
The California Council on Children and 
Youlh 
Freeway improvements in Riverside is ~dic~lous: , . . . -A 
~ecause no matter how you look at 1t, R1veTS1de County s c1uzens w1ll have~ pay . ~~::-~~" .. J\·1Son, President 
Yes on Prop. 126 
... 
twl~e -- a do~b~~ ~hammy. All because Orange County voters have repeatedly shirk~ /• 4- tern California Business Association 
theu responslbihues. . . ::-& Los Angeles County Hotel/Mote/ As-
We say no to the 91 toll road. R1vers1de voters should not have to solve Orange 
sociation County's problems. 
eternity! 
Prop. B 4 guarantees annual increases in 
funding to certain "pet projects" contained 
in the initiative (namely programs backed 
by the initiative's supporters). These funds 
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This November, the ballot will contain cannot come from the alcohol tax, but 
a simple and straightforward measure: rather must come from the state's general 
Prop. 126, the Alcohol Abuse and Drug fund. The inevitable result will be more 
Education Act of 1990. Its purpose: to taxes for everyone and serious slashes to 
raise S230 million in new revenue by in- funding of other programs, such as police 
creasing California's beer and distilled spir- and fire protection, transportation, and oth-
its taxes to the nation- er public services. 
al average. Wine taxes The revenue generated from Worse yel, the annual 
would increase 2,000 Prop. 126 goes directly into increases mandated by 
percent, but remain California's General Fund, Prop. 134 are allocat-
below the national av- where it is available to fund ed without any legis: 
eunra~,:.rroecolegnofiZIC·alin~~or~ programs such as tougher en- lative review. In oth-
... - '' er words , state 
nia's wine industry, forcement of drunk driving laws, revenues will be 
which generates $500 health care and handed out to these 
million in state and emergency services. programs whether 
local taxes annually. they need it or not. 
The revenue generated from Prop. 126 According to the state legislative analysl, 
goes directly into California's General Prop. 134 will drain S480 million from 
Fund, where it is available to fund pro- the general fWld in two years alone! 
grams such as tougher enforcement of Clearly, Prop. 126 is the one and only 
drunit driving laws, health care and emer- responsible choice. Prop. 126 adjusts Cal-
gency services. In addition, more than S90 ifornia's antiquated tax rates, adds S230 
million will be allocated where expens say million the first full year to the state's 
it is needed most- for early education treasury, and does not mandate spending 
programs on the dangers of illegal drug one cent more that it raises. 
and alcohol abuse. This November, on behalf of the South-
In stark contrast to Prop. 126, Prop. em California Business Association and 
134 asks California's alcohol consumers the Los Angeles County Hotel and Motel 
10 pay two, and, in some cases, two-and-a- Group, please join a growing number of 
half times more tax on alcoholic beverages law enforcement, business, agriculture, 
than the average consumer, nationwide. and education interests in voting for a fis-
And, Prop. 134 penalizes non-drinkers as cally responsible tax measure. Vote yes on 
well- and will continue on from now to Prop. 126. 
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. Inland Empire Business Journal Close-Up: Dr. Anthony E~ans f 
"/ have one of the best jobs in higher education in the 
nation," says Dr. Anthany Evans, president of California 
State University, San Bernardino. 
That 's no small statement f or someone who once 
worked for the State Department as a specialist in Far East 
affairs. Dr. Evans served in Thailand in the State Depart-
ment's economic development program and in South Ko-
rea as the Peace Corps' director of programs there. Evans 
was also director of planning for the Peace Corps in 
Washington, D.C., coordinating operations in 69 develop-
ing countries. 
comprehensive survey of the regional employment mar-
kel, which revealed a growing need for university gradu-
ates in business, public adminis tration and health scienc-
es . As the Inland Empire's services and trade sectors 
largest in the state, has attracted outstanding facu!tY fro~ 
throughout the counlry. In education as weB as m b~sl­
ness and public administration, we have offenngs at sites 
throughout San Bernardino and Riverside counties. Our 
sa tell ite campus in Palm Desert enro lls 700 students 
meeting the need for a four-year public education in ~e 
lower desert. All of our majors can be completed dunng 
the day or the evening with no difference in quality . 
President of CSUSB since 1982, Evans is the second 
person to hald the post in the institution's 25-year histo-
ry. 
IEBJ : How has the university grown since you came 
aboord? 
expand, the demand 
for university grad-
uates trained in 
sales management 
and in marketing/ 
p ublic relations 
will increase. Grad-
uates with degrees 
in education, plan-
ning, law, comput-
ing and environ -
mental sciences can 
expect to find job 
opportunities in the 
region. 
Our survey indi-
cated a need for area 
uni versi lies to ex-
pand existing pro-
IEBJ: How does the university interact with the busi-
ness community? 
Evans: Our professors often serve as consultants and 
advisors to business. Sometimes classes or supervised 
groups of students take on special projects at a low cost to 
business. 
Formal ljnJcs with the business community include both 
the university's Institute of Applied Research and Policy 
Analysis and the Inland Empire Management Center, both 
of which offer a variety of professional services. Employ-
ees at General Dynamics in Rancho Cucamonga are en-
rolled on-site in an advanced program in quality control 
and in an undergraduate program in management. 
Evans: Enrollment has jumped from 5,000 to 12,000 
students and we plan to accept an additional I ,000 students 
each year. Such growth requires one major new building 
annually. At present, we have seven new buildings ap-
proved for construction, and the campus' master plan has 
been approved. We hope to enroll some 28,000 students 
annually by the year 2005. gra ms in produc- Dr. AnJhony Evans 
We work also with business groups, such as realtors, 
developers and insurance professionals, to expand our cur-
ricular offerings and produce seminars as interest arises. 
IEBJ: What are the demographic trends in terms of 
present and future student popuJations at Cal State , San 
Bernardino? 
t ion and hotel/ 
res taurant manage-
IEBJ: What will American university students need to 
know in the year 2000 if the United States is to remain 
competitive? 
Evans: They must become more cosmopolitan and less 
provincial. Multilingual abilities, cross-cultural perspec-
tives and critical thinking ski lls are the qualities that will 
be most valued in the global marketplace. Increasingly, 
students should take interdisciplinary majors to prepare 
them and the nation for international competition. 
ment, acquisition, environmental sciences, urban design, 
paralegal tasks, law enforcement and labor relations. Other 
applied majors that will become more popuJar include 
health care administration, social worlc, counseling, indus-
trial technology and related technical fields. 
Evans: Women are now a majority a t CSUSB. Their 
numbers, in relation to men, will continue to increase. 
Minori ty enrollment, which currently exceeds 25 percent, 
will inch up throughout the decade. 
IEBJ: Are universities prepared to respond to new glo-
bal challenges? 
Evans: Universities change slowly. Clearly, though, 
many current problems require a world community re-
sponse. The worldwide expansion of democracy will help 
us to better understand diversity and pluralistic societies. 
Indeed, pluralism is the defming feature of the 1990s. 
IEBJ: What kind of careers seem to hold the most 
prom ise for today's university students in the Inland Em-
pire? 
Eva ns: Last year, our business school completed a 
IEBJ: What will a college education with a business 
major be comprised of in the year 2000? 
Evans: Changes I anticipate over the next decade in-
clude a renewed emphasis on the human component in or-
ganizations and increased applications from advances in 
psychology, sociology and anthropology. 
IEBJ: How is CSUS B positioning itse lf for the year 
2000? 
Evans: Our academic planning often resembles plan-
ning in the corporate world. We identify those programs 
in which we have particular strengths and which are in 
heavy demand. Then we beef up those areas. 
For example, our teacher education program, the third 
We believe that California's future economic prosperity 
requires a diverse and well-educated work force. Our uni -
versity will play a major role in educating such a work 
force for the Inland Empire. 
IEBJ: What development is planned for CSUSB? 
Evans: The seven approved new buildings will double 
the amount of space on campus and include facilities for 
humanities, student services, student union activities, 
business, computer science, the library, health and physi-
cal education, visual arts and extended education. Because 
state legislators wish to maximize the use of existing 
campuses before bui lding any more new campuses, 
CSUSB and the Inland Empire are benefiting direcLly. 
, The Inland Empire's Coming of Age 
If 
George E. Brown, Jr . 
By Congressman George E. Brown, Jr. 
One can argue that the Inland Empire 
came of age during the 1980s. The as-
tounding growth experienced by the San 
Bernardino-Riverside area has made us a re-
gion of growing importance within the 
state as a whole, and even the nation. Our 
two-county area has appeared on nearly 
every recent chart of notable regions in the 
country- from Money magazine's listing 
of the best places in the nation to live, to 
various business journal's selections of the 
best places to invest or to relocate. A sum-
mer issue of the journal City & State 
ranks San Bernardino and Riverside Coun-
ties as numbers four and five of the 50 "Up 
And Coming• counties in the nation. Such 
auention to our area has become the norm. 
All is not roses. however, in our local 
flower bed. In addition 10 the major uncer-
tainties--such as a possible recession--
which loom on the horizon, we also have 
some immediate problems to cope with. 
Although the population of the Inland 
Empire has grown astronomically over the 
past decade, the number of new jobs in the 
area just hasn't kept pace. We continue to 
have a considerable imbalance between em-
ployment and housing. In the parlance of 
SCAG, the Southern California Associa-
tion of Governments, we're talking about 
jobs/housing ratios - which for places 
like San Fernando Valley, Santa Monica, 
Central Los Angeles and Northwest Orange 
County are well over 1.3 local jobs per 
household. For most of our area, however, 
the jobs/housing ratio remains 30-40 per-
cent lower than that, at about .8 jobs per 
household. 
One of the most important goals in im-
proving the quality of life in our area is to 
bring more jobs to where the people are. 
The jobs/housing imbalance in our area 
takes its toll in more ways than just the 
obvious one of people having to spend too 
many of their waking hours commuting. 
One can make a very persuasive case that 
commuting contributes to the number of 
latchkey children who are vulnerable to 
drug and gang influence, increased marital 
tensions, and a decline in volunteerism be-
cause people lack the time to give to their 
communities. 
Improving the jobs/housing ratio is also 
an important goal for helping tackle air 
pollution. The South Coast Air Quality 
Management Plan highlights the impor-
tance of achieving a better jobs/housing 
balance within all of the sub-areas within 
the district's jurisdiction. Less commuting 
means fewer cars on the roads, reduced au-
tomobile emissions and cleaner air - al l 
of which are important goals for us as a 
community. 
It's a natural progression for business 
growth to lag behind residentiaJ growth in 
new areas. Some areas remain bedroom 
communities forever. Fortunately, that 
does not appear to be our fate since we are 
blessed with a number of attractions that 
are helping to lure employers, such as a 
large working age population, open land, 
available and reasonably priced office space, 
excellent education resources, and a variety 
of transportation systems - including an 
international airport, rail lines, and major 
freeways. 
The high rate of leasing activity in the 
Inland Empire last year is one indicator that 
jobs are indeed coming to our area, but we 
need to keep working at iL This takes a co-
ordinated effort between the business com-
munity and their local, state, and federal of-
ficials. On this point, let me address a 
couple of projects in particular: Norton Air 
Force Base and relocation of the Space Sys-
tems Division. Both serve as perfect exam-
ples of how we can work together as a 
community to achieve a better jobs/ 
housing balance. 
At Norton, we face two real problems: 
one is to protect as many jobs as we can; 
the other is to make sure that we create 
more, higher paying jobs on the Norton 
property than we have there now. This is 
no small task, and the transition will be 
difficult for many, many families, but I 
think we are moving along u weU as can 
be expected. 
Let's look at the first of those points: 
protecting as many jobs as we can. The 
principal focus here has been keeping the 
Ballistic Systems Division and its several 
thousand jobs in San Bernardino. As you 
lrnow, I have talcen a strong stance against 
the Air Force's plan to move BSD. In the 
past two months I have succeeded in get-
ting language into both the House Appro-
priations and Authorization biJls which 
wouJd block any movement of BSD, since 
such a move wouJd be a direct violation of 
the recommendations of the Base Realign-
ment and Closure Commission. Those rec-
ommendations have the force of law. 
In terms of bringing new jobs into the 
area, our central thrust has been the Lock-
heed agreement at Norton and the reloca-
tion of the Space Systems Division from 
Los Angeles. Lockheed's aircraft mainte-
nance faciJity is on track and could lead 10 
nearly 1 ,000 jobs. The Lockheed facility 
could be just the beginning of a major air-
craft maintenance and refurbishing center at 
Norton. With the increasing age of our 
passenger aircraft fleet, this is a rapidly 
growing field. The local business commu-
nity, working with the Inland Valley De-
velopment Agency, should aggressively 
promote Norton as an emerging West 
Coast hub in the aircraft maintenance busi-
ness. 
This could complement other uses for 
the base, such as light industry and com-
muter airline operations. 
The only potential obstacle to Norton's 
development is environmenral coruamine-
tion at the base. 
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For?"er Ram Joins Local Brokerage Firm 
" Football was great," but it's time for a change, says Thomas Henley 
All I thought was 
to scramble ... reach 
the end zone .. . 
By Teresa M. Powell 
Special to the Inland Empire Business 
Jollnllll 
. "It was a tough catch at a critical point 
m the game against the Denver Broncos 
but when I made it, I spiked the ball and 
my team rushed over. Everyone was jump-
ing, hugging and screaming. It was a great 
game. It was one of those rare touchdowns 
when people don't expect you to catch the 
ball." says Thomas Henley, looking back 
on one of his prime moments as a wide re-
ceiver for the Los Angeles Rams. 
For three years, Henley had been block-
ing, catching passes and scoring touch-
downs. In July of this year, he resigned 
from football and joined Cushman & 
Wakefield commercial brokerage services 
in Ontario. 
Henley started playing football more 
than 16 years ago. He was a star player at 
Damien High School and continued to play 
while attending Stanford University where 
he was an All-Pac 10 player. After four-
years at Stanford, having earned a degree in 
engineering, Henley was drafted into the 
National Football League, where in addi-
tion to the Rams, he played for the San 
Francisco 49ers. Although Henley loves 
football, he decided it was time to approach 
a new end zone. "I enjoyed playing, but 
I'm comfortable with my new career deci-
sion." he says. 
During his first week at Cushman & 
Wakefield, Henley received calls from three 
professional teams wanting him to play for 
them in the 1990-1991 season. He turned 
them all down. 
lllomas realizes it will be a tough transi-
tion from the NFL to commercial real 
MemberFOIC 
announces the opening of our newest office 
RIVERSIDE BUSINESS CENTER 
2155 Chicago Ave., Suite 300 • (714) 683 -2112 
Thomas E PodmoJersky. Vice President and Manager 
• CHINO VALLEY BANK has been e CHINO VALLEY BANK'S Riverside 
meeting the needs of the small Business Center provides a spe-
ond medium sized business com- clollzed bonking environment 
munrty for over siXteen years. Our where the business and prates-
close wor1dng relationship with our sionol client receives one-on-one 
customers. along with our respon- contact w1th professional business 
siveness. Is difficult to find at most bonkers 
banks today 
e CHINO VAUEY BANK is the largest 
bonk headquartered in Son 
Bernord1no and Riverside coun-
rles, as well as the Greater Son 
Gabriel Volley - and still growing! 
e CHINO VALLEY BANK' S capitol 
position allows for loons 1n excess 
of S8.500.!XXl 
e CHINO VALLEY BANK has fourteen 
offices providing full-service 
branch bonking. 
estate. He currently spends much of his 
time on the phone, canvassing and cold 
calling to gain a position in the market-
place. "Sure, it's hard," he says, "but I can 
relate back to football and remember what I 
had to go through to get to the profession-
al level. I have the background and educa-
tion to be successful -- I'll do it." 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Henley sees many similarities in his two 
professions. "In both, you must pay yow 
dues to get to be successful. You have to 
prepare yourself for the big one,' work in 
the off-season and practice, practice, prac-
tice." 
Henley's interest in real estate began 
when he was still playing football. He at-
tended night school after practice and ob-
tained his broker's license in 1989. "I en-
joy dealing in real estate and thought it 
would be a great opportunity to use the in-
nate skills I learned in sports: competitive-
ness; self-motivation and a stringent work 
ethic," he says. 
Henley's goal is to become the No. I 
producer in Cushman & Wakefield's Onta-
rio office and ultimately the best in the In-
land Empire. 
"Real Estate and football are similar in 
terms of the qualities one must possess to 
be successful," Henley says. "I think I 
have those qualities, and I'm at an advan-
tage. I always strive to be the best." 
A resident of Upland, Henley chose the 
Inland Empire area to take advantage of the 
region's "excellent growth opportunity" 
and remain close to friends he made while 
in football. 
"Football was a great experience. I was 
able to establish many good friendships 
with team players and people throughout 
the country. and I look forward to doing 
the same as a real estate broker." 
Henley comes from a family of football 
players. His brother, Darryl, is currently 
with the LA Rams as a defensive back. His 
youngest brother, Eric, is an All-American 
receiver at Rice University in Houston. 
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Dear GB: 
Dear We have been asked to 
change our current health 
insurance plan from a full 
indemnity plan to a self-
insured program. The 
agent has demonstrated a 
30 percent cost savings. 
Most of this comes from 
not having to pay premi-
um tax and other expenses 
to the carrier. Should we 
GB 
'----------llook at this plan more 
Y Guy Baker '':;;INSURED 
This month the Business Journal 
begins a new column dedicated to 
answering questions which often 
trouble owners of closely held 
businesses and their employees. 
The purpose of the column is to 
solicit questions from around the 
Inland Empire and share the infor-
mation for everyone's use. So, 
readers, if you are troubled about 
personnel issues, hiring practices, 
compensation, cost of living in-
creases, merit raises, bonus or 
stock option plans, business con-
tinuity, estate planning and charit-
able giving, write to: 
DearGB 
Guy Baker 
C/0 The Inland Empire Business Journal 
3401 Centerlake Drive #620 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Dear GB: 
My employer recently offered all of his 
employees a chance to pay their health in-
surance premiums through a payroll reduc-
tion plan. I would take a cut in pay and my 
employer would place the money into an 
account for my exclusive use. Is this legit-
imate and can I pay any other benefits with 
this fund? 
--STUMPED 
Dear Stumped: 
Absolutely! This is often referred to as a 
"Cafeteria Plan." a "Flexible Spending Ac-
count" or a "125 plan" (Referring to Inter-
nal Revenue Code Section 125). You may 
reduce your gross pay by a stated amount, 
or a percentage. This money is placed into 
a fund used for paying health insurance 
premiums, medical deductiblcs and co-
payments not covered by your insurance 
plan. All you have to do is present a bill 
for reimbursement. 
The advantages are obvious. While you 
are unable to deduct these same expenses 
against your ordinary income, by partici-
pating in a 125 plan, the payments are 
made pretax. The down side is that if you 
don't spend all of your account, the funds 
revert back to the employer at the end of 
the year. 
If you haven't signed up for this valuable 
benefit, you certainly should, however, 
you may have to wait until lhe next enroll-
ment period. 
Dear insured: 
Self-insured plans and partially self-
insured plans may be hidden time bombs 
waiting to explode. You need to carefully 
select the stop-loss carrier and read the con-
tract When you offer health insurance, you 
as the employer, are assuming the respon-
sibility for the payment of claims. By in-
suring with an insurance carrier you are in 
essence passing the risk to another entity 
besides your company. This is very smart. 
But if the carrier reneges on the coverage, 
or goes out of business, then your compa-
ny becomes stuck with the liability. Medi-
cal claims can totally destroy a company. 
A real problem to watch out for is the 
low-rated, financially unstable health carrier 
offering stop-loss coverage for these plans. 
You may fmd your coverage here today and 
gone tomorrow. 
Demand a copy of the contract. Have 
your auomey read the fme print and ask for 
financial information. Make sure you un-
derstand the terminal funding liability. 
There may come a time when you decide to 
abort this plan. What will it cost to shift 
coverage to another carrier? You don't want 
a big surprise. 
If you want my opinion, self-insurance 
plans should be reserved for the very 
wealthy company which can afford the risk. 
Even then, I think a company should have 
at least 1000 employees before considering 
this as a cost-savings tool. 
Dear GB: 
My wife is a foreign citizen. I just heard 
that if I die and leave my estate to her, the 
government will tax her immediately anc.l 
not give us the unlimited marital deduc-
tion. Is this true, and how can I beat this 
law? 
--EUROPEAN SPOUSE 
Dear Spouse: 
You heard correctly. The IRS discovered 
that non-U.S. spouses could take their larg-
ess, flee to another country and escape 
estate taxes in total. The result was a Qual-
ified Domestic Trust. This trust is the ir-
revocable beneficiary of your bequest to 
your wife. She is able to use the income 
and tap the corpus according to fiduciary 
standards, but cannot take the corpus off-
shore. 
You should see a good tax anorney and 
make sure you have adequately covered 
these rules. The result could be signifteant; 
estate taxes can be as much as 60 percent 
It is worth doing a little planning to avoid 
paying too much too soon. 
Dear GB: 
I recently was told by my tax attorney 
that my family would have to pay income 
and estate taxes on the assets in my pen-
sion plan. I am 55 and have more than $1 
million in the plan. What can I do to mini-
mize this tax cost? 
--OVER FUNDED 
Dear Funded: 
Your attorney is right. Under the new tax 
rules, proceeds from any retirement plan 
are subject to income taxes upon distribu-
tion. 
is to annuitize your benefits now and start 
taking early distribution from your plan to-
day. Even though you are only 55, you can 
avoid the 10 percent premature distribu-
tion tax by taking the payments in equal 
installments. Even though you would like 
to avoid all taxes, the IRS has determined 
that the pension system has been abused 
and has made the taxes on qualified plans 
confiscatory. Talk to your attorney about 
taking your money now. 
Dear GB: 
I recently read that my life insurance 
which is payable to my corporation is tax-
able if I die. This is a shock. I always 
thought life insurance proceeds were in-
come tax free. Now I'm told if I remove 
my insurance from the corporation. I have 
to buy it out with after-tax dollars. What 
happened? 
If you include the excise taxes of 15 per-
cent for distribution above the maximum 
limits, your total marginal tax rate could 
be in excess of 85 percent of the value of 
your account. Obviously, there is no point 
in accumulating more money in this ac-
count. --NEED ALTERNATIVE 
A strategy which deserves your attention Su Nextlssuefor answer. 
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Chino Hills Sets its Sights on Cityhood 
Chino Hills. Nestled between the cities 
of Chino, to the east, and Diamond Bar, to 
the west, this thriving community of near-
ly 50,000 residents has recently launched 
an effort to join the ranks of an increasing 
number of Inland Empire communities in 
achieving the status of city hood. 
With the kick-off of an incorporation 
campaign in May to last week's hiring of a 
consultant to conduct a detailed, financial 
feasibility study, the drive for cityhood in 
Chino Hills is rapidly gaining the support 
of community leaders, businesses and resi-
dents. (The feasibility study, expected to be 
completed in November by consultant De-
loiue Touche, will provide the basis for ac-
tual determination of Chino Hills' financial 
solvency.) 
"The momentum behind this [incorpora-
tion] effort is dazzling," reported Doug 
Sparkes, a resident of Chino Hills and 
chairman of the Chino Hills Incorporation 
Committee (CffiC). "Supporters have re-
alized that self-determination through in-
C<Xp<>ration can provide numerous benefits, 
including dictating service levels, instilling 
a lucrative commercial base and channel-
ing money into the necessary infrastructure 
for our community." 
utilized as a vehicle for providing a com· 
prehensive strategy similar to new town 
planning. 
"The village concept which is in place in 
the Hills [there are eight villages]. stands 
alone. Because of our village concept -
which might be best compared to Irvine in 
its early stages - community participation 
is encouraged and an innovative approach 
to land-use planning is maintained," repon-
ed Sparkes. 
While Sparkes and the other members of 
cmc work to publicize and gain support 
for their incorporation effort in hopes of 
putting it before the voters in a November 
'91 election, observers expect the City of 
Chino will continue to attempt to convince 
community leaders and businesses that an-
nexation, not incorporation, is the solu-
lion. 
Incorporation, however, will not come 
easily for those behind the drive for city-
hood. The city of Chino has recently 
launched a counter-effort to annex this 31-
square-mile area of rolling hills in south-
western San Bernardino County. 
"Chino depends on the Hills for their re-
tail and user fees," stated Sparkes. "If Chi-
no had its way [annexation], all funding 
vehicles would be absorbed by the city." 
Currently, the community of Chino 
Hills, which has a projected population of 
80,000 at fmal build-out. is funding 53 
staff positions and genetating approxima~e­
ly $75 million in annual revenue from nu-
merous assessment districts and developer 
fees in the community. 
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Some Things Don't Add Up .... 
Participants at the Earth Day Festival 
held in New York's Central Park 
Left Behind 250 Tons of Trash! 
~~~~ 
While in recent years, Chino Hills has 
become the most sought-after and fastest-
growing area for move-up housing devel-
opments in the Inland Empire, it also of-
fers ample opportunities for commercial 
developers as well. With prime, commer-
cialland adjacent to a freeway corrida" and 
a residential population of mostly profes-
sionals anxious for retail and service-
oriented industries to move inlo tbe area, 
commercial development in the Hills is 
abo on the rise. Moreover, while the city 
of Chino's efforts to attract a substantial 
laX base has resulted in several industrial 
developmef!ts, Chino Hills is banking on 
the hopes of auracting more high-tech in-
duslries 10 take advantage of the area's pre-
clomiDIDdy wmee-con. wod force. 
The health card that fits her lifestyle 
This demogrlphic diffamce wbicb sep-
pres Chino IDd Chino Hills bas quickly 
become a source of tension between the 
twoo ; jties 
~-ICCused us of baabol•• 
IIIII!! c- buically, it SUR!~ 
.. 111\i difference beta _ _., 
- ... ~I:IEtneQ spaes. ,..._ a&• 
IIW., .. tbe Hills bave mowd-10 
chosen li~u&y~ w.~ 
tobe~--,¥. .!' 
Ad!!GIIIk to Sputes, CllilliJ. ..,_.. 
..... IIMIIIily baa beeD ......... .., .... 
nal dllrec1er of 1he IRL Tbe Cllillo 
Hill Spec:ific ............ 1982. ·-
filii ~ ill m.s • • s- of c-.-
When yo u're as busy as sh e is , it's 
c o mforting t o kno w tha t yo ur health 
benefits are planned by peo ple who care, 
that they're prepaid, and ready when you 
need them. Just show o ur card. 
Our programs for businesses large and 
small provide a cho ice of participating 
private-practice doctors, nearby hospitals, 
and no claim forms to worry about. And 
our rates are competitive. 
This could be th e H ealth M ainte n a n ce 
O rganizatio n yo u've b een wishing fo r. 
Inter V a lley is c o mmunity-based a nd 
locally m a n aged. All o f o ur resources a re 
co ncentrated right here, where o ur mem-
bers live and wo rk. 
If you're an emplo yer who'd like to 
kno w more about our record of stability 
and service, just ask your insurance bro ker. 
Or call Inter Valley in Pomona or Riverside. 
,- ... 
m · - -~ ~~ ~~-~ 
Jnter ValleY Healt+. 
~,.;x;~ut.n Park Avenue, Siite loa • Pomona, CA 91766iif~~ 843-3520 
Indiana Avenue, Suite 100 • Riverside, CA 92506 e-(11"-4) 788-6766 
A Non-Profit , FederaU,Qualifie.dHMO 
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First Local Infertility Practice Opens 
Dr. Bert J. Davidson has become the first and only board 
certified infertility and reproductive endocrinology specialist 
to open a private practice in the western Inland Empire. 
In addition to his new practice, based in Upland, David-
son has been appointed director of infertility and reproduc-
tive endocrinology services and director of the In Vitro Fer-
tility Program for San Antonio Community Hospital. 
Bert ] . Davidson 
Valley Business Credit's Local Office 
Relocates, Changes Name 
Valley Business Credit recently renamed its Ontario small business lending center Ca-
liber Business Credit Caliber is a small business lending office that specializes in small-
to mid-size Small Business Administration loans. Caliber is a division of Valley Bank 
of Nevada, a $3.1-billion commercial bank headquartered in Las Vegas. 
Joanna Bruno, who has 20 years experience in SBA lending, was appointed vice presi-
dent and manager of the Ontario office. 
Construction Begins on Rancho Cucamonga 
Business Parle; Major Restaurant Supplier Talces Space 
Ground has been broken on the Mission Vista Business Park, a 421 ,550-square-foot 
business park located in Rancho Cucamonga. The project contains five single-story 
buildings ranging in size from 28,000 to 174,000 square feet. Building one is a 132,550-
square-foot build-to-suit distribution facility for Proficient Foods Co. International, a dis-
tributor of food and service supplies to the Denny's and El Polio Loco restaurant chains. 
State Compensation Insurance 
Fund Building In 
Moreno Valley Starts 
Construction 
Ground was broken recently on an 
office development for the State 
Compensation Insurance Fund, which 
. ...... _.... is expected to be completed in Au-
gust, 1991. The 108,000-square-foot 
four-story office facility will provide 
•••-.....J parking for 467 cars when complete. 
Snyder-Langston's Riverside office is developing the project The architect for the project 
is Newport Beach-based Landon and Wilson. 
Water Districts to Share General Manager 
The Beaumont-Cherry Valley Water District will share its general manager, Chuck 
Buleher, with the Cabazon County Water District on a temporary basis. The Cabazon 
agency has been without a manager since the resignation of Jay Smith in July. 
Birtcher to Build Center in Rialto's Enterprise Zone 
Real Estate developers Ron and Art Birlcher have purchased a 32-acre site in the Agua 
Mansa Enterprise Zone in Rialto and plan to build a Sl5-million center totaling about 
500,000 square feet 
Pomona First Federal Announces New VP 
Pomona First Federal Savings announced the election of Chip Hovdey to assistant vice 
president. Hovdey, who resides in Riverside, also serves as treasurer for the Montclair 
Chamber of Commerce. 
The Pomona S&L also promoted Douglas G. Wagemann to vice president Wagemann 
came to Pomona First Federal in 1984 as an administrative trainee and served consecu-
tively as assistant branch manager for the Claremont, Indian Hill and Upland Offices. 
Cumberland-Swan to Relocate/Expand 
Cumberland-Swan, Inc., with manufacturing facil.ities located in Smyrna, Tennessee 
and Rancho Cucamonga, announced plans to expand and relocate its California opera-
tions. The company's new S3.5-million facility, consisting of 70,000 square feet, will 
be located in the State College Industrial Parle in San Bernardino. 
Cumberland-Swan's San Bernardino operations will include highly automated manufac-
turing opecations fa a variety of over-lhe-rounter health and beauty care products. Em-
ployment is expected to reach between 75 and 100 by lale 1991. 
With a lbshiba tel~hone system, 
your business won't become tenninal. 
When your phones break down, they become ominously 
silent. And even fast-growing busin~ suffer a lack of calls. 
A lack of orders. A lack of business. 
With a 1bshiba Perceptionqp PBX 
telephone system, however, break-
downs are practically a thing of 
the past. It's the no-wony system 
so reliable, it'll keep those calls 
coming in for years. And it 
offers easy expandability and 
telephone compatibility with 
our other systems. 
Toshiba Perception. It 
gives the competition a 
terminal case of envy. 
ASK FOR GREG 
Inland Telephone 
(714) 946-5891 
"My daughter is so proud of me. I've just 
switched to a new, challenging career. 
Thanks, AppleOne:' 
Hundreds of sat1Sfy1ng fulltme positions are offered by 
AppleOne, the West's fastest-grow1ng 1ndependent employment servJCe. 
New career! Pleased offspnngJ For a quJCk-start. call our nearest office! 
CORONA (714) 279-f100 DIAMOND BAR (114) 110-3332 
FONTANA (714) 35S-5491 MONTCLAIR (714) ~ RIVERSIDE (714) 351-1200 
SAN BERNARDINO (714) 8IU351 TEMECULA (714) 69H515 UPLAHD {714) 946-6229 
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Weekend Time Out 
ESCAPE to NEW YORK 
Just imagine swimming in a hotel 
pool right on Fifth Ave. or enjoy-
ing a tasty barbeque right on top 
of the world. Doesn't sound like 
something one would do in New 
York, right? Wrong. 
You can be in the hean of the Big Apple and close to all 
the hustle and bustle, but still enjoy relaxing activities. 
How about finding a friendly hotel whose owner per-
sonally greets you and remembers your name. A welcome 
smile can be just the sort of personal touch you want 
when visiting the Big Apple. 
modem health club. Just 
as the bar above, the swim-
ming pool area and exercise 
room overlooks all of Man-
hattan. The Spa includes a 
17-foot-by-42-foot indoor 
pool, aerobics studio, an 
exercise room with all the 
modern trimming ma-
chines, a lounge and dress-
ing room areas, built with ~~-~~lb.... \1 
mahogany and marble. 
Sauna, massage and super-
vised spa programs are also 
available. 
Si;o; elegant banquet and ~~--:1~~~u~~~~~~~m meeting facilities are avail-
able to the businessperson, 
including, of course, a 
complete range of audio 
visual equipment 
I 
·, 
( 
r 
r~ 
Better yet, have a driver greet you at the airpon and de-
liver you to the elegant Garden City Hotel only 20 min-
utes away. This hotel is nestled in a picture-perfect coun-
tryside setting, yet close enough to Manhattan for an easy 
day trip. 
If this sounds impossible, it isn't. Many options are 
available to New York visitors, but you just have to 
lcnow where to find them. 
The Peninsula Hotel is 
also famous for its sumptu-
ous cuisine. When you dine 
The Famous Monkey Bar of the Hotel Elysee as depicted by an artist. 
October is a perfect time to travel to New Y orlc. The 
summez heat is over and the cool fall winds are just start-
ing to blow. Consider visiting the following places, and 
you won't be disappointed: 
mE PENINSULA. HOTEl. 
either at The Adrienne Re-
staurant, Le Bistro d'Adrienne or the Gotham Lounge, you 
can expect a tasty gourmet meal. The introduction of ex-
ecutive chef, Gray Kunz, has made Adrienne's one of the 
most recommended restaurants in New York. His kitchen 
is French with touches of the Far East. The food is so 
hances the dec<r. 
This warm and charming hotel is located at 60 East 54th 
Street between Parle and Madison avenues. Phone (212) 
753-1066 for additional information. And please say hel-
lo to Leon for us. 
This place has everything! You may have 
missed their traditional outdoor barbeque, 
which is served on the 23rd floor during July, 
August and September, but marlc it down for 
Many options are available to New York visi- 1lffi GARDEN CITY HOTEL 
tors, but you just have to know where to 
find them. 
If you travel to New York and want to stay 
close to Kennedy Airport and Manhattan and 
prefer the rural and tranquil surroundings of 
Long Island's "Gold Coast," you might want 
to consider the Garden City Hotel. 
your llQt summez visit. 
The chef actually barbeques such items as 
chicken, porterhouse steak, tiger prawns, com 
on the cob, etc. One of the best-kept secrets in New York 
is the Peninsula barbeque, held "weather permitting," 
Tuesday through Saturday from 6:30 to 9 p.m. Reserva-
tions are a must since this is an intimate barbeque with 
only about 10 tables. 
The 23rd floor patio is also open later for drinks. 
Relaxing under the stars and gazing at the beauty of the 
New York skyscrapers is just plain romantic. If it gets a 
bit chilly during the rest of the season, the enclosed Pen-
Top Bar is also open. As a guest of the Peninsula Hotel, 
you can also enjoy the floor below which unlocks another 
secret treasure - the spectacular Peninsula Spa and ultra-
The Stated Elegance of the PeMisuJa Hotel 
original and flavorable, that the Inland Empire Business 
Journal will be featuring the hotel's restaurants in an up-
coming Restaurant Row column. Be sure not to miss it. 
The food is outstanding! 
There are 250 luxurious and spacious rooms at The Pe-
ninsula. The hotel belongs to the Peninsula Group, 
which will open a new hotel in Beverly Hills in 1991. 
Claimed as the "Best Addressed Hotel in New York," it is 
located at 700 Fifth Avenue at 55th Street. Call (800) 
262-9467 for further information. 
HOTEL ELYSEE 
Want to feel completely comfortable, relaxed, and have a 
"home away from home" in New York? Then visit the 
Hotel Elysee. Mr. Leon Quain, the hotel owner, personal-
ly greets guests and loves to chat with everyone who 
wallcs through the door. He always remembers his past 
guests and appreciates his loyal patrons. 
This place definitely has character - or maybe even 
characters depending on your definition. Many celebrities 
have stayed at the hotel, including, Ethel and John Barry-
more, Lillian Gish, Paul Douglas, Joe DiMaggio, Vlad-
mir Horowitz, Harold Robbins, Sidney Poitier and Marlon 
Brando. Rumor has that Tallulah Bankhead wouldn't have 
stayed anywhere else. 
On a sad, but historic note, the Hotel Elysee was the 
last home of Tennessee Williams. On Feb. 25, 1983, he 
died at the Elysee - a proper place for a genius to have 
made that his last home. 
The hotel has 110 rooms. Each one is really special, 
and no two are remotely alike. Some are modem, others 
Japanese and feN are British. Each has its own name: the 
Harlequin, the Gran2da, and one is called the Sayonara 
Room for Marlon Bra~.do. Olaracttt, yes indeed! 
The famous Monkey B• is housed in the Hotel Elysee. 
Upon enlering the bar, sUI!OWidcd by chimpanzee murals, 
you can easily visualize the fun times the bar's famous 
clientele must have enjoyed. Md Mlwtin and Ellen Kaye 
have been perfooninj~ at the bar for years. 
Aaou the lobby • • s the Pisces, a bright lOCI upbe8l ~ 
llaUn8Dl feablrin1 leilf(.od. A munl of lbe Adriatic: en-
The recently rebuilt hotel is a combination of old and 
new world splendor. It has been a favorite hotel for many 
local Long Islanders, including superstars Bob Hope, Tina 
Turner and Julio Iglesias. They seem to like the quiet, 
peaceful setting of the hotel. The lobby is just beautiful. 
High crystal chandeliers, pink mart>le, comfortable French 
provincial furniture tastefully surround the arriving guests. 
There are 280 guest rooms in The Garden City Hotel. 
Some of the best spots at the hotel are the 12 separate 
meeting rooms ranging in capacity from 10 to 600. All 
have windows, which complement the atmosphere of any 
meeting. 
Most locals come to the Garden City Hotel for its food. 
The Friday night seafood buffet and Sunday brunch buffet 
are the most popular. Lobster, shrimp, veal selections are 
endless. Reservations must be made well in advance. 
Down the hall from Polo Grill, where the buffets are 
served, is Giorgio's, a premier Northern Italian restaurant. 
After dining, it's fun to dance at the G Club which fea-
tures contemporary dance music with all the colored lights 
and visuals - the works. 
The hotel provides a 32-foot indoor pool with poolside 
menu. Whirlpool, sauna and gym equipment are also 
available. Massages can be provided by appointment. 
Not to be outdone by the Elysee, the Garden City Hotel 
has it own proud historic background. Lindberg spent the 
night there before his historic flight to Paris, an;o;iously 
watching the weather from his hotel room window. Clar-
ence Chamberlain, who with C.A. Levine were the first to 
fly non-stop to Germany and Admiral Richard E. Byrd, the 
polar e;o;plorer, were guests. 
The Garden City Hotel {the only 4-star hotel on Long 
Island) is located in Garden City, Long Island, New York. 
The hotel's phone number is (800) 547-0400. 
New York is my kind of town, and, I hope, it becomes 
one or yours aJsol 
-By lltgrid AlltltoltJ 
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By Gwenn Norton-Perry 
Recent research has indicated each office 
worker throws away an average of one-half 
pound of recyclable paper every day. This 
figure is further amplified when you con-
sider that paper and paper products account 
for about 36 percent of the United States' 
solid waste stream. (To determine the 
amount of recyclable paper circulating 
throughout your business on an annual ba-
sis, use the following formula: (# em-
ployees] X .5 lbs. X 240 working days di-
vided by 2,000 lbs.) 
Since businesses have the highest per-
centage of paper waste - appro;o;imately 
74 percent in offices and 87 percent at 
banks and insurance companies - many 
environmentally-conscious businesses have 
realized that recycling must become a stan-
dard approach for managing waste. While 
such waste-management practices are vol-
untary in most business communities, pro-
posed legislation which would mandate re-
cycling and waste management programs is 
just around the comer . 
Assembly Bill 939, which was passed 
last year, is one such government mandate. 
It requires cities and counties to divert, 
through source-reduction recycling, at least 
25 percent of the waste stream by 1995 and 
50 percent by the year 2000. Although 
each municipality can adopt its own ordi-
nances to maintain compliance with this 
legislation, it seems as though curbside re-
cycling for residences will be just the tip 
of the iceberg. Considering the amount of 
paper generated by businesses, it appears 
obvious who will become primary targets 
for compliance with the mandates . . . lo-
cal businesses. 
Whether businesses choose to begin their 
own waste reduction program on a volun-
tary basis -or when mandated by legisla-
tion--is their own perogative. However, 
those businesses that position themselves 
to be in compliance with potential forth-
coming legislation will not only have an 
easier transition changing their daily office 
habits, but will also reap many benefits 
which e;o;tend beyond the business to their 
community. These include recovery of our 
natural resources, longer landfill life, ener-
gy savings and pollution reduction. 
Furthermore, businesses which begin 
waste management programs can actually 
earn revenue from their recycling efforts. 
Although prices fluctuate, the current price 
per ton for separated, recyclable office pa-
per is S 150 for computer paper; S60 for 
white ledger paper; and $30 for colored pa-
per. 
If your businesses is interested in start-
ing a waste management program, there are 
several factors you should consider, includ-
ing a characterization of your current office 
waste; an e;o;amination of your current 
waste management system; a review of re-
cycling and recovery options; an economic 
analysis of your selected program; and 
overall administration and monitoring of 
the program. Start-up costs for establish-
ing a recycling program at your office will 
depend entirely upon the structure of the 
program. 
For e;o;ample, I recently started a waste 
management program within my company 
involving virtually no start-up costs. My 
involvement included establishing loca-
tions throughout our corporate facility for 
placement of 32 gallon containers designat-
ed for recyclable products and publicizing 
the recycling program to our employees 
through internal correspondence. A con-
tract was established with a recycler who 
placed a locked bin in our outside trash area 
specifiCally for recyclables - once the bin 
is full, the recycler will then pick up the 
materials and pay us for recyclable materi-
als received. Some businesses with more 
comple;o;, waste management programs dis-
tribute containers to each employee which 
can be placed on his or her desk. Employ-
ees then empty their personal contai ners 
into the larger containers located through-
out their facility. 
In establishing an office recycling pro-
gram, you must also determine which recy-
cler will take the paper. (Several recyclers 
are listed at the end of this article.) While 
some recyclers provide free pick-up, others 
have varying fees for their services. 
In addition to office paper, other items 
which can be easily recovered within your 
company include newspaper, aluminum 
cans, glass and cardboard. Depending upon 
the size of your company, a recycler may 
also pick-up these items or provide you 
with suggestions on transporting the mate-
rialto recyclers. 
Along with a recycling program, there 
are numerous source-reduction practices 
your company could begin. Typically, 
these include purchasing recycled paper; 
making double-sided photocopies; using 
routing slips, rather than producing several 
copies of internal correspondence; and writ-
ing rough drafts on the unused side of dis-
carded~. 
For every ton of paper your business re-
cycles, you will keep 60 pounds of pollu-
tants out of the atmosphere; eliminate three 
cubic-yards of waste; and save 7,000 gal-
lons of water and 17 trees. Take a look 
into beginning a waste management pro-
gram for your business, you'll not only 
save trees, space and energy, but you'll 
save money as well - and that's good 
business. 
Gwenn Norton-Perry is director of public 
relations for J.F. Davidson Associatts, 
Inc., a fu/1-suvice enginttring and plan-
ning firm headquartered in Riverside with 
regional offices located throughout the In-
land Empire. 
Office Paper Recyclers 
A-1 Upland Recyc:lln11 
1248 W. Ninth 
Upland. CA (714) 982-1044 
Central Clly Recycling Center 
21516 Main 
Grand Terrace, CA (714) 781-9301 
Dalton Enterprises 
929 E. South St 
Anaheim, CA (714) 635-2181 
Inland Paper Stock 
777 W. Raiho 
San Bernardino, CA (714) 884-8672 
Main Street Fibers 
300 E. Main St 
Ontario, CA (714) 391-4402 
Pomona Paper Stock 
1430 W. 2nd St 
Pomona. CA (714) 622-2076 
Raacll Metal & Supply 
41400 Date 
Murrieta. CA {71.4) 6n-8~86 
A Wine and Food Survey by William 
This column is wrillen for the business person 
who finds travel a necessity, as well as for those 
who believe that eating a fine meal with a very 
pleasant wine IS a reward of tra••el and t'Ven life 
and innovatively revised recipes from 
all over the world. 
"America is a mix of all people," Ash 
says. "So is my food. 
Each month we shall comment on different 
restaurants. 1n tht' various Cities that, I believt'. 
are most often visited by busmess persons from 
the Inland Emp1re. These restaurants are choun 
strictly on mem All restaurants were persoruJIIy 
vwted.l plan to offer you brief surveys, in lieu of 
long reviews. 
"California cuisine means using fla-
vors and techniques from various ethnic 
recipes lO create food that is fun, differ-
ent and alive with flavor," he adds. 
John Ash & Co. 
To achieve this, Ash calls on his 
training, which includes a degree in art 
along with culinary schooling in La 
Varenne, Paris and London as well as at 
Cordon Bleu and City College of San 
Francisco. 
Since he opened his restaurant in 1980, 
John Ash has been dubbed "one of the 25 
hot new chefs in America" by Food and His wine list, included in The Wine 
Wine Magazine. 
This accolade ech-
oes the sentiments 
of diners who have 
savored Ash's cook-
ing. 
Ash responds to 
the lavish praise 
with modesty: "I'm 
just a refugee from 
the corporate 
world." 
His cuisine, how-
ever, says other-
wise. Consistently 
artistic and in-
spired, it features 
the freshest bounty 
from Sonoma's 
boutiques, farms 
''America is a mix of 
all people. So is my 
food." 
- John Ash, Ash & 
Co., Santa Rosa 
Catering to Groups 
of All Sizes. 
Tru~t your next meeting to Rtver 
~Ideo., riro.,t cia~\, full ~ervice 
hotel • From cxccuttve 
rctreato., tn our private 
boardroomo., to grander 
fwKtiono., in our 2,000 
'q It ballroom And of 
Lnur ... e, there'o., the <)2,000 
'CJ tt. R1ver,ide ( onvention 
( enter right next d<x>r for thme 
really btg evcnto., • So next time 
voure plannmg a lunLtton from 
'i to SOO, let uo., Later to all the 
detatl, that add up to your o.,ucle'' 
3400 Market Street • 
Rtvcr<>tdc. Cahfornia 92'101 
(714) 784 ·8000 
Spectator's 
"100 Best in 
America" cate-
gory, offers 
nearly two 
dozen selec-
tions by the 
glass. 
What: John 
Ash & Co. 
Where: 
Vinters Inn , 
Santa Rosa, 
Calif. 
Pho11e: 
(707)-527-
7687 
Ruerv-
atiOIIII: 
A MUST 
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??? Answers For The Inland Em ire ??? 
The Business Journal posed the following questio1t to Jrala1td Empire leaders: Considering the recent state budget cuts, how 
can the trauma and emergency health care systems be saved from possible collapse ira Riverside and San Bernardino counties? 
Greg Bishop, 
Trauma Care Consultant 
The solution for trauma centers in the Inland Empire is to assess their situations and work together with other trauma centers 
on a state, county and national level. There are a variety of solutions available including auto insurance reform, fair payment for-
mulas in Medi-Cal and the establishment of a special fund to pay for indigent trauma victims, funded by a local drivers licence 
fee or an assessment district. 
Trauma centers represent only 1 percent of health care spending in this country, so this is not an insurmountable problem. 
Sen. Ruben Ayala 
(D-Chino) 
Recent state budget cuts have cost San Bernardino County $5 million in funding for medical indigent services, as well as 
major cuts in funds for providing mental health services. 
However, I believe the state is still responsible for providing adequate funds to ensure that emergency treatment facilities 
are available to all citizens. 
The Legislature recently attempted to offset some of these reductions by increasing the amount of Medi-Cal funding for 
counties that provide emergency services for large populations of illegal aliens unable to pay. 
However, much more work remains to be done. 
Britt Berrett, assistant administrator, 
Doctor's Hospital of Montclair/Ontario Community Hospital 
The critical factor facing the emergency room and trauma systems is the appropriate utilization of these costly services. Many 
believe that money directed to these services is diluted because high tech and costly health care are being provided to non-
emergent, non-paying cases -- individuals who are using the emergency room as a doctor's office. 
The key to continued operation of the emergency room and trauma systems is the re-direction of non-emergent care to a net-
work of free and low-cost clinics for the under-/and non-insured and non-insured. 
Assemblyman Steve Clute 
(D-Riverside ) 
A major step to addressing the decrease in funding to our health care services was taken in the Legislature, when AB75 allo-
cated funds from the voter-approved Prop. 99. The 25-cent-per-package cigarette tax increase was slated for health needs. AB 
75 allocates $1 billion to county hospitals as a supplement to existing funds. 
With the passage of Prop. 111 and its modification of the Gann limit, more money can be spent on funds going to trauma cen-
ters and our county health providers. I would hope that the Leglislature and the new governor would see this as a priority. 
Sen. Robert Presley 
(D-Riverside) 
Recently the state allocated additional funds for health care systems. Revenues were provided by the Cigarette and Tobacco 
Products Tax initiative passed by voters. This included direct grants to hospitals and county-run systems to pay for indigent 
patients. 
However, the state was forced to make cuts in two important programs: 
• A $150-million reduction (including $5.3 million in Riverside County) in the state grant to cover the health care costs of in-
digent who do not qualify for Medi-Cal. 
• A $61-million deduction (including $560,000 in Riverside County) in grants for mental health services. 
Overall, we flnd ourselves back where we started two years ago, with little relief in sight 
Ann Connors, Mayor, 
City of Beaumont 
I think we all realize that what will happen is a rise in the already unjustifiably high cost of health care. 
The state should be made to change its present policy of interfering in every aspect of our lives so it can concentrate our re-
sources on that which is important 
The people have the responsibility to force this change. Unless they do, state government will continue to grow while services 
and care decline. 
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It's Not Fund America, Says Ruff 
Cont. From Page 6 
will receive a refund if you don't save $250 
in rebates and discounts, but they subtract 
any rebates you received. Isn't that a $150 
guarantee?) 
Ruff also states that any person who was 
a Fund America representative can join 
Main Street Alliance for only $20, and can 
start in the Alliance at the same level or 
status he or she attained in Fund America. 
Ruff says his company will offer many 
of the same type of services as Fund Amer-
ica. However, most of the services will be 
offered by different vendors. 
Ruff says, a few of the products and ser-
vices include: a long-distance telephone ser-
vice; a voice mail program; a discount 
brnnd name merchandise vendor; a cata-
logue merchandise vendor; travel services; 
financial services, a major medical pro-
gram, life insurance; a car buying service; 
automotive services; a grocery coupon pro-
gram; a pre-paid legal services program; a 
discount vacation program and more. 
Ruff adds that he has a group of 
"influential and wealthy friends" who are 
investing in his company. "It will be the 
best financed new network: marketing com-
pany ever started," he said. 
Ruff expects that Main strut Alliance 
will ~ in full operaJion prior to year tnd. 
Pacer Technology Among 100 Best Small Companies 
Pacer Technology of Rancho Cucamonga 
was the only Inland Empire finn to malc:e 
California Business magazine's list of "The 
100 Best Small Companies in the State." 
Pacer ranked 74th on the list. 
Pacer manufactures, fonnulates, paclcages 
and markets high perfonnance adhesives, 
sealants, thread lockers, nail care and relat-
ed products. The firm sells its products 
worldwide under both private label and 
trademarks to industrial, consumer, cos-
metic and hobby markets. 
California Business measured seven vari-
ables in ranlcing the companies, including 
revenues, net profit margin, return on equi-
ty, return on assets, assets/equity, sales/ 
assets, three-year annual growth, and one-
year net income growth. 
Editors were looking for "consistency, 
not flashiness," in ranking the companies, 
California Business wrote in an a piece de-
scribing the list, which appeared in the 
magazine's October issue. 
Pacer rated in the seven categories as fol-
lows: revenues, $8.2 million; net profi t 
margin, 3.6 percent; return on equity, 18.5 
percent; return on total assets, 6.3 percent; 
assets/equity, 2.7; sales/assets, 1.72; one-
year net income growth, 21.6 percent; and, 
three-year annual growth, 19.9 percent 
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Inland Empire Focus: Riverside 
Pepsi and Redevelopment 
K ey to the city's growth is its redevelopment assis-
tance program. Through redevelopment, the city pro-
vides opportunities to rejuvenate previously underutilized 
areas while remaining sensitive to the area's rich legacy of 
historical architecture, particularly in the downtown core. 
shops has begun, and Nordstrom recently broke ground on 
its department store. One portion of a new parking sll1Jc-
ture will be completed in time for holiday shopping this 
year. 
One such redevelopment project carne to fruition in May 
when Pepsi-Cola West opened the ftrst phase of a bot-
tling, warehouse, and disoibution facility in the Sycamore 
Canyon Redevelopment Project Area. The plant, near the 
intersection of I-215 and Highway 60, could become the 
largest on the West Coast by the end of the century. 
Downtown, the restoration of the historic Mission Inn 
is nearly complete. Chemical Bank of New York is nego-
tiating with potential buyers. 
Construction is scheduled to begin this year on River-
side Marketplace, the city's largest redevelopment project 
ever. Birtcher Campbell Properties of Laguna Niguel is 
the lead developer of the 200-acre project, which is located 
just east of the 91 Freeway adjacent to downtown River-
side. (See story Page 19.) 
Construction of the ftrst phase is expected to begin by 
the end of this year and will be completed by 1992. It will 
include an historic core featuring restaurants, specialty 
shops, a multi-screen theater and ftve off tee structures. 
Near the heart of Riverside Marketplace is an Old Spa-
ghetti Factory restaurant, which will open Oct. 19 in the 
historic Sutherland Fruit Co. packing house, across Sev-
enth Street from North Park. 
The Redevelopment Agency, in cooperation with the 
Visitors and Convention Bureau, also has completed a so-
licitation for private developers interested in a project to 
expand the Riverside Convention Center. The agency is 
negotiating with three ftrms. 
Near the Mission Inn, Plaza Las Fuentes, a project of 
Griffin/Realty Properties of Santa Ana, will house the 
Public Utilities Department. 
Office, Retail and Mixed-Use 
Development 
The seven-story, brick-covered, Riverside Metro Center 
office-retail complex, located at the northwest corner of 
Market Street and University Ave., opened in January. and 
leasing is in progress. 
The California Museum of Photography, formerly 
housed on the University of California-Riverside campus, 
has moved to the historic Kress variety store, 3824 Main 
Street. The S2.3-million renovation of the two-story 
Kress building is the result of a partnership between the 
city of Riverside, the university, and individual donors. 
East of the 91 Freeway on La Sierra Ave., IDM Devel-
opment Corp. of Long Beach is developing a mixed-use 
project that calls for a 250-room hotel, garden apartments, 
restaurants and possibly a commuter rail stop on 119 
acres. 
Several long-range planning efforts also are under way, 
such as the Market Street Gateway Plan, a master plan to 
guide development on 143 acres around entrances to River-
side from the 60 and 91 freeways. 
The University of California, Riverside 
T he state will spend an estimated SSSO million during 
the next IS years to oiple the size of the University 
of California, Riverside - to more than 10 million square 
feet of classroom, laboratory and building space. 
With a current student population of more than 8,200 
undergraduates and graduates, UCR is the fastest growing 
campus in the state-wide system and is expected to grow 
to 18,050 students by the year 2005. 
The campus has an annual operational budget of S188 
million and employs nearly 1,900 staff and 580 faculty 
and researchers. The campus includes 1,200 acres located 
across the 60 freeway and near the 91 freeway. 
A long-range development plan, UCR200S, was ap-
The stale will spend $550 !7UIIion over the nextl5 years 
to expand VCR to rrwre than 10 !7UIIion square feet. 
Farther south, a $90-million expansion project at the 
Tyler Mall is under way. Construction of a second level of 
proved by the regents of the University of California in 
July and creates a land-use model involving the communi-
ty in the campus expansion to the year 2005. As an exam-
ple of campus-community cooperation, the plan was creat-
ed in concert with a city plan for creation of a university 
village precinct 
Ri11erside Metro Center 
UCR has S38 million in construction proceeding this 
fall. This includes, in pan, a $17-million residence hall 
accommodating 600 students, a $9.8-million expansion of 
the University Commons and bookstore, a S13-million 
athletics and recreation center, and seismic corrections to a 
number of buildings including the landmarlt bell tower in 
the center of campus. 
S ince its founding in 1907 as an agricultural research 
center, UCR's CoUege of Agricultural and Natural 
Sciences has been providing leadership in biotechnology, 
biomedicine, and high energy physics, as weiJ as those ar-
eas relating more directly to the agricultural sciences. 
The College of Humanities and Social Sciences includes 
in its faculty scholars of national renown. A new College 
of Engineering will specialize in elecoical/computer engi-
neering, environmental engineering, and chemical/ 
biochemical engineering. 
The Graduate School of Management provides leadership 
within the local and regional business community as well 
as the education of MBA students. 
The new California Musieam of Plwtography desigfli!d by 
award-winning architect Stanley Saitowitz of San 
Francisco. Photo: Herb Quick 
Jobs, Housing and The Economic 
Development Partnership 
The Economic Development Partnership, Inc., formerly 
Keep Riverside Ahead, has been successfully promoting 
business growth in Riverside for the past ftve years. The 
private, non-profit organization works closely with the 
city providing economic development efforts in the envi-
rons of a private/public partnership. 
The organization compiles and distributes information 
and acts as a service resource for companies investigating 
the area. 
In addition to overseeing redevelopment projects, the 
Riverside Development Department offers services in 
business and community development, and housing and 
neighborhood improvement. 
Through its Business and Community Development Di-
vision, the department acts as a liaison between govern-
ment and the business community. This division also 
works with the community to annually distribute $2 mil-
lion in federal Community Development Block Grants to 
beneftt low-to-moderate-income residents, remove blight 
and create jobs. 
T hrough its Housing and Neighborhood Improvement 
Division, the Development Department works to re-
habilitate existing homes and encourage the construction 
of more housing for low- and moderate-income people. 
Development Department ftgures show that the city and 
county of Riverside have contributed more than $40.9 
million to produce and rehabilitate affordable housing in 
Riverside. To date, 953 new housing units were developed 
with the help of local financial assistance, and 3,469 
housing units within the city were rehabilitated. 
A variety of property maintenance programs are offered 
by the Housing and Neighborhood Improvement Division 
to help low- and moderate-income residents, senior citi-
zens on fixed incomes, and people with handicaps improve 
their homes. The division also provides a rental rehabilita-
tion program designed to upgrade multi-unit properties. 
The Housing and Neighborhood Improvement Division 
also provides loans and grants to help property owners re-
habilitate historic homes and buildings in qualified areas, 
and relocate those who face displacement by development. 
For rrwre informlJtion about the programs and services 
offered by the Development Department, readers can con-
tact the department at City Hall, 3900 Main St., Fifth 
Floor , Riverside, CA 92522; or call (714) 782-5584. 
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Money Rates Stable: Money Availability May Cause Credit Crunch 
Commercial loan volume nationally 
among insti tutional lenders in 1990 is run-
ning at reduced rates for the third consecu-
tive year, the Coldwell Banker newsletter 
ulators rating agencies and shareholders are 
generally in favor of fewer dollars for mort-
gage allocations." 
Commercial mortgage rates in Southern 
California edged slightly lower in the sec-
ond quarter of 1990, shifting to an average 
9-3/4 percent from 10 percent, according 
to Brian F. Stoffers, Coldwell Bank- reported. In 1989, volume was sub-
sfantially lower than 1988's record 
loan year and current loan vol-
ume is at or slightly below 
result ... could last year's levels at most in-
er Commercial Mortgage Banking 
Services regional manager, in 
the company's current South-
em California newsletter. 
The end 
The end result of this philosophy (in 
Stoffers' opinion) could create an enormous 
credit crunch later in the year, especially if 
rates fall. "Last year's commercial mort-
gage market was characterized by lower 
rates in the second half with adequate cash 
flows to service demand, albeit with much 
slowrx response time," Stoffers explained. 
"A similar decrease this year could result in 
a stampede which might result in lenders 
running out of loanable funds." 
A recent Coldwell Banker 
Commercial survey disclosed 
shorter term (3 to 5 years) 
mortgage rates are currently 
in the 9-l(l percent to 9-3/4 
percent range with longer 
terms from the high 9 percent 
create an stitutions, the survey dis-
closed. 
enormous Stoffers noted that unlike 
last year, most lenders are 
not close to panic over the 
slow pace of business this 
year. "Most institutional lend-
credit crunch 
to the low 10 percent range, 
later in the year, 
especially if 
rates fall. ers have more than adequate li-
quidity and cash flows, " said Stof-
Some lenders are widening commercial 
mortgage spreads, the difference between 
mortgage rates and those on Treasuries or 
comparable maturities, according to Stof-
fers. "This has been done in an attempt to 
stem demand and compensate for the in-
creasing perceived risk factors of commer-
cial mortgage lending," he added. 
Stoffers added. By comparison, 
shorter term mortgage rates last year 
ranged from 8-7/8 percent to 9-1/8 percent 
with long term transactions in the 9-1/4 
percent to 9-l(l percent bracket 
------------------------------
Mid-East Crises 
Will be Seminar Topic 
The Middle East crises heads the list of 
topics speakers will tackle at an upcoming 
seminar, sponsored by the Merchants and 
Manufacturers Association. 
Other topics ranging from trade with the 
fers. "But managers controlling this 
money are allocating it away from com-
mercial mortgages into corporate private 
placements and publicly traded bonds. Reg-
Join the 
Professionals 
Pacillc Rim and Me~co to avoidin liti&!' ____________ _ 
tion are slated for the conference, which 
will be held at the Marriott's Rancho Las 
Palmas Resort in Rancho Mirage Oct. 21-
24. 
Neal E. Schmale, senior vice president 
of corporate development for Los Angeles-
based Unocal Corp., will address the Mid-
dle East topic. 
Schmale, who heads Unocal's acquisi-
tions divestitures and long-term planning 
activities, will try to provide answers to 
the following questions: 
• Should the Bush administration recon-
sider its policy on off-shore drilling? 
• Will the current situation provide the 
impetus for stepped-up oil exploration and 
further drilling in Alaska? 
• Should the government provide new 
incentives for the development of alterna-
tive energy supplies. 
On another topic, well-known author and 
professor Chalmers Johnson will discuss 
policy solutions for reaching Asian mar-
kets. Dr. Herminio Blanco Mendoza, un-
der secretary of commerce for international 
trade for Mexico, will outline how local 
businesses can effectively trade with that 
country. Mendoza is credited as the archi-
tect of Mexico's program to open its bor-
ders to foreign trade and business opportu-
nities. 
The world is a more complicated place than it 
used to be. It takes more than even top-notch 
s kills to succeed today. You' ve a lso got to have 
commitment to quality, flexibility in every 
situation, and the kind of insight that comes 
only through experience. In other words 
professionalism. 
Not everyone understands that fact. 
Only people who work in hands-on 
situations can fully realize what it 
takes to get the job done. 
That' s the way it is with the 
AGCC. Our m e mbers are well-
known for their construction 
skills--but that's just the 
beginning. They're also experts in 
the legislative aspects of 
development, in state-of-the-art 
safety, even in insurance. 
For 70 years, the AGCC has 
represented California's leaders in 
construction . But our members are 
something more as well. They' re people 
who are accustomed to accepting 
challenging assignments in an industry 
which doesn' t tolerate mistakes. 
They've got what it takes: 
dedication, insight, and 
engineering known-how. 
Professionalism. At 
AGCC, we know what it's 
all about. 
But then, so do you. 
The 
Inland Empire 
Business Journal: 
A Visible 
And 
Effective 
Way To 
Get 
The Most 
From Your 
Advertising 
Budget 
Other conference spealcers include: Frank 
Ogden, author and lecturer, who will dis-
cuss social and technological change; Dr. 
Larry Barker and Kittie Watson, who will 
speak about effective listening; Dr. Leo-
nore Hausner, a psychologist and consul-
tant, who will talk about harnessing anger 
to achieve positive goals; Robert Baruch 
Bush, a law professor, will explain how to 
avoid litigation; and, Daniel Burton, a 
member of the Council on Competitive-
ness in Washington, D.C., will cover 
technology and competitiveness. 
Riverside 
San Bernadino District 
255 North D Street 
Build with the Best 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
(714) 885-7519 
State Office in West Sacramento 
Regional Offices in Oakland and 
Monterey Park 
Other Offices in Chico, Fresno, San 
Francisco, Santa Ana, Santa Barbara, 
Santa Oara and Santa Rosa. 
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF CALIFORNIA 
tit • .f 
. . 
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IDEAS FOR THE INLAND EMPIRE 
Providing 
Health Care 
By Sen. Ruben S. Ayala 
5 Million Californians Lack Health 
Insurance: 
What Can We Do About Them? 
Coachella Valley 
Regional Govern-
ment in the 
Year 2000 
By Joseph Painter 
Regional Problems Do Not Stop 
and the Border 
Many of the uninsured work for 
small businesses 
California possesses one of the most powerful econo-
mies in the world. The output and wealth of our diverse 
industries and businesses exceed all but a handful of coun-
tries. 
Governments are in a constant state of change, and in re-
cent years that change has come at a quicker pace than at 
any time in the history of our democracy. Service needs 
for our citizens overlap arbitrary city boundaries. Region-
al problems do not stop at the border. 
There are more than 660,000 operating small businesses 
in California. These enterprises account for more than 
S300 billion in annual wages. 
I:-:spite their importance to the state's well being, the 
concerns of small business often receive short shrift 
Realizing the regional nature of our problems, Coachel-
la Valley officials established the CoacheUa Valley Asso-
ciation of Governments (CVAG), an organization made up 
of representatives from nine Riverside County cities. We 
established the CV AG to deal with regional needs of some 
325,000 citizens in the area. By the year 2000, we will be 
serving more than 500,000 citizens. 
To many Californians, the word "business" conjures up 
images of multi-national corporations employing thou-
sands of individuals. However, more than 55 percent of 
the state's full-time workers are employed by small fums. 
We depend upon them every day. 1be newspaper distrib-
utor, the video rental shop, your favorite restauran~ the 
hairdresser and family farmer are all examples of small 
1be CV AG has been successful with a wide range of re-
gional challenges. These include the establishment of: a 
joint insurance authority; the Fringe Toad Lizard Preserve 
(yes, that's what the desen preserve is called); and a re-
gional transportation program. The CV AG is now devel-
oping plans to address growth issues of parks and open 
space, infrastructure, affordable housing, child care, air 
quality and other services. 
Absent health care insurance, individu-
als are forced to rely on services fi· 
nanced by tax dollars. As a result, tax-
payers foot a growing health care bill 
_for more than 5 million uninsured 
Californians. 
businesses. 
I serve on the Senate Select Committee on Small Busi-
ness rnterprises. 1be panel addresses the special problems 
and nteds of this key segment of our society. 
One of the primary concerns of small businesses today 
is the escalating cost of health care. 
As medical costs have continued to rise, health insu-
rance has become a virtual necessity. Millions of workers 
and their employers rely on a job fringe benefit for health 
care protection. 
However, many small business owners cannot afford to 
buy insurance for either their employees or themselves. 
The costs on a small scale are simply too prohibitive. 
Their per-employee price runs anywhere from 10-to-40 
percent above the premium paid by large conglomerates. 
The reasons are many, but a simple explanation is the in-
surance industry is not structured to handle the problems 
of small business. 
Absent health care insurance, individuals are forced to 
rely on services fmanced by tax dollars. As a result, tax-
payers foot a growing health care bill for more than 5 mil-
lion uninsured Californians. Without any kind of health 
coverage whatsoever, they place an enormous suain on the 
system. 
Proposed solutions differ greatly. Some place the pay-
ment burden entirely upon the business; some spread it 
through a combination of payroll taxes, tax credits, and 
stale assis1ance. 
In any solution, however, the goal must be to sttike a 
balance between the budgets of small businesses and the 
need 10 provide adequale, affordable health coverage 10 all. 
The great majority of small businesses fail within the 
fnt lhree re-s. Pl.cing additional deiNnls on them with-
out poccctions coukl push the failure rate even higher. 
In short, our organization has created a process for iden-
tifying, prioritizing, funding and solving regional issues. 
This process is drawing attention from business execu-
tives and public officials all over Southern California as a 
successful model. I 
Eventually, state law is expected to mandate member-
ship in a super regional government made up of several 
CVAG-type organizations. However, it would seem more 
advantageous for organizations such as the CV AG to con-
tinue solving local and regional needs without a further 
layer of bureaucracy and red tape. We have shown that it 
can be done, voluntarily and without a state mandate. 
1n the year 2000, Coachella Valley citizens will be well 
represented in a united structure of the CV AG, one capable 
of dealing with issues of the new century. The CVAG 
gives local governments in the Coachella Valley the tools 
to meet regional needs. We who work daily in the service 
of our citizens, are grateful for this valuable tool, and we 
feel if this tool is not misused, it will help create the qual-
ity of life that citizens want in the year 2000. 
Jo~ph Painter is tM city manager of Cathedral City. He 
is also chairman of tM Technical Advisory Com»Uuu of 
CoacMlla Valley Association of Goverllll'lents. 
The Coachella Valley Association of 
Governments: CVAG Leading 
the Way 
~Coachella V aDey Association of Governments 
(CVAG) was formed in early 1974 as an expanded effort 
for inter-governmental cooperation by the elected officials 
of CVAG's progenitor, the Regional Anti Pollution Au-
thority. CV AG is a subregional volwuary association of 
govenunents located in the Coachella Valley of Riverside 
County. Its boundaries are the same as the combined 
boundaries of tbe Palm Springs, Desert Sands and Coach-
ella Valley Unified School Districts within Riverside 
Couunty. 
The valley begins at the eastern a:nnious of the San 
Gorgonio Pass and runs east and south to the Riverside 
and Imperial County line. There 1ft nine member agency 
ci1iel iD the valley along with the county of Riverside. 
The strength of our economy is derived from the wide 
v.nety of goods and leiVices we produce. Small business-
es • • intcpal)*t f1 the formula. providin1 new blood 
IDd itmovllion. We Ill ba~ aliKe ill lbeir IQOd beallh. 
The purpoee of CV AG is to be an orpUzatioo through 
wbidl its membu governrnenu do lhiDp for themiclves, 
topda. It let'Yel• a fonlm for lbe ckossioo «region-
11 poblaM lhat affect more IbiD c.e ~ lhe lll1mic.,.t 
..... u 
To Live Near Art 
Is Not Enough 
By Pattie Pate 
Giving is Good Business 
The arts and corporate America will develop an even 
closer relationship by the year 2000. 
As the trend toward building mixed-used projects contin-
ues, public art will become more apparent in the living 
environment, says Charles McLaughlin, developer of the 
Inland Atrium in Ontario. 
McLaughlin, president of Arical Properties, Inc., has de-
veloped several commercial and mixed-use buildings in 
Rancho Cucamonga, all decorated with sculptures and oth-
er an works. McLaughlin sees developers and artists 
working even more closely together in coming years. 
"We'll see more mixed use projects and we'll see more 
public an in them, creating a hospitable environment," 
McLaughlin says. 
At the onset of the new millennium, public an place-
ment will be a matter of course for major buildings and 
developments, predicts Ted Duuon, chairman of the board 
of Security Investment Management Co. and president of 
the Baldy View Building Industry Association. 
Corporate interest and pursuit of developing valuable an 
collections will become more sophisticated, Dutton says. 
"Public dollars for the arts will be-
come more scarce," Dilorio continues. 
"In order to keep a healthy environ-
ment, corporations are setting up foun-
dations to dispense grants and programs 
in their communities." 
The emphasis will be on quality, original an works, rather 
than in decorator items that do not appreciate in value, he 
adds. 
Penny Dilorio, president of the Arts Foundation of 
San Bernardino County, says a desire to enhance the work-
ing environment is just one of the reasons business is be-
coming more involved in the arts. 
"Corporations are under more pressure to give back to 
the communities in which they do business. And the arts 
serve as a positive way to return that prosperity," Dilorio 
says. 
"Public dollars for the arts will become more scarce," 
Dilorio continues. "In order to keep a healthy environ-
ment, corporations are setting up foundations to dispense 
grants and programs in their communities." 
Targtti11g $7.8 Million to Arts 
Target Stores last year contributed five percent of its 
pre-tax earnings to family-oriented an and social agencies. 
In 1989, that five percent was $4.5 million. This year, af-
ter a big increase in sales, Target will contribute $7.8 mil-
lion to the arts. 
"We see our giving program as our effort to be a good 
and responsible citizen in the communities we do busi-
ness .. .and that will be good for business," says Tom Lee, 
a Target spokesman. Target focuses its giving in areas 
served by its 414 stores nationwide. 
"Likewise," Lee says, "there will be increasing pressure 
on arts and cultural organizations to become more profes-
sionally operated, with strong boards, staffs and effective 
programs." 
Security Investment's Dutton sums it up best, when de-
scribing the evolving relationship of business and the 
arts:" Art will come out of the board rooms and into the 
public eye as we near the year 2000." 
Ptlltie Pille is uecllliYe director of lite Art.r Folllldlllio11 
of Stua Bent~~Tdilto Co11111y 
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By Valerie Hampton 
As a public relations professional for nearly 10 years, I've encountered countless indi-
viduals in social settings who, upon hearing of my field, eventually ask, "So what is it 
that you actually do?" In our current age of image creation and projection, most people 
are vaguely familiar with the practice of public relations, but their pictures are often lim· 
ited and incomplete. 
Due to the broad scope of the field, it's easy to see how people become confused. Per-
haps it is simplest to begin with what public relations is not. It is not a random press 
release distributed occasionally with the hope of seeing a client's name in print. It isn't a 
manufactured gesture here and there to generate good wiU or the "successful" creation of 
an inaccurate image. And it certainly isn 't the back-slapping, hand-shaking, cigar-
smoking promoter of yesteryear. 
In fact, while it's nice working with anyone who is friendly in business, being conviv-
ial is about as pertinent to the profession as knowing how to repair a typewriter - nice, 
but not really necessary. 
The primary qualification of a good public relations practitioner is the ability to com-
municate clearly and effectively in writing. A strong communications background, with 
experience or education in journalism, is vital to the role. 
By definition, the practice of public relations is the accurate, effective communication 
of a company's or individual's services, products, activities, opinions, attitudes and phi-
losophy to various targeted public audiences. These audiences might include actual or po-
tential clients and customers, employees, subcontractors and suppliers, the investment 
community, regulatory authorities, a board of directors, or the media itself. 
After a company's policies, goals and philosophies are established, one of the first re-
quirements for an effective public relations program is detennining the target audience. 
Each population segment most likely requires varying amounts and levels of informa· 
lion. It's up to the public relations professional to assist in determining these target 
groups and to create a means of, and actual communications with, these groups via news 
releases newsletters, direct mail pieces, brochures, annual reports, etc. 
A crucial necessity for distribution of this infonnation is management input. I doubt if 
I can put it any beuer than Fraser P. Seitel, senior vice president in charge of public rela-
tions for Chase Manhattan Bank, NY, who said, "Good public relations can't be practiced 
in a vacuum. No matter what the size of the organization, a public relations department 
is only as good as its access to management. " 
Lewis A. Lapham, fonner vice chairperson of Banker's Trust Co., put it this way: "No 
matter how skillful the public relations techniques and technicians, they simply cannot 
succeed if top management is unaware of or sidesteps its responsibilities in describing its 
place in the comm unity and in defining its objectives." 
Finally, while we're on the subject of responsibility, in order for a public relations 
program to have purpose and influence, it must accurately reflect the company or individ-
ual it represents. Expectations for a manufactured, prepackaged image or position are 
unrealistic and useless. Good public relations communicates the truth about a company 
and its philosophies. 
Perhaps the best response to the question "What Is Public Relations?" is to quote 
TWA's public relations policy, which simply states: "Public relations is the production 
and distribution of a good reputation." 
Valerie Hamp10n is a Coachella Valley-based public relations and advertising con.su/-
tant, specializing in real estate. 
Temecula Growth Sparks Dema11d for Medical Facilities 
The growth of southwest Riverside 
County has resulted in shortages of physi-
cians and medical facilities -- but develop-
ers are rushing in to meet the demand. 
In 1980, the total population in Lake El-
sinore, Perris, Hemet, Murrieta and Teme-
cula was about 50,000. By early 1990, the 
number had grown to 262,000, and is ex-
pected to nearly double to roughly 
500,0000 by the end of the decade. 
Additionally, 2000 children will be born 
in hospitals in the area, compared to just 
792 in 1988, according to a survey of hos-
pitals conducted by Bob Rodewald, a medi-
cal properties consultant. 
Rodewald said there is a shortage in the 
area of such medical services as pediatric 
medicine, obstetrics, cardiology and general 
surgery. 
As a result of the growth, six medical of-
fice projects, totaling 265,000 square feet 
of space, are under construction or will 
break ground in October. Developers will 
also build acute care medical facilities next 
summer and a comprehensive medical cam-
pus in three years. 
One of the planned facilities is the 
60,000-square·foot Walsh medical project, 
located in Murrieta, which includes a 7()()(}. 
square-foot surgery center. The project is 
slated for completion in July 1991. 
A 45,000-square-foot project, called Val-
ley Medical Center, will help alleviate 
Temecula's shortage of pediatric special-
ists. Scheduled for completion in June 
1991 , the center will be located in Temecu-
la's financial district. 
Murrieta Medical Plaza, a 72,000-square-
foot project that is expected to open July 
I, 1991, will include a three-story parking 
tower adjacent the ground-level parking 
lot. 
Three 30,000-square-foot triangular 
buildings, being developed as a joint ven-
ture between Oakland-based Portfolio Prop-
erties and Sharp Healthcare, parent compa-
ny of Sharp Hospital, are scheduled for 
completion by July 1991. 
Sharp officials also said they will con-
ven 49 beds at Sharp Temecula Valley 
Convalescent Center from nursing to acute 
care beds. The center will continue to use 
50 beds for long-tenn nursing care. 
Sharp will also use modular units to 
meet demand in the short term for acute 
care services. The units will include ancil-
lary hospital facilities and services such as 
radiology, pathology, prenatal care, sur-
gery, as well as an emergency room and 
pharmacy. 
In the meantime, Sharp will expand its 
hospital facilities by 450 beds. 
BARTON ELAZA 
RAN C II O CUC AM ONG A 
Is pleased ro welcome: 
BANK OF CALIFORNIA 
JIM REES & ASSOCIATES 
DR. JOHN R. COVlNGTON 
LAW OFFICE OF DEBRA SMITH & ASSOCIATES 
FUND FOR CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY ADVANCEMENT 
lo our growing list of C lass A tenanrs 
And we would like ro thank the followi ng 
brokers for these transactions: 
AlP Commercial Brokerage: 
CARLOS RODRIG UEZ 
Daum Commercial Brokerage: 
DON CAPPS, DARRELL HALE 
B<~rron PLtu " .1 m.t,tcr plannl'd C !.1" A oftlu: deH:lopmL'nt locatl'd .11 
the IJHL'r,l'Lrion of I Ll\l'n rhl'nuc .111d h)()thill Boule1.trd. C111 Center, 
R.tndlO Cucamong.t. . 
Wouldn't you rather be at the Center? 
BARTON PLAZA 
On 0NtiR 
For l ea~ing informanon com.Kt: 
~ 14/980-1880 or 714/94 5-4707 
PRESENTING A CHANCE OF A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY 
C1tyopoly 1s a featured g1ft, game and accessory 1tem 111 upscale 
department. toy. and spec1a1ty stores It 1s also marketed through 
promotions 111 newspapers, chant1es. and radiO and televiSIOns 
stat1ons In every market C1tyopoly has entered, the game has 
generated great commun1ty enthus1am and extens1ve med 1a exposure, 
CASH BENEFITS FOR A LOCAL CHARITY! 
F1ft y cents from the proceeds of each game sold w1ll be donated to the 
Cnpple Chlidrens Soc1ety 
CITYOPOL Y PROVIDES: 
• An Exclus1ve opportunity for bus1nesses to advertise and 1mmor· 
tailze the If name and togo. 
• A creative avenue for h1ghl1ghtmg your commun1ty·s ma1or po1nts 
of Interest attract iOns. h1stonc landmarks and promment bus1nesses 
• A marketing veh1cle for creat1ng goodwill and expressmg c iv1c 
pnde by promot1ng 1mages that make your City or organ1zat10n un1que. 
• Chari! able fundra1s111g opportunt1es 
WITH CITYOPOL Y, YOU CAN COLLECT: 
• H1gh 1mpactlmult1ple 1mpress1on advert1s1ng response. 
• The, und1v1ded attention of target buyers for hours on end as 
players concentratiOn IS focused ma1nly on advertisers' names and 
logos 
• A return to t1me·honored fam1ly and CIVIC values bnng1ng everyone 
together to play a game 
INLAND EMPIREOPOLY 
CALL AND RESERVE YOUR GAME SQUARE TODAY! 
-Cityopoly is developed and marketed by 
Elusive Dream Marketing Services 
415 Tennessee St. • Redlands, California 92373 • (714) 793-7773 
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State Treasurer Candidate Says 
He'd Be Good for Inland Empire 
of dollars less than when PERS originally 
bought them, the majority of the Board 
voted against my proposals to stop such 
investments. 
The third portion of my job is selling 
bonds. Bonds provide a way for govern-
ment to develop long-term capital and con-
struction projects. Once authorized by vot-
ers, bond proceeds are used by government 
leaders to fund various programs. 
However, bonds, which are similar to the 
charges on your credit card, are not free 
money. They must be paid back: over time, 
with interest. Each time we vote in a new 
bond measure, we are obligating our chil-
dren, and even our grandchildren, to pay 
back: that debt, plus interest. Also, the 
more bonds we sell, the more we pay in in-
terest, and the less stale funds are available 
to pay for other ongoing expenses. 
By Statt Trtasuru Thomas W. Hayts 
Editor's nott: T~ BllSintss Journal rt-
ctntly ftaturtd an inttrvi~ with I~ demo-
cratic ~for statt trtasuru, Kathlun 
Brown, who also wrott a commentary for 
I~ 1\t!WSpaptr. /nt~ inltrt!SI offairMSS, 
tht BllSinus Journal prtstnts this com-
mentary tJy Thomas Hayts, tht rtpwblican 
ccmdidattfor tht statt trtasurtr's spot. Ht 
currtntly holds t~job. 
Californians are relying on bonds more 
than they ever did. More than $14 billion 
in new general obligation bonds were au-
thorized during the 1980s, while only $12 
billion had been authorized in the entire 
preceding 70 years. In 1989, I sold more 
bonds in a one-year period ($1.6 billion) 
than have ever been sold in California. In 
1990, I expect to sell more than $3 billion. 
Every morning before most or you 
tat breakrast, I invest an average 
or $350 million ... 
As treasurer, I have many tasks, but I 
would like to highlight three in particular 
that I think: would be of special interest to 
the residents of the Inland Empire. These 
include investing money on behalf of the 
state of California and more than 1,500 
units of local govemmen~ acting as a vot-
ing member of the pension funds; and sell-
ing bonds to fmance major projects like 
Californians can expect to pay $832 mil-
lion in debt service this year, which repre-
sents two percent of the general fund. Next 
year, our debt service could reach $1.3 bil-
lion. If we pass more than $35 billion 
worth of bonds during this decade, we could 
see our debt service jump to five percent of 
the budget by the year 2000. If this year's 
debt service were at five percent, it would 
cost taxpayers $2. 1 billion. 
We must show restraint when we go to 
the polls in November. California is in 
good financial shape, but we should not 
just sit back: and be satisfied. We should al-
ways look: toward tomorrow. What we do 
today affects the economic future of the 
state our children will live in. 
prisons and schools. The bottom line is We should invest in our future - not 
that if 1 do my job well, everyone benefits. mortgage it. 
If 1 don't, we all pay in real dollars. 
First of all, I invest about $20 billion in 
a short-term investment pool that includes 
deposits from state and local governments. 
The counties of San Bernardino and River-
side, together, have deposited more than 
S722 million into that pool. 
In fiscal year 1989- 1990, I earned a 
record $1.7 billion on our investments. 
These earnings are used for state and local 
government programs and projects that do 
not come out of taxpayers' pockets. 
This means that more money is available 
to pay for state programs. The amount we 
earn pays for services such as prisons, 
child care, police officers, schools, and 
nursing homes. 
I view the second component of my job 
- voting on the boards of both the Public 
Employees Retirement System (PERS) 
and the State Teachers' Retirement System 
(STRS) - as equally important. 
1 am fully committed to protecting the 
P£RS fund from any raids by the federal or 
state government, as well as from loans or 
investments which I believe would unne-
cessarily risk the funds and retirement ben-
efits of its members. 
For example, I have publicly led the op-
position to the current P£RS Board policy 
authorizing investment in "junk: bonds." 
Aithough the junk: bonds which we cur-
rently own are now worth tens of millions 
We've Moved!! 
The Inland Empire Busi-
ness 
Journal Has Moved into 
A New Complex In The 
Inland Empire. 
The New Address Is: 
3401 Centrelake Drive 
Suite #620 
Ontario, CA 91764 
The new phone numbers 
are: 
(714) 391 -1015 
(714) 391-3160 fax 
Please Make A Note!! 
SEPTEMBER 28 - OCTOBER 27, 1990 
HIGH SOCIETY 
LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
D Special Airport Rates 
D Concert Specials 
0 Weddings 
D Special Occasions 
J las Vegas Packages 
LJ 6 to 8 Passenger limos 
* MENTION THIS AD TO RECEIVE CORPORATE DISCOUNT * 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
(714) 391-9771 OR 626-0536 
We're Fighting For Your Life. 
• American Heart C:.a 
Association "V 
IS YOUR BUSINESS GETTING 
THE CREDIT IT DESERVES? 
CALL US AND IT WILL! 
When you need a business loan, the last thing you need is red tape and double talk: 
from a lender. And that's exactly what you won't get from Caliber Business 
Credit. 
We cut through the red tape to make it easier for 
you to secure long-term commercial financing 
for the things your business needs: 
commercial real estate 
construction 
working capital 
new equipment 
machinery 
leasehold improvements 
fued-assct acquisitions 
And because commercial fmancing 
is all we do, you'll get faster approval, 
fastec funding and faster service at 
Caliber Business Credit than 
anywhere else. 
So call us today and make sure your 
business is getting the credit it deserves. 
'';)»' ua• 
w»f Callber 
Buslneas Credit 
3401 Centrelake Drive #370 
Ontario, CA 91761 
A Division of 
Valley Bank: of Nevada 
Member FDIC 
Joanna Bruno or Jean Perlman 
(800) 234-7043. (714) 988~188 
Additional offices in Phoenix and San Diego ~ 
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Commercial Interior Design Firms In The Inland Empire 
* ranked by 1989 Inland Empire billings 
Company Name Billings I.E. I.E. Offices Services Recent Clientele Key Local Exec. 
Street Address Desgnrs 
City/State/Zip Emplys 
Tbe Design Studio 1.3 million 3 
1 309 N. Euclid Ave. 23 Upland, CA 91786 
# Cmpnywd. 
Year Estblshd. 
I 
2 
1976 
Interior Design, Commercial 
Residential, Space Planning 
Furniture Procunnent 
First Trust Bank 
Petacelsus Healthcare 
Ramona Dairy 
Title 
Phone 
Joseph Petras 
President 
(714) 982-3580 
Design West I million 
2 10722 Arrow Rte. #502 
3 I 
5+ I 
Interior Design, Space Planning 
General Contracting, Furniture 
Wall Coverings, Flooring 
Kipp Mold, Kaman 
Bearing, Design West 
Eye Care Institute 
Betty Noll Wood 
President 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
Carl E. Clark 450,000 1 
3 213 E. Scenic Dr. 1 Monrovia, CA 91016 
H. Rutb Lemaster 150,000 I 
4 2504 N. Mountain Ave. 1 Claremont, CA 91711 
Total Plan na 3 
5 5645 Mission Blvd. 30 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Whitehurst & Assc. WND 1 
6 1362 Pasco Zacate 2 
San Dimas, CA 91773 
Berkely Designs N/A 1 
7 226 W. Foothill Blvd. 1 
Claremont, CA 91711 
Design Studio N/A I 8 1601 Garretson Ave. I 
Corona, CA 91719 
1976 
1 
I 
1980 
I 
1975 
1 
I 
1969 
I 
2 
1978 
1 
1 
1990 
I 
1990 
Commercial Offices, Public 
Facilities, New Residential 
Construction 
Space Planning, Color co-
ordination, Buying Services 
and Residential/Commercial 
Interior Design, Space Planning 
Color Layouts, Furniture 
Procurrnent 
Space Planning, Interior Design 
Tenant Improvement, Medical 
Planning Specialist 
Space Planning, Inlelior Desi8J'I 
Lighting Des.ign 
Commercial and Recreational 
Vehicle Interior Design 
Citrus College, Irwindale 
Senior Center, The 
Benchmark Group 
Pomona College, Pilgrim 
Place, Airport Gift Shop 
Hemet Federal Savings 
Coast Dist. Co., P.S. 
Resorts Vis.. Info. Center 
California Medical Plaza 
No. Anaheim Surgery 
Centec 
The Averbeck Co. 
WND 
(714) 948-3000 
Carl E. Clark 
Priocipal/ASID 
(818) 303-2335 
Ruth Lemaster 
Owner/A5ID 
(714) 624-1778 
Denny Fosdicb 
President 
(714) 787-9000 
Sandra Wbiteburst 
Owner/Designer/ASID 
(714) 599-0254 
Sandy Friend 
Principai/ASID 
(714) 624-1974 
Ann M. Nichols 
Interior Designer 
(714) 272-1978 
N/A. = NOl Applicabk WND = WOllld NOI Disclose 1ID = M( avai/abe The infonnation in r.he above list was obtained .from tJ:le ~panies lisled. ~o r.he best of our.lmowled&e the informa. 
lion su~Jied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omass1~ and lypOgraphlcal errors somewne oc:cur. Please send 
correctiOns or additions on company letterhead to: Tbe lnJaod Empire Business Journal, 3401 Centrelake Dr. 11620, Ontano, CA 91764 ReutUchLd by Stepht!ll Ttu:A:er 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
The Top 12 Temporary Agencies In The Inland Empire 
Company Name 
Address 
City/State 
:Remedy Temp. Ia~. 
360 S. Mountain Ave. 
Upland, CA 91786 
Apple One 
327 W. Broadway 
Glendale, CA 91204 
Thomas Temporarlu 
6700 Indima Ave. IH6S 
.Rivemde, CA 92506 
Klmco Services Inc. 
18226 W. Me Durmott #D 
Irvine, CA 92714 
Helpmates Penoaael 
114 E. 16th St. 
Corona, CA 91719 
Employees 
56 
68 
26 
15 
IS 
1989 Revenues 
Inland Empire 
Companywide 
S19m.il. 
$101 mil. 
16.4 mil. 
115 mil. 
10 miL 
47 mil. 
4 mil. 
13 mil. 
3 mil. 
na 
* ranked by 19X9 Inland Empire revenues 
Placement Agents II of Placements In!. Emp. Off. Services 
Client Base Fee Companywide 
Number of Temps. Year Establsh. I.E. 
na na 1 0 Tempouriea 
na na 85 Permanent 
na 1965 Temp-to-perm 
na 9 Temporary .t FulJ 
8,000 na 8 2 Time, Office .t 
5,000 1981 Light Industrial 
na WND 7 Temponr.iel 
na na 3 8 Permaneot 
na 1969 Temp-to-penn 
10 300 2 OffiCe Admin. 
350 750,000 7 Industrial, 
3,500 1988 fulVpart time emp. 
z +100 3 Office AutonWiotl 
50+ +200.000 8 Adminittadon 
250+ 196S Liaht lnduscriaJ 
Top Local Executive 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
Sudl Pfelner 
V.P. 
(714) 981-2588/949-6161 
Doreea Delk 
Regional V.P. 
(714) 279-1100/279-1159 
Kattiy Bolte 
Area V.P. 
(714) 686-4111 
Kim I. Megonlgal 
President 
(714) 752-6996(752-7298 
Rkk Cllrlst•u 
V.P. 
(714) 542-61871543 ... 721 
Pro Staff Personnel 12 3 mil. 6 12 2 Word Processing Debbie Dorman 
6900 Brockton Ave. #100 na 200 various 50 Technical Area Manager 
6 Riverside, CA 92506 600 1980 (714) 682-9gll/682-8726 
Kelly Services na na na na 4 Tempc:nry S.V. Tom Rtc•ardlo• 
7 19SO S. Sunburst Ln. 1104 L4 billion 180,000 111 6SO Ass~ UYiq, Dill. Manqer Sm Bernanlino, CA 92A08 580,000 + 1965 PuU!Part Time (714) 381-4581/885-8103 
Riverside Personnel 12 na na na Full/Put Time, S. Mltcbeii/Z. Beard 
8 3590 Central Ave. #200 na na na I Temporary Co.Owners 
Riverside, CA 92506 na 1978 OffiCe Support (714) 788-7900(788-1676 
CDI Temporary 8 na na na 3 Temporwiel Stne Lable 
9 7302 Mqnolia AYe. 100 mil. Vma na 123 Temp-to-perm ReJional V.P. 
Rinrside, CA 92S04 Varies na 1982 Word Procaaifta (714) 78S-6700(78S-0256 
Baker Personnel 8 WND 4 WND OffiCe Suppon Judith Funtas 
1 0 299 W. FoothiJI #124 WND WND WND Mid-mgt. President 
Upland, CA 91786 WND 1958 Upper Mgt. (714) 981 - 1111/949-3731 
Ol.ston Temporaries na na na na -' .Ac:countina Carol Nelso• 
11 268 W. Hospitality 1107 18.1 mil. 85,000 Nall. NA 580 Ofrx:e AutonWiotl AreaManaa-
!IID Bemard.iDo. CA 92408 356,000 Natl 197S Toehnical (714) 381-2251/889-9891 
Adla Persoanel 5 na N/A 0 2 Cleric:ai/Admin. Carol Pula 
1 2 10570 Foothill Blvd. 1210 604.5 mil. 1400 Support, Light Area V.P. 
Rancho Cucam~_.1a, CA 1957 Industrial (714) 980-3300 ~~ • Not lit:Q/M WND • WOIIU Not DUt:lou ,_ • Nil~ The iDimDation in lbe aboYe list ~- oblained from the complftiellilted. To tbe bell of our knowledp the~ liaa su accurare • of pr- diM. Whl1e every effort!& made 10 tllliUre lila accwacy aod ~ of the liat. omiaaiona a lYJIOanPhical «ron IOIMiime ooaar. ,__,... or addiliont on CICIIDpa1 ....._. to: n.. _....... Elapln ........ Jovial, 3t401 C.urelab Dr. 1620. OnWio, CA 91~-~~ 111 $1q1wa Tat. 
~· 
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No One Slept Here: Lemonade Stands Aren't Just For Quenching Thirst 
By Don 
Guenzler 
Everyone stayed 
wide awake and 
active during the 
one-day seminar, 
"The AccoWlting 
Game," at the 
Ontario Hilton 
on Sept. II. 
..._. ___ .;:...._..,..-.;;o::::~~..~ The instructor, 
Susan Fine, pre-
sented a hands-on, total-involvement semi-
nar to business executives, booklceepers 
and even a cemetery director. 
The program, developed by Vermont-
based Quantom Educational Discoveries, is 
centered aroWld teaching business account-
ing utilizing a lemonade stand as a vehicle 
for learning the concepts. The objective 
was to help people understand accounting 
procedures and vocabulary. 
After we ftrst sat down, we were asked to 
reven back to our childhoods. Then during 
the day, we were taught how to purchase 
and manage a lemonade stand. 
To help us make it through the day, or-
ganizers had decorated the room with bal-
loons, puppets and colorful items. We 
wore phony name tags and beanies with 
propellers. Of course, everyone had a 
whistle to blow at appropriate times. 
Through all this, buying and selling les-
sons went on throughout the day. The les-
sons were broken up with time outs, relax-
L-emonade 
ation exercises ala Lazonov (a noted Bul-
garian psychologist). 
In the background, soft music played 
throughout the day at various volumes. 
Ms. Fine, a former school teacher, moved 
the lesson along at a brisk pace, stating 
objectives, illustrating with concrete exam-
ples, reviewing, summarizing and doing all 
the things that Madeline Hunter, a noted 
UCLA educator, proposed years ago for 
good teaching. 
At various times during the day, we blew 
our whistles and called for the "Wiz." The 
Wiz turned out to be Mary Ann Quay, a 
member of Vincent Lloyd Stutzman, a La 
Verne-CPA fmn that helped organize the 
seminar. Ms. Quay's job was to put on her 
conical hat and address the class as "the an-
swer person," the ex pen with an-
swers to all the tough questions. 
Talking to many students in 
the class afterward, I foWld most 
enjoyed the presentation. All the 
students seemed to have at least a 
little knowledge of accounting, 
some more than others. All said 
that this class clarified their un-
derstanding of basic accounting. 
One student, Beth Ryan, an ex-
ecutive vice president of the La 
Verne Chamber of Commerce, 
told me, "It pulled it all together 
for me. I loved it" 
I'll bet my boots if this same 
material were presented by the 
typical teacher in the traditional 
way, at least 50 percent of the 
class would have nodded off be-
fore lunch. 
From what I saw. if your 
bookkeeping types are rusty or 
untrained, I surely would recom-
mend a class like this for them. 
QED can be reached by telephone at (808) 
864-6168 (in Vermont). 
Before he joined the Inland Empire Busi-
ness Journal staff, Don Guenz/er was, him-
self, an educaJor for 39 years. 
Accounting Game Steps 
• Accural versus Cash 
Accounting 
• FIFO and LIFO 
Inventory Valuation. 
• Straight·Line and 
Accelerated· Depreciation 
• Prepaid Expense and 
Current Expense 
• Capitalizing versus 
Expensing 
•Tax Accurals 
• Buy versus Lease 
Decisions 
• Cash Flow Principles 
• Basic Accounting 
Language and Equations 
When you go into your bank, do you sometimes 
feel like a very small ftsh in a very large pond? 
your busmess all the services and financial mus-
cle it needs. But we're personal enough to treat 
you like you really matter. 
and top commercial bankers losing sleep trying 
to solve your problems. 
Does it seem like your banker is always busy 
helping his "Jaws"-size customers? While you're 
flapping your fms just trying to get 
noticed? 
Maybe you should swim over to 
friendlier waters. Independence 
Bank is a much more comfortable 
habital We're big enough to give 
To us, you're a big ftsh. You get vice presidents 
falling all over themselves to take care of you, 
In fact, we'll make you a promise. If you want 
to make something happen for your business and 
we want it too, we'll find a way to make 
INDEPENDENCE 
BANK- FOR BUSINESS 
-I'DC 
LOS ANGELES, BEVERLY -illl S, SAN fERNNmO WJ.F( COE.IO \IIIUEv 
it happen. 
If your big bank treats you 
like a little ftsh, come over to 
Independence Bank. It's a lot 
more fun being a big fish. 
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New Business Listing Format: 
Company Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Owner's Name 
Information provided by the coun-
ties as listed in their Ficticious 
Business Listings. Not responsi-
ble for information or typographi-
cal errors . 
E & R Auto Body Shop 
273 S. Arrowhead 
San Bernardino, Ca 92411 
Eklin Numoz Hernandez 
A-1 Construction Services 
1125 Olive Ave. 
Redlands, Ca 92373 
Larry M. Munz 
Circle Center Machining 
14347 Shadow Dr. 
Fontana, CA <12335 
Thomas Franklin Akers Il 
The Landscape Center 
13525 S . Central Ave. 
Chino, CA 91710 
B & B Nurseries, Inc. 
Graphic Warehouse Sales 
4035 Guasti Rd. #304 
Ontario, Ca 91761 
Jerry Bums 
Active Rehabilitation Services 
855 N. Mountain Ave. 
Ontario, CA 91762 
Roberto Perez 
Stonehill Arrowhead Properties 
72771 Skyward Way 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Els Mehas 
Mister JS/ Camp ror the Handi-
capped 
10701 Cedar Ave. #16 
Bloomington, CA 92316 
Dennis Johnson 
Klowns and Kompany 
6098 Merito Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92404 
Deborah Lynn Henry 
Leprechauns Unlimited 
8959 Sunflower St. 
Alta Lorna, CA 91701 
Patricia DWlcan 
Easy as 1-2-3 Consultants 
1343 Mallorca St. 
Upland, CA 91786 
Charles Slaughcnhaupt 
Bath and Kitchen Showcase 
1400 North H St. 
San Bernardino, CA 924{)5 
Wixen Pip and Supply Co. 
Curanex Inrusion Services 
9087 Arrow Rte. #280 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Curaflex Health Services 
Mark Dattilos Heating/ Air Cond. 
3063 N. Arrowhead St 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
Mark Charles DauiJos 
New Business Listin s 
Michaeles 
6777 Golondrina Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 92404 
Michaele Me Causland 
Fredrick Allans 
2363 N . Sterling 
San Bernardino, CA 92404 
Freddie Bauer 
K & M Systems 
4495 San Benito 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
Dean Schellinger 
V.A. Real Estate 
336 Paseo Tesoro 
Walnut, CA 91789 
Anthony Leonard 
E and C Services 
18053 Arrow Hwy. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
Arco Steel of California 
9805 Sixth St. #103 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Arco Steel, Inc. 
Bearkat Ranch Enterprises 
11163 S. Cactus Ave. 
Bloomington, CA 92316 
Kathryn Coles 
Value Consultants 
23 Sherril Lane 
Redlands, CA 92373 
Felix Mosso 
Calico Realty and Development 
39693 Mountainview 
Yermo, CA 92398 
Waldo Adams 
Armstrong's or Upland 
1430 W. 7th St. 
Upland, Ca 91786 
Mary Brooke 
Farrell Realty 
8826 Lassen Dr. 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
James Farrell 
Allied Painting/Coating Assoc. 
21809 Outer Hwy. 18 
Apple Valley, CA 92307 
Allied Painting/Coating Assoc. 
Recycled Fibers of California 
165 E . Mill St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
Neward Group Industries 
The good news is that someone has 
finally built a custom, full service 
high-tech Executive Center ... 
1 1 
18'" 
The bad news is that we only have H 
suites left and over 200,000 people 
are reading this ad .•• 
The Ontano Comm Center comb1nes a large staff w1th state-of.the·art off1ce automar1on to prov1de Independent Bus1ness 
People and Branch O ffiCes a Prest1g1ous. H1gh Quality and ProfeSSIOnally Managed Executive OffiCe 
Some of our On-Site feawres 1nclude 
• Prest1g1ous Class ''A" Custom Bulid1ng 
• 225 Square Foot Pnvate W1ndowed SUites 
• 4·Line Telephone/Computer System 
• Photocopy1ng Fax. ElectrOniC Mali 
• ElectroniC D1ctat1on Equ1pment 1n Each Su1te 
• Laser Pnnung and Typesetting 
• Secretanai/\Nord Process1ng SeN1ces 
• PersonaliZed Telephone Answenng 
• Profess1onal Lobby Reception 
• Coffee and Tea SeN1ce 
• Fuii·T1me On Site M aintenance Staff 
• 10.000 Square Foot A tnum Courtyard 
D1scover w hy more and more Inland Emp1re Bus1nesses and Branch Off1ces are locating at the Ontano Comm Center. 
Southern California's most advanced and prest1g1ous Executive O ff1ce faCility Ca11(7141 941.0333 ro schedule a personal tour 
" Fortune 500" Amenities Made Affordable For Small Bus1nesses 
ONTARIO COMM CENTER f!l EXECUTIVE OFFICES 
3535 Inland Emp1re Blvd., Ontano • (714) 941-0333 
Be sure to ask about our S.n Francisco Bay Area Location 
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West Coast Detailing 
12346 14th St. 
Yucaipa, CA 92399 
Lyndell Brown 
Performance Automotive Service 
520 E. State St. 
Redlands, CA 92373 
Patrick Caughrey 
K-Line Service 
1312 W. Brooks St. 
Ontario, CA 91762 
Teri Lynne Michel 
New Tokyo Gardens 
14958 Seventh St. 
Victorville, CA 92392 
Eavironmental Specialties 
15481 Cactus St. 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
Kathy Smith 
American Home Loaas 
14335 Hesperia Rd. 
Victorville, CA 92392 
Timothy Bahner 
AA Income Tu and Acct. Serv. 
523 Jefferson 
Redlands, CA 92374 
Ralph Kea&on 
Aliso• Electric 
11122 Cou.onwood 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
All That Blooms and More 
311 Briar Creek. Rd. 
Diamond Bar, CA 91765 
Pooh Comer Pet Products 
1021 Ash Lane 
Big Be. City, CA 92314 
Ark Animals/Ark Animal Sitters 
738 Stocker 
Big Bear Lake CA 92315 
Diana Guerrero 
The Black Cow 
2050 Hallie Ct. 
Chino Hills, CA 917{1} 
DetnHouk 
Girts Ualimited 
16780 Mission SL 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
Brenda JU1a' 
H & R Developmeat 
17399 Dovert St. 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
Kamedl HcDdrick 
Shiva Maaaaemeat 
13375 Hidden Valley 
Victorville, CA 92392 
Shailesh Paid 
A Tow Track 
17643 Pine Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
Leonlrd Marting 
New May Cellular 
12S 1 Meadow Ln "164 
CoiiOn, CA 92324 
RicbW Andr:non 
New Business Listin s 
La Ropa 
243 W . Francis St. 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Hyun Huang 
Principle Marketing 
26815 Sheffield Lane 
Helendale, CA 923342 
Dorothy Wysinger 
Southridge Chiropractic Center 
14225 Walmac Place 
Fontana, CA 92335 
Richard Linwall 
H I E C Access Control 
344 E. Erwin St. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Sammy Hornsby 
Jack's Place Auto Body 
1661-W Arrow Bldg. C-1 
Upland, CA 91786 
Joquin Covarrubias 
Princess Nails 
2830 W. Rialto Ave. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Nguyen Kim Van 
Western Hotel Publications 
1003 Deborah SL 
Upland, CA 91786 
James Flangan 
R-R Tire Service 
13344 S. Archibald AVe. 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Rice Delgado 
Mail Call 
20811-10 Bear Valley 
Apple Valley, CA 92308 
Gerald Van DeveniU 
Bob - San Co. 
11522 Mt. Baldwin Ct. 
Alta Lorna, CA 91701 
Bobby Hamby 
Matthews Trucking 
~8Maple 
Chino, CA 91710 
Evan Matthews 
Rose Equipment 
1908 E. Hawthrone Ct. 
Ontario, CA 91764 
John Shay 
CAD Surveying System 
31032 Moss St. 
Mentone, CA 92359 
Billy Huckaby 
JRS Music 
942 Springfield #tO 
Upland, CA 91786 
Lynn Cottennan 
Dutch Touch Window Cleaning 
32702 Cougar lane 
Arrow Bear, CA 93282 
Jan Vrolyks 
Wadco Steel Sales 
11062 Mulbaty Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
Wadco lndustties, Inc. 
Golden Ox 
17490Arrow Hwy. 
Fontana, CA 92334 
Dong Sun Kwalc 
Jennies Nails 
233 Mountain Ave. 
Upland, CA 91786 
Lan Dinh 
Nurses Network 
2598 Archibald H 306 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Lynette Fulton 
Glorious Greetings 
997 Springfield #B 
Upland, CA 91786 
Maxine MaxweU 
Jere Company 
6463 Ocotilla Ave. #1 
29 Palms, CA 92277 
Jean Evans Reed 
Econo Painting 
24627 Bernard 
Crestline, CA 92325 
Billy Ray Strickland 
Sew Expression 
18043 Vine St. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
Carolyn De Vaughns 
Calimesa Western Cobblers 
13683 Calimesa Blvd. 
Uycaipa. CA 92399 
Gordon Darensbourg 
Grand Rent A Car 
1741 W. Main St. 
Barstwo, CA 92311 
Arthur Greditzer 
Kings Oriental Market/Deli 
9782 Sierra Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
Efren Roush 
Tal Enterprise 
5159 Evart St. 
Montclair, CA 91763 
TimLe 
Nelson Research Services 
1159 Belden AVe. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Nelson Gibson 
Stewart House 
5105 B Sweetwater Sp. 
Ft. Irwin, CA 92310 
David Stewart 
All American Service 
37853 Yermo Rd. 
Yermo, CA 92398 
Karen Iavriian 
Comfort Zone 
7350 Acoma Trl. Ste 3 
Yucca Valley, CA 92284 
Sharie Colt 
Farraday Enterprises 
11243 Greenwood Way 
Ontario, CA 91762 
Theodor V. Faraday 
Neo Home and Baby Furniture 
4998 Holt Blvd. 
Montclair, CA 91763 
Chin Chen 
Time Masters 
15352 Linden St. 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
Lynn Bogren 
R Car Repair and Machining 
585 Birch Ct. C 
Colton, CA 92324 
Ronald Caruso 
Patrick Douglas Designs 
5050 W. Arrow Highway 
Montclair, CA 91763 
Berries In Bloom 
6739 Acacia Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Esther Story 
Ciais Construction 
14852 Pipe Line Ave. 
Chino Hills, CA 917{1} 
Victor Ciais 
•
PROFESSIONAL DISPLAYS I INLAND EMPIRE 
Announces the Opening of the Ontario Sales Office and Showroom 
East to Install -
Easy to Carry! 
(714) 941-2524 
FAX (714) 941-3207 
Take a Pro 
to Your Next 
Trade show! 
3535 Inland Empire Blvd. • Ontario, CA 
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To Tbe Editor: 
I read with interest, the article "Malee 
Consumers Allies in Your '90s Skinnish-
es" by Sanford R. Goodlcin in your last is-
sue. As a local elected official and a realtor, 
I found myself both sympathetic and agree-
able as well as hostile to his statements. 
First, "Did the politicians care that each 
dollar they added to the permit would price 
out more citizens? No." It surprises me 
that a member of a consultant group for 
developers would have such an attitude 
problem. Please be aware that on every 
elected body there are one or more pro-
development officials who, indeed, have 
considered and maybe even voted against 
more fees . The question that the reader 
must ask are: 
• Has my fum supported any of these 
allies in their election bids? 
• Have we supplied them with docu-
mentation to assist in fighting the "Let's 
leave the costs to the next generation" the-
ory? 
• Have we appeared at meetings armed 
to the teeth to defend the industry position? 
• Did we let our elected allies face the 
anti-growth mob by themselves and move 
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction leaving a 
political mess for them to deal with? 
As I look around the Inland Empire, I 
see talented, fairminded elected officials 
constantly on the defensive against the 
"Nimby's" and "slow-growth" population. 
Some never get re-elected and that is a sad 
loss. 
When the industry talces the time to get 
involved at general plan meetings,supports 
elected officials who are pro-growth and 
pools its resources to produce better "dog 
and pony shows" at these meetings, that is 
when progress starts. 
If this sounds harsh, just try this exer-
cise: ask yourself to name the mayor and 
council members in your own city and then 
name the industry allies among them. To 
top it off, ask yourself if you supported 
them. 
All together, the article was on target, 
but shame on Mr. Goodlcin for his negative 
attitude and perhaps shame on the industry 
for forgetting an important element in team 
building for our future. 
John M. "Mickey" McClure 
Councilman 
City of Rialto 
The 
Inland Empire 
Business Journal 
Welcomes Your 
Letters and 
Responses. 
Please Send All 
Correspendence To: 
Letters To The Editor 
Inland Empire 
Business Journal 
3401 Centrelake Drive 
#620 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Letters are subject to editing if 
needed. 
Announcement 
Cal Poly Pomona and the SBA/SCORE 
will host a small business management 
seminar/workshop scheduled for Saturday, 
Oct. 27, 1990. 
This session will be of interest and helpful 
to all those interested in starting, buying or 
selling a business as well as those owners 
who want to expand into new 
opportunities. 
A variety of professionals will present key 
subjects and a special opening address will 
be made by KMNY radio personality 
Buz Schwartz. 
Information regarding this special seminar 
can be obtained by calling Cal Poly's 
Continuing Education Center at 
(714) X69-22R8. 
Meet John L. Marconi, President, and 
Rich Macaluso, Assistant to the President 
"We're a local company, 
foUI'IIkd in San1a Ana sUiun 
years ago and represenkd fiQW 
with seventeen branchLs in 
five SouthLrn Ca/iforniiJ 
counties. Some of tilL thir-
teen original staff me171bers 
are still hLre, doing busi-
ness with tilL same clients 
over tilL years," says 
John Marconi, presilknl 
and foUI'IIkr of tilL com-
pany. 'That says some-
thing. We haven't lost 
touch with what's im-
portant in this busi-
ness. personal ser-
vice. developing 
good working rela-
tionships with our 
clients. and most 
importantly. 
closi11g transac-
tions quickly and 
efficiently. 
fitrt~ ORANGE COAST 
~U TITLE COMPANY 
COMMITMENT TO SERVICE SINCE 1974 
1 - (800) 544-3515 
Serving Los Angeles, San Deigo, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino Counties 
SUBSCRIBE 
YES! I want to join today's winners. Please send me the 
next 12 issues of Inland Empire Business Journal at the 
low introductory rate of $12. 
The Business Journal thai provides you with sophislicaled, authorila· 
live, concise information lo help you operale your company more 
effectively and profitably - you will be updated and infonned on new 
stralegies 10 deal with old problems. 
1991 Book of Lists 
YES! I would like a copy of the 1991 Book of Lists. 
$24.95 + 2.50 for P/H = $27.45. OnSeplember30,1990, the 
Inland Empire Business Journal will publish iiS annual Book of Lis IS-
our mosl popular saved pages in one comprehensive volume. All of the 
Inland Empire's major industries and business seclors will be represenled. 
Narne __________________________ Ti~e ________________ _ 
CompanY----------------------------------------------
Address ----------------------------------------------
City--------------------- State ------ Zip------
Phone Date ---------
0 Check enclosed (subscription only, $12) 
0 Check enclosed (Book of Lists only. $27 .45) 
0 Special - Both Book of Lists and subscription $34.45 (savings or $5) 
L_I!"LAND EMPIRE I 
ous1ness tourna 
3401 Ceatrelake Drive 1620 • Oatario, CA 91764 • .(714) 391-1015 
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HealthLink. 
The Business Link To Healthier Employees 
H ealthl.mk t~ a full-~er\'lce, 24-hour. ~even 
days-a-week health care supplier created ~reclf­
tcally to mee t the needs o f busmess 
We're a free-standmg clmtc wnhm a hospttal 
wnh our own licensed medtcal staff Yet the 
constderable re ources of a htghly re peered 
hospttal are available to u at all time~. 
Every Healthlmk program or service t 
designed to help busine ses save money and 
tmprove employee health 
HeathLink can: 
• Reduce your health care costs and insurance 
premtums 
•Improve worker productivity. 
• Return workers to their JObs more quickly 
after work-related inJunes 
• Reduce the number of problem worker cases 
• Cut absenteeism. 
HealthLmk meets your emergency and general 
industrial medicine needs requtring immedt-
ate anenuon. But we also offer many rehabil-
Itation and health promotion programs as 
well as easy-to-tm plement cost containment 
measures. 
Occupational Medicine. 
Our Occupational Medtcme servtces mclude: 
• Full range of medical specialtsts on staff 
• Occupational health pre-placement testmg in 
full compliance with CAUOSHA and FED/ 
OSHA regulations 
• Annual management/executive hea lth mam-
tenance programs 
• Back injury rehabilitation 
• Basel me screen mg. monttonng and medical 
surveillance. 
And Lower Costs. 
• D 0 T dnvtng exammatton~ 
• Drug and alcohol ~crcentng 
• Heanng, \"tston and pulmonary funcuon 
a ·sessments 
• Htgh bloocl pre sure, cltabetes and 
tubercula ts creentng 
• Phystcal therapy. 
• Pam management 
• Work hardenmg 
• Return to work clearance . 
• Dtsabtltty evaluation 
• Safety inspecttons 
Health and Wellness Programs. 
Prevention 1 le s co tly than treatment 
That's why we provide a full-range of pro-
grams to promote good health among your 
employees 
• Comprehenstve phy teal exams and health 
htstory evaluation 
• Consultations with medical speciali ts. 
• Computenzed mdtvtdual nutrttion evalua-
tion and programs 
• Educational bu iness breakfasts for bu iness 
managers 
• Hea lth n k appraisal . 
• Physical capactty te tmg. 
• Stress management. 
• Eating disorders. 
• Smokmg cessation. 
• Substance abuse abatement. 
• Weight management. 
• CPR/first aid classes. 
• Back care management 
• Women 's health issues 
• Cholesterol control 
• Htgh blood p ressure control. 
• Dtabetes screenmg 
• Mammography resting 
Co t containment. 
Healthlmk can '><1\ e vou mone\ wnh a compre-
hen'I\'C p rogram of cost contatnment ~ervtces 
• Hea lthlmk dtscounts o f zoo;, on tnpattent, 
o utpatient and phy-,tctan care, as well as 
many o ther health servtces 
• Phystctan Preferred Provtder Organtzatlon 
affiliatton 
• Employee asststance programs to help 
worke rs wtth financtal , legal o r emotional 
pro blem through ttmely mterventlon , 
counseling and referral 
HealthLink. A Healthy Decision. 
To find out how you can tmprove your em-
ployees' health and lower your healthcare 
related cost , call HealthLmk today for more 
mformation (7 14) 9 8·3 95 
~ Doctors' Hospital of Montclair 
5000 an Bernardino Street 
Montclatr. Caltfornta 91763 
(714) 625-5411 
Ontario Community Hospital 
550 North Monterey Avenue 
Ontano, Californta 91764 
(714) 984-2201 
Ingrid Anthony 
6511 Crista Palma Drive 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 
